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Abstract

My PhD work is in the area of extracting and modelling user-created data on the web.

In particular, I focussed on locating and extracting user data that ’signals’ the evolution of

human, 1-on-1 interactions between participants of large social networks who are forever

stranger to each other.

The booming of ”Online Social Networks” created an opportunity for social scientists

to study social phenomena at a scale unseen before. The vast amount of information

combined with computer science techniques led to significant developments in a relatively

new field: Computational Social Science. Furthermore, in recent years the Gig Economy

and mass adoption of ”business sharing” sites such as Airbnb, Uber, or JustEat drove a

new wave of computational social science research into reviews, feedback, and recom-

mendations. All these ingredients of the larger Social Trust have been vastly discussed

in the literature, in both the social aspect and computational models of trust.

However, some fundamental gaps remain, and there is often confusion about when trust is

being expressed and how reviews (or recommendations) relate to social trust. Additionally,

the computational trust models found in the literature tend to either be entirely theoretical

or focused on a specific data set, thus lacking universal applicability. The latter problem,

I believe, was due to a lack of data available to researchers in the early stages of the web.

Today, the broader Online Social Networks have matured and consolidated mechanisms

for allowing access to data. Access to information is rarely trivial for more specialised

and smaller online communities. Yet smaller, focussed platforms are precisely where

social trust and interactions could be observed (or not observed) and perhaps acquire a

meaning that approaches the social trust social scientists see in in-person interactions.

To address this gap, we initially propose and discuss the following research question:
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”Is there a meeting point between online interactions and social trust so that the core

components of trust are retained?” We addressed this general open question by working

on a computational architecture for data retrieval in social media platforms that can be

suitably generalised and re-applied to different platforms. Lastly, as we enjoy the luxury

of vast amounts of data that closely represent interpersonal and social trust, we addressed

the question of ”what models of trust emerge from data” and ”how do existing models

of trust perform with the data available”.

I have defined a category of online social networks that retains the core components

of social trust, which we call ”Online Social Networks of Needs.” Hence, I have a

classification and categorisation mechanism for grouping online social networks of needs

by the level of trust necessary for cooperation (aka. the cooperation threshold) and

interactions to be triggered among participating cognitive agents.

My focus has always been on data acquisition, and I have designed and implemented

a system for data retrieval that is easily deployed to social media/social web platforms.

A case study of such a system performing in a challenging scenario is further detailed

to show the more extensive applicability of such a system for data retrieval and contri-

bution to a scenario of complete distrust, anonymity, and ephemerality of data (such as

4chan.org). Further, studying the granularity of 4Chan data, we discovered that:

1. ephemerality is not sustained, and web archiving sites have a complete view of the

ephemeral data [1], 2. we can track sentiment and topic modelling of moderation in

4chan [2], and 3. it is possible to have a live view of the topics and sentiment being

discussed in the live board and see how these changes over time

We1 studied the dynamics of high trust interactions [3] and found gender biases [4,5]

in care interactions.

Another topic related to trust but concerning institutions and media is the ’spillover’ effect

between 4Chan and the traditional media. As a premise, 4chan anonymous threads have

anticipated important global trends, notably the ”Anonymous” movement. Apart from

the US, how do national topics interact with the essentially global discussion that is

taking place there? Again, thanks to our extensive data collection/analysis, we sought

1The use of the pronoun ”we” in this context means ”the reader and I”
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to determine the level of participation from a selected non-US country, Norway, and the

degree to which Norwegian 4chan /pol/ users and domestic news influence each other [6].

We continued the journey by collecting data from eight social networks of needs into

the top two high trust demanding categories. Whilst these datasets are made available

to researchers [7], we further study emerging networks and their properties and project

the online social networks of needs into multiplex graphs by transforming the root links.

Finally, we look into the applicability and predictive power of the non-reductionist model

of trust proposed by Castelfranchi. We look at total social trust holistically and consider

signals to evaluate fluctuations of the social capital influenced by economic and political

dynamics and domination of the public discord by conspiracy theories.

Summary of contributions

1. the first comprehensive real-time scrape of 4Chan (in literature, only post hoc

solutions were available);

2. the application of Castelfranchi’s theoretical model of trust to actual data from

online social networks;

3. one of the first studies on the relationship between the institutional (nationwide)

press and extremisms on 4Chan;

4. the study of the application of predictive models to heterogeneous multi-source

data (not user-created but not very trustable either), and

5. contributing live data scraping expertise into several other publications [8] [9].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A question of trust

Trust is a cognitive concept that spans a multitude of disciplines. One of the fun-

damental questions widely discussed in the literature is the definition of trust and

how the various definitions of trust in the different disciplines correlate. The re-

search for a universal explanation of ”Trust” that spans all disciplines is an open

quest. The quest becomes more complex when considering ”Trust” in the com-

putational social sciences and intelligent agents in an artificial intelligence con-

text.

At the very least, the scale and the blurring of the term ”interaction” in online

interactions between social cognitive entities provide another unanswered ques-

tion: ”How does an online interaction between two cognitive entities correlate to

interpersonal and social trust?”. This question becomes more relevant when ap-

plying trust models to data representing interactions on online social networks,

online peer-to-peer services, electronic commerce, and many other online ex-

changes.

To make the question more addressable by this research, we ask the following

equivalent question: ”What fundamental ingredients of Trust, in online interac-

tions, must be retained to guarantee an expression of interpersonal and social

trust?”
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In addressing the above question, I discuss the ingredients of trust to retain the strongest

definition of interpersonal and social trust. Further, we relax some terms and quan-

titatively transition from ”high levels of trust” towards ”lower levels of trust”. By

contrast, we discuss and study the behaviours and patterns emerging from a case of ”total

distrust”.

The definition and categorisation of web communities and social networks that retain

interpersonal and social trust characteristics is the first significant contribution of this

research that helps clarify when the application of trust models is appropriate to data

retrieved from the web.

1.2 A question of data
When trust models are discussed in the literature in the context of computa-

tional social science - these are often either theoretical, based on simulations

or backed by data from one single source1. In the latter case, we often ob-

serve the source not retaining the fundamental ingredients of expression of social

trust.

Having defined a category of websites that encourage, capture and display data

representing social interaction where social trust is expressed and measured, I

am presented with multiple research opportunities. Validate existing models, de-

rive models from the data, and more importantly - solve the problem of data

retrieval and make the method and the data available to the research commu-

nity.

However, the problem of retrieving the data is a non-trivial computer science

problem. For this to be a meaningful contribution, the problem statement must

consider the complexity of a dynamic and heterogeneous category of websites,

which continuously amasses a large quantity of non-structured publicly accessible

1Discussed in detail in Chapter 2
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data.

In this report, I propose the following: ”A query-based open-source, scalable and

distributed system used to retrieve large sets of data from the web”. I discuss the

architecture design of such a system, its implementation and its availability to the

open-source community. I also show several running instances and actual use cases of

such a system.

The availability of an open-source system to the research community that can run queries

towards web communities to retrieve data is novel literature. It is the second significant

contribution of this research project. Furthermore, large amounts of a variety of datasets

representing interpersonal social trust have been made available as a result.

1.3 Models of trust emerging from data

Trust research is often characterised as trust information collection, trust evaluation and

trust dissemination. This research contributes to all three categories. The contribution

to the evaluation of trust compares existing models to many datasets, combined and

structured into a single large connected graph. I study the properties of the graph and

allocate different trust scores derived from existing models to graph nodes. I derive

an alternative trust method that fits the data and has a better predictability score. The

availability of such a graph presents the opportunity to (i) validate universal validity of

existing models and (ii) search for trust models and patterns emerging from data.

In the literature on trust and web interactions, we find two significant trends which rather

define the whole field. The first is about modelling user behaviour and applying models

to typical Data Science tasks such as customer profiling, link prediction, shop-basket

prediction etc. The model by Castelfranchi et al., which we will discuss in Chapter 3,

is a champion of this approach. The second trend is about creating trust in web users,

primarily by creating architectures that guarantee trust. Creating trust often is about

money transactions, but also importantly about the veracity of personal interactions, such

as verifying user-profiles and fact-checking news. An exciting example of the creating
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trust research line is the recent EU-Horizon Eunomia project (eunomia.social) which

focuses on creating inherently trustable social web architectures. To do so, it leverages

technology from peer-to-peer and blockchain to ingenerate users’ confidence in the

contents shared on their platform. It is intriguing at this introductory level to point out

the stark, contrasting visions of trust which fully coexist on the web today:

• childcare: stakes are highest, but families trust the site to bring them qualified

childminders, which maybe they will be vetted on their own once the contact is

established

• 4chan: stakes are generally low but the user base, often considered a fringe

anarco-libertarian social segment, actually do trust the platform and its Japan-based

localisation to guarantee their privacy and anonymity even though they might

later be exposed to profiling and investigation by the long-reaching arm of US

investigative agency

• Eunomia: and in general research in web architectures which strives to insulate

users from said platforms, as we discover from Eunomia’s own summary: ”EUNO-

MIA is developing the first social media environment designed to prioritise trust

over likes. [...] Its open-source tools help the user quickly and confidently assess

the trustworthiness of information shared through EUNOMIA without relying on

any third-party expert or social media platform to do it for them.”

1.4 Structure and research layout
The structure of this report is tightly connected with the structure of the research and

can be grouped into three major sections: (i) Introduction and Context, (ii) Data and

Experimentation, (iii) Validation and Conclusion.

1.4.1 Introduction and Context

This chapter covered a brief introduction. In Chapter 2, this report will visu-

ally set the context for discussing trust as a multidisciplinary topic focusing on

computational social science and discuss a critical review of the existing liter-

ature on trust models, definitions, and the quantification of trust. The litera-
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ture review will place this research in the existing literature and form the basis

for the theoretical framework discussed in Chapter 3. The continuous improve-

ment and operations research methods for architectural design and software imple-

mentation are discussed in Chapter 4, followed by a discussion of the empirical

methods for data collection and methods for quantitative analysis of trust scoring.

In Chapter 4, I will also discuss validation methods and use-case scenario lay-

outs.

1.4.2 Data and Experimentation

Chapter 5 focuses on data, data retrieval and the challenges of mining data from the

web. The computer science challenge is addressed with the proposal of a distributed

architecture for a queryable web system for data mining, specialised in trust data col-

lection. I discuss the implementation and execution of such a system and present two

use cases for data collection. Chapter 6 discusses the statistical properties of several data

collection campaigns executed during the past three years. I transform the semi-structured

disconnected and heterogeneous data into a highly connected composite graph used for

experimentation with trust and trust models.

1.5 Validation and Conclusions
Chapter 7 is concerned with validating the results. We start with validating the data and

comparing values between different data collection methods. Trust scores from different

models are compared against the observed values and trust expressed in real terms in the

social communities. Prediction models are run based on results from previous chapters and

predictability scores compared. I finish Chapter 7, where conclusions, takeaway results,

and future work are laid out to the reader. A chapter with a critique and limits of this work

is also included. The following two chapters are appendixes that include and describe

run-books for some software produced and analysis reproducibility steps, details about

access to the source code and lastly, an analysis of data from a source of total distrust.





Chapter 2

Literature Review

Trust is one of those fundamental cognitive concepts that is embedded in and

around our everyday life, affects and models our behaviours, yet we rarely

have to consciously stop and think about what is trust. However, as I dis-

covered through this research and aim to show in this literature review, the

question is hardly trivial. Not only is the discussion about trust, in gen-

eral, a multidisciplinary and vast subject but also it spans multiple dimensions

and variations that make it difficult to visualise. Within the scope of this re-

search, which focuses on models of interpersonal and social trust emerging from

data collected from online communities and social networks, we are propos-

ing the Venn Diagram in Figure 2.1 to help put this literature review in con-

text.

The non-triviality of the Trust Modelling is underscored by the amount of literature ded-

icated to it, the interlink between the different disciplines, and the challenge to frame the

discussion to a number of concepts and disciplines relevant to the research. This work and

its literature review will be mainly focused on trust in the context of Computational Social

Science. We clearly separate the concepts of ”social trust” and ”interpersonal trust” seen as

highly overlapping but clearly distinct concepts. Whilst the concepts are often used inter-

changeably in the literature, Govier ( [10] p.31) stated the clear difference between the two:

”Social trust and interpersonal trust are different in significant ways. In-

terpersonal trust is based on experience, sometimes deep and intimate
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Figure 2.1: A refinement of literature work by Castelfranchi et al., Govier et al

experience, with another individual. In some cases of social trust, we may

have limited experience with the other persons involved; in others, we have

none at all. (...) despite these differences (...), it is neither an accident nor

a logical mistake that the word ’trust’ should be used across personal and

broadly social contexts.”

There are clear traits of distinction, interchangeability, and interlinking (i.e. how one

affects the other) between ”social trust” and ”interpersonal trust” that are not widely

discussed in the literature but emerged naturally during the analysis of the data collected as

part of this research. In fact, in Chapter 3, we discuss and use some of these characteristics
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to define a new group of online social communities where the traits of core trust [11]

(Page 102) are clearly and explicitly expressed. According to Castelfranchi Core Trust is:

a set of mental states (MS − CTX,Y) -called Core Trust- with these

components:

• a set of X’s goals and, in particular, one specific of them (gX) in order

to trust Y;

• a set of X’s competence beliefs (B−ComX,Y) on Y about τ;

• a set of X’s disposition beliefs (B−DisX,Y) on Y about τ and

• a set of X’s practical opportunities beliefs (B−PrOpX,Y) on Y about

τ at that given moment (time) and site (space)

In Figure 2.1, we indicate that social trust and interpersonal trust are contributors to

another concept: social capital (often referred to as trust capital). Whilst ”social capital”

is not the main focus of this research, we believe it to be important to highlight that social

capital is most commonly defined [12] as

”the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to pos-

session of a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships

of mutual acquaintance or recognition”1

The concept of social capital is important both in the sense that ”When a society has

social capital, just about everything is easier because people can turn to others for

information and assistance”( [10], p.152) but also ”(...) [social capital] must be built

from [interpersonal trust]. (...), trust capital is a macro, emerging phenomenon; it must

also be understood in terms of its micro-foundations.”( [11], p.29).

The two statements can be explicitly re-phrased as follows: (i) an abundance of social

capital will influence and promote more trust among individuals and hence higher social

trust, and (ii) interpersonal trust and social trust are fundamental components of social

capital, hence societies with high interpersonal and social trust will inevitably have higher

1Whilst this definition of social capital is the work of (Bourdieu 1985, p248; 1980 [13]), we are
referring to the work of Portes, 1998 [12] analysing the origin and various definitions of social capital
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social capital. This concept is clearly stated by Putnam et al.( [14] p.177) that suggests,

because of this nature of social capital and trust, societies will converge to an equilibrium

of either high social capital and high trust or the opposite spectrum

”Stocks of social capital, such as trust, norms, and networks, tend to be

self-reinforcing and cumulative. Virtuous circles result in social equilibria

with high levels of cooperation, trust, reciprocity, civic engagement, and

collective well-being. (...) Conversely, the absence of these traits in the

uncivic community is also self-reinforcing. Defection, distrust, shirking,

exploitation, isolation, disorder, and stagnation intensify one another in a

suffocating miasma of vicious circles.”

In Chapter 7, after calculating the trust values for each agent in a community, we use

these definitions of social capital to compute the aggregated social capital values by

location and quantify the relations between social capital and wealth generation data.

In conclusion, whilst this introduction to the literature review is focused on contextualising

and visualising the disciplinary belonging of ”social trust” and ”interpersonal trust”, in

the following sections, we will discuss and review the literature on the broader concepts

of ”trust definitions”, ”trust models” and typical ”methods of research on trust”.

2.1 Trust definition
What is trust? When trying to answer this simple question, the literature inevitably points

towards numerous definitions that have been extensively quoted whenever the definition

of trust is discussed. Rousseau, 1998 [15] defined trust as:

”Trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulner-

ability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of

another.”

We take this definition to mean that this is really about the psychological state between

an individual - the Trustor, that clearly is a cognitive entity (who has a psychological state

and consciously accepts vulnerability), and the Trustee because of positive expectations.

Whilst it is very likely that Rousseau intended the Trustee as a cognitive entity, this
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definition doesn’t necessarily imply or require it. In fact, the definition remains valid in a

hypothetical scenario where a cognitive agent trusts a ticket machine to deliver the ticket

after having accepted the vulnerability of advancing the money based on the expectation

and the behaviour that the machine usually does and will deliver the ticket. This is a

common pattern in literature where the trustee is not strictly required to be a cognitive

entity, and trust is discussed in its broader context.

Gambetta defines trust in terms of probability of cooperation [16]:

”... given a degree of trust, predicted on whatever evidence other than the

interests of that person - the question is: how high does that probability

have to be for us to engage in an action the success of which depends on

whether the other person or persons will act cooperatively?”

This definition of trust introduces two new aspects: (i) a potentially quantifi-

able variable (i.e. the probability of performing a certain action) and a thresh-

old for cooperation, and (ii) a situation at which trust about an action is evalu-

ated.

Most of the research efforts on quantifying and computing trust are part of developments

in information security. This concept is usually described as Computational Trust.

Quoting from Wikipedia 2

”Computational Trust applies the human notion of trust to the digital world”,

referring to Marsh’s work on computational trust. Some of the models of trust

discussed in the later sections of this chapter are developed in the context of

computational trust. In Chapter 3, we take a different approach, looking closer

at the traits of trust emerging between cognitive agents interacting via digital

means.

Marsh, whilst considered a pioneer of computational trust, also introduced a concept

of trust continuum in his PhD thesis in 1994 [17] and later refined it further in [18].
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational trust
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Figure 2.2: S.March - Trust Continuum: The limit of forgivability

Marsh discussed trust as a continuum between−1, a situation of complete distrust and

+1, complete trust. Marsh clarifies the difference between Untrust or Lack of Trust and

Distrust. The former is a situation of ignorance, where there is not enough information

to either trust or distrust. On the other side, this is different to Distrust, where the Trustor

firmly believes that the Trustee will perform an action that goes against his interest

(intentionally or unintentionally).

In Marsh’s trust continuum spectrum, we also find the ”Cooperation Threshold” put

in perspective. We can have situations of trust, but not cooperation. For exam-

ple, whilst looking for a babysitter on online sitter communities, we review many

babysitters and trust them to be good with children, yet we look further until we

find the few we trust beyond the cooperation threshold, and these are the ones we

will contact to offer the job. Similarly, Marsh discussed ”Limit of Forgivability”,

beyond which point it is unlikely the Trustor would trust again and might have de-

cided about the intentionality of the Trustee’s action going against the desired out-

come.

Marsh’s work is important not only because he discussed trust in its composing com-

ponents (delegation, cooperation, forgiveness, regret etc.) but also because he proposed

a first formal model for trust. This consisted of concepts of situations (α,β ,...), agent

(a,b,c,...), knowledge (e.g. x knows y Kx(y)), importance (e.g. of α to x, Ix(α)), utility

(e.g. of α to x, Ux(α)), basic trust (i.e. the propensity an agent x has to trust someone

in general, Tx), general trust (i.e. similar to basic trust but in relation to another agent y,

Tx(y)), and lastly situation trust (i.e. the trust an agent x has on agent y to perform action
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α, Tx(y,α) with the situational trust expressed as:

Tx(y,α)=Ux(α)×Ix(α)×T̂x(y) (2.1)

With the proposed formalisation in 2.1 Marsh extends the concept of trust as discussed

in Game Theory (for example, as the quantifiable amount in Prisoners’ Dilemma) and

Artificial Intelligence (where trust is discussed in terms of situations and agents with

cognition in terms of utility)

Whilst Marsh was a pioneer in formalising and discussing Trust in an algorithmic fashion,

Castelfranchi et al. [11] set up to build a non-reductionist model of trust. Castelfranchi

formalises the concepts of Trust, Lack of Trust and Distrust but goes further from Marsh’s

model to separate Distrust from Mistrust based on trustee’s intentionality. Mistrust is

defined as:

Definition 2.1.1. MISTRUST: Agent i mistrusts j to ensure ¬φ by performing action

α if and only if:

1. i wants to achieve φ ;

2. i expects that

• j has the opportunity to ensure ¬φ by performing action α AND

• j intends to perform action α AND

• the internal preconditions for the execution of action α by agent j hold AND

• the external preconditions for the execution of action α by agent j hold.

There is a clear distinction in this definition between Distrust and Mistrust. Whilst the

former is the belief of the Trustor that the Trustee won’t perform action α hence the

Trustor won’t achieve the goal φ , in the latter, the Trustee is actively pursuing an action

α that will achieve the goal ¬φ . Mistrust is the active pursuit of actions for the Trustor

not to achieve his goal. Castelfranchi breaks down trust into a number of components
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on another dimension to those discussed by Marsh. These are the components of ”basic

trust” broken down as (i) competence, (ii) disposition, (iii) dependence, (iv) fulfilment,

(v) willingness, (vi) persistence, (vii) self-confidences and (viii) motivation.

In [19] we see a clear distinction between Trust and Social Trust, with the latter requiring

the trustee (or agent y) to be a cognitive entity. This is discussed in terms of delegation

(delegation being the decision to trust), distinguishing between weak delegation (i.e. no

presupposition in terms of agreement, deals, or promises) and strong delegation (i.e.

presupposition of goal adaption by the trustee y). Castelfranchi states:

”... social trust in the strong delegation, which is its typical and strict sense

in the social sciences”. ( [19], p.8)

Another contribution of Castelfranchi relevant to this research is the discussion of the

quantification of trust and the definition of the degrees of trust, as in:

Definition 2.1.2. Degrees of Trust: The degree of trust the cognitive agent X has on the

cognitive agent Y about the situation τ is

DoTXYτ =DoCX [OppY(α,g)]∗DoCX [AbilityY(α)]∗DoCX(WillDoY(α,g)] (2.2)

where:

• DoCX [OppY(α,g)] is the degree of credibility of X’s beliefs about Y’s opportunity

of performing α to realize g;

• DoCX [AbilityY(α)] is the degree of credibility of X’s beliefs about the Y’s abili-

ty/competence to perform α;

• DoCX(WillDoY(α, g)] is the degree of credibility of X’s beliefs about Y’s

actual performance and can be broken down as DoCX(WillDoY(α, g)] =

DoCX [IntendY(α,g)]∗DoCX(PersistY(α,g)], given that Y is a cognitive agent.

In other words, the degree of trust can be expressed as a composition of beliefs and

credibility of agent X on agent Y’s opportunity, ability and competence, intentions
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and persistence to perform the action required to achieve X’s goal. In our discussion,

when setting the theoretical groundwork for this research, we will use Castelfranchi’s

degrees of trust definition 2.1.2 as a sound foundation for the models emerging from

data.

In conclusion, most trust definitions and trust models in literature originate from the

social sciences. They tend to describe trust in terms of Trustor, risk and vulnerability,

Trustee and positive expectations, goals, and actions. When trust is discussed in terms

of computer science, game theory and artificial intelligence, we see a change in language

(from Trustor and Trustee to agent X and Y), a shift in goal (from decomposition into

cognitive components to quantification and trust continuum) and lastly a change in

representation (from human language to formal language and equations). The different

representations are by no means only formal. We find in Castelfranchi’s model a very

close representation of the data we collected during this research.

2.2 Research on trust

Research on trust goes beyond the trust definition. In a meta-analysis publication on

Trust models in Social Networks, Scherchan et al. [20] compiled the table in Figure 2.3

on different aspects of trust models.

Whilst some more recent trust models and metrics ( [21], [22]) are not represented in Ta-

ble 2.3, the categorisation and metadata bring to light some other essential characteristics

on the literature about trust models.

For example, it is clear that most research focuses on Trust Information Collection and

Trust Evaluation, but less attention is paid to Trust Dissemination. These three categories

are also discussed in [20] as a categorisation for all literature on trust models, as shown

in Figure 2.4

This report contributes in all three categories, and we will briefly review the literature

categorised as: (i) Trust Information Collection, (ii) Trust Evaluation and (iii) Trust

Dissemination
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Figure 2.3: W. Sherchan et al.: Comparison of existing Trust literature

Figure 2.4: W. Sherchan et al.: Building a social trust system - classification
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2.2.1 Trust Information Collection

Figure 2.4 suggests that trust information collection usually focuses on attitudes, be-

haviours, and experiences. We find this categorisation to be generally a good repre-

sentation; in fact, we will discuss our data collection campaigns’ focus against this

categorisation. Interestingly, this type of categorisation does not offer any insight into the

aspects of data retrieval, unlike what the category name suggests. In general, the literature

focuses little on the aspect of trust data 3 retrieval, even though we believe the availability

of data influences and determines the direction of the research on trust. For example, this

is the case on trust metrics such as the ’Advogato Trust Metric’ [21], where the metric

is derived from the data available from the Advogato Community Network. Further from

this, Ziegler’s Appleseed [22] extends on Advogato, and its performance is tested against

it because ”Advogato has already proven its efficiency in practical usage scenarios such

as the Advogato online community” (pg.152).

Whilst data retrieval literature is vast, we find little to no evidence of more fo-

cused literature on how this applies, affects and is affected by trust information

collection. This phenomenon has been recognised early in literature, and the

importance of access to data is recognised. Golbeck [24] states the following:

Evaluation is very difficult when working with social trust, particularly in mod-

elling, propagation and other estimation methods. (...) Nearly all social net-

works and other applications with trust ratings from their users keep this data

hidden. From a research perspective, this is challenging because there are no

open sources of data available to work with. For researchers who are fortunate

enough to have access to their own social networks (...), they are still testing on

only one network. (...) In fact, this lack of data means that frequently, research

on trust models and inference algorithms is published with little empirical analy-

sis.

3The use of the term “trust data” in the literature is associated with ”information that an agent or
algorithm can use to evaluate trust”. This meaning, for example, is seen consistently in a collection of
papers on trust models and metrics by Golbeck [23]
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Figure 2.5: Ziegler: Trust Metric Features

This has been our4 experience with trying to get data from online communities. When

contacting and trying to collaborate, most did not reply to our requests even when we

shared we had collected data using other means.

2.2.2 Trust evaluation

Trust evaluation is, in general, concerned with trust metrics and trust models. Sherman’s

categorisation considers the methods used to calculate a trust score. Ziegler provides

another categorisation for trust metrics based on their features instead, shown in Figure 2.5

This categorisation takes into account if the calculation is based on the totality of the

network (global) or by partially computing network neighbourhoods if the calculation

is centralised or distributed, and if the metric is a scalar calculation for a node/agent or

a group calculation for a number of linked nodes/agents.

Levien [21], Ziegler [22], Golbeck [25] discuss their and other trust metrics by placing

them in the Figure 2.5 categorisation. There is a vast number of trust models and metrics

proposed in the literature. Following from the table in Figure 2.4, a number of more recent

metrics are worth mentioning for their fundamental role in the field (FOAF [26], PageR-

ank [27], EigenTrust [28], Advogato [21], Appleseed [22], FilmTrust [29], SNTrust [30]).

4I reached out to my supervisor and used the university structures to reach out to online communities
for anonymised access to their user data. Unfortunately, this was unsuccessful, and most were reluctant
to share these data
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2.2.3 Trust dissemination

Trust dissemination is closely connected with the practical use of trust evaluations. Ta-

ble 2.4 suggests very few trust dissemination categories (trust-based recommendations and

visualisations). This, together with the applications domains (also limited to only a handful

of categories), pictures a very narrow view of the practical use of trust metrics and models.

We know this is untrue, and other classes and practical uses can be found in literature and

the enterprise world. Trust models have been vastly developed and affected by security

and identity management. Trust-related concepts (such as trust corrosion, Sybil attack [31]

and attack resistance [32]) are key concepts and offer fresh insights and direction on how to

address fake news and conspiracy theories. These studies have become even more critical

with the latest developments of governance bodies’ efforts to roll out COVID-19 vaccina-

tion, whilst the public struggles to understand whom to trust [33]. We will explore some

areas and pragmatic approaches for trust dissemination in later chapters of this PhD thesis.

2.3 Conclusion
Literature on trust was discussed as a vast subject that spans multiple disciplines. Multiple

trust definitions can be found in the literature, and some gaps were identified. Perhaps

surprisingly, an association of interpersonal and social trust with online interactions and

trust data from online social networks is seldom found in the literature. Trust models are

either theoretical or validated on single networks, where trust is generally discussed in its

broader meaning. We weren’t able to find a holistic approach in the literature which aims

to retrieve data from multiple social networks that retain and encourage interpersonal

and social trust and evaluate trust models emerging from data. This will become the

main focus of this PhD Thesis. We focus on interpersonal and social trust in online social

communities and networks and a relevant definition.

Literature on trust is categorised as (i) Trust Information Collection, (ii) Trust Evaluation

and (iii) Trust Dissemination and this research will contribute to all three areas.

The literature agrees on the difficulty of validating trust models because of the difficulty

of retrieving and accessing trust data. A substantial part of this PhD thesis will address

this problem. In turn, the availability of vast amounts and diverse data on trust creates an
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opportunity to discuss trust models emerging from data and follow a pragmatic approach

to trust dissemination as applied to the sources at hand.



Chapter 3

Theoretical Framework

I started this journey with my master’s degree where I argued that the business model

of the sharing economies (often called ”Business Sharing” models), has not realised its

full potential and is struggling to penetrate industries requiring high demand of trust,

such as child care or elderly care. I analysed one particular community of carers in the

UK, childcare.co.uk. Whilst some important conclusions were derived, many questions

remain open. I continue on the journey of this PhD research with the intent of answering

some of them. As discussed in the literature review, there is clearly a question of trust

models: ”how to choose an appropriate trust model?”. The question is only partial, and

the reader may ask ”an appropriate model of trust to achieve what and apply where?”.

Before addressing these two important questions, I am extending the discussion that

started with the literature review into two areas that will set the theoretical basis for

addressing the above questions. These are:

• What traits, attributes and properties of social and interpersonal trust can we find

in online communities, social networks or elsewhere on the web?

• Can we capture this information in a scalable and sustainable way for it to become

an important seed in the study of trust?

These two questions clearly set us on the path to addressing the bigger question: ”How

to choose a trust model that accounts for the data available? Is there consistency among

different models? Are there any better models emerging from data?”. With this aim in

mind, I am setting on the journey of explaining the theoretical framework to build upon
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and address these research questions.

3.1 Online traits of social and interpersonal trust
In Chapter 2 we discussed the difference between ”social” and ”interpersonal” trust

and quoted Govier [10] to highlight some differences. It is clear in Figure 2.1 that

both concepts have a large overlap, affect each other, and where one is found, it

is likely the other trait to emerge. This justifies the use of the term interchange-

ably in the literature. There are, however, certain aspects that we will discuss

within the specific domain of either ”interpersonal” or ”social” during this research.

We pay particular attention to ”interpersonal trust is based on personal experi-

ence”.

This definition might seem too contradictory with the word ”online” since interper-

sonal might be interpreted to mean ”in person” or ”physical” which the word ”on-

line” obviously excludes. I believe that the interpersonal aspect can emerge online,

and there are enough narratives and evidence of intimate relationships initiating and

expanding completely online. Hence, I find no contradiction in finding interper-

sonal trust emerging online. However, it is easier for the interpersonal experience

of trust-building (or destroying) events to happen more naturally during physical ex-

changes.

In the evaluation of trust, and the more specific aspect of it, ”interpersonal”, I am introduc-

ing as part of the quantification process a diversification between ”online” interpersonal

exchanges and ”physical” or ”in-person” exchanges where the agents involved in the

exchange have some interchange that requires both to be physically present at the same

location at the same time and interact with each other. I will expand the categorisation

further but want to use this diversification to introduce a trust exchange process that can

be found in literature and is the basis for categorising a group of online communities that

clearly express these aspects of trust and will be the subject of study in this research.

Definition 3.1.1. Online Social Networks of Needs - OSNNs are the group of online
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communities where agents and interactions can be reduced to the following process

1. A cognitive Agent i expresses its goal φ to the community of cognitive agents AGT

2. A subset of agents z⊆AGT expresses their will, have the ability and the opportunity

to do action α to ensure φ

3. Agent i evaluates and expresses its core trust1 by selecting agent j∈z to do α to

ensure its goal φ

4. Agent j does α which requires both agents to have an in-person exchange.

5. Agent i and j feed back about their interaction and the achievement of goal φ and

updates its Core Trust on agent j. This information is propagated to AGT and core

trust is updated accordingly.

There is some overlap of this definition with the definitions of ”sharing econ-

omy” 2, ”collaborative consumption”, ”circular economy”, even though there

is generally no consensus in the literature about these definitions [34]. We

believe the definition of OSNNs to be novel in literature because it expands

the exchange process to the expression of trust, is explicit about the prop-

erties of the agents involved and requires the feedback process after the ex-

change.

This definition and characterisations clearly exclude conventional social net-

works such as Twitter or Facebook. Though trust traits can emerge3, they

clearly do not contain the necessary characteristics of building and express-

ing interpersonal and social trust, as defined in 3.1.1. In most cases, there

are no in-person interactions in the strong sense of the definition, and where

these interactions are present [36], there is no feedback process or base core

1Core Trust as defined in [19]
2Defined as ”an economic system in which assets or services are shared between private indi-

viduals, either free or for a fee, typically by means of the internet.” in the Definitions from Oxford
Languages https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/

3For example, Facebook groups tend to bring people together by subject and interest. The
trustworthiness of posts and trust propagation can be found in the literature for Facebook groups [35].

https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
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trust.

Another category of web applications that are often [37–39] discussed within the realm

of trust and are also excluded by definition 3.1.1 in the strict sense of interpersonal and

social trust, are the e-commerce sites, such as Amazon and E-Bay. Reviews and feedback

certainly happen on these websites and there is clearly the basis for core trust emerging,

but there are very few to no interpersonal relations. Certainly, none happens in person

and there is very little sense of community or other social traits.

In contrast, there is a group of social networks that allow and promote the initiation of

face-to-face social interaction and then collect feedback about such interactions.

These group often takes the form of sharing economies models (like Uber or Airbnb)

applied to different and heterogeneous needs like a taxi or a place to stay but also the

need for a babysitter or elderly care, need to fix a broken pipe at home or help with

home cleaning. We will be referring to these groups of social networks as Online Social

Networks of Needs or OSNNs.

A simplistic representation is given by the flow diagram 3.1. OSNNs commonly express

the following characteristics:

1. Participants (agents) are individuals who have a specific real-life need

2. Interactions between individuals translate to real-life interactions 4

3. Feedback about interactions is collected and made publicly available to all indi-

viduals

4. Individuals make their selection based on their assessment of previous feedback

but also other features influence the decision to collaborate or not (distance, price,

and other influence decision-making)

The characteristics mentioned above can make OSNNs crucial in studying, extending and

validating trust models and metrics. Whilst these are a number of well-established sites

being in business for longer than 10 years, numerous new communities are emerging,

4Note that the real-life interaction to satisfy a need can be online or face-to-face.
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Figure 3.1: Basic interaction flow

having less visibility and certainly not comparable in size with mainstream online social

networks. Yet they are dominant in specific interests and needs. They also tend to use

less sophisticated web technologies, rarely allow access to their data via APIs, or similar

technologies or, based on our experience, have little interest in sharing data with academic

institutions. However, because of the nature of these businesses, extensive parts of their

data are publicly available on their web pages.

3.2 Characterisation and Quantification
Having defined OSNNs and introduced some characteristics of the web communities of

interest to this study, it is clear that many websites belong to this group. I am going to intro-

duce a characterisation within the group based on the traits and forms of the expression and

emergence of trust. As we go through the list, lines begin to blur and the belonging to the

OSNNs group begins to fade. In fact, out of nine different categories, only the first six cat-

egories belong to OSNNs as defined in 3.1.1. All the categories proposed, presuppose web

communities where experience feedback and reviews are collected and publicly shown.

If we look at Table 3.1, we can see that from top to bottom, there is a sense of natural

quantification of the value of trust. Arguably, trusting someone with the care for our loved

ones is more trust-demanding than property care, for example. Whilst this narrative might

look natural and acceptable, this is clearly different from quantifying trust and being

able to empirically show the quantity of trust expressed and exchanged in each instance.

Definition 3.1.1 and the common characteristics of the web communities belonging to
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Table 3.1: Online social networks of needs - Classification

Nº Category Description
1 Health and Care Web communities where health and care for children,

elderly, animals, and other loved ones are requested
and offered

2 Property Care Web communities where property maintenance work
if offered or requested

3 Property Sharing Web communities where sharing someone’s property
(for example a car or a house) is requested and offered

4 Tutoring Web communities where tutoring, private lessons and
skill learning are offered and requested

5 Online Gigs Web communities where different gigs that can be
performed and/or offered online are offered and
requested

6 Skill Sharing Web communities where advice and advanced skills
are requested and offered

Other groups not part of OSNNs
7 Third-Party Trust

Providers
Web communities where users can provide feedback
about a service they have received

8 E-Commerce Web communities where different actors sell and buy
goods and services

9 Social Network Groups of
Interest

Forums and groups on social networks where a
particular interest is discussed and where leaders
emerge based on reputation.

the classification in Table 3.1 offer the opportunity to address this same challenge.

Following from definition 2.1.2 in Chapter 2 we can quantify trust if we can quantify

its composing components: Opportunity, ability and competence, intent and persistence 5.

What common characteristics do OSNNs web communities have, and how do they

contribute to the trust composing components?

Table 3.2 shows a short extract of examples of OSNNs in the top three categories,

common attributes found in each of them, and how these attributes contribute to the three

trust composing components.

Table 3.2 can be read as follows: Agent X evaluates Opportunity when deciding if to

trust agent Y about situation τ6 based on the location of Agent Y , its declared availability,

5I have simplified the wording from the definition in [19]; however, their use is intended to mean
”the degree of credibility of agent X’s belief ..., represented by the parameters α, β and γ that are subjective
to agent X”

6situation τ is represented as the duality of action α to achieve goal g in 2.2
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its activity on the website and last time agent Y has updated it profile. A number n of

attributes O contributes to component Opportunity, and each contribution is subjective

to the Agent x by coefficient α.

Oppx,y,τ =
n

∑
i=1

αi,x,yOiy
7 (3.1)

The indication{x,y} to indicate Agent X and AgentY will be dropped and is considered im-

plicit from here on unless otherwise specified. We can represent Opp as Oppτ =∑
n
i=1αiOi

Following this representation for the other composing components of trust (ability and

competence AC, intent and persistence IP), we can rewrite (2.2) as follows:

DoTτ =
n

∑
i=1

αiOi·
m

∑
i=1

βiACi·
k

∑
i=1

γiIPi (3.2)

Where:

• DoTτ , or explicitly DoTx,y,τ , is the degree of trust of Agent X in agent Y for

situation τ

• ∑
n
i=1αiOi is agent X’s belief in agent Y ’s Opportunity to do τ expressed as the sum

of contribution of the composing n attributes O (i.e. location, availability, last login,

...) each multiplied by agent X’s subjectivity coefficient αi,x,y or implicitly αi

• ∑
m
i=1βiACi is agent X’s belief in agent Y ’s ability and competence to do τ expressed

as the sum of contribution of the composing m attributes AC (i.e. qualifications, doc-

uments provided, number of reviews, ...) each multiplied by agent X’s subjectivity

coefficient βi

• ∑
k
i=1γiIPi is agent X’s belief in agent Y ’s intent and persistence to do τ expressed as

the sum of contribution of the composing k attributes IP (i.e. profile completeness,

time to respond, tenure, ...) each multiplied by agent X’s subjectivity coefficient γi

The attributes are heterogeneous and take different forms (numbers, dates, categories,

locations, etc. ), and they need to undergo normalisation. For example, Location is

7α indicating the coefficient of subjectivity for each attribute contributing to the opportunity element.
Not to be confused with action α and goal g that are incorporated in τ
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typically represented as a UK postcode for a precise location of the job provider (i.e.

the Trustor) or a set of partial UK postcodes to represent an area. In Equation 3.2, the

Location between Agent X and Agent Y about situation τ can be represented by the

distance between the two Agents (the location of Agent X is also situational). In recent

developments [40], it has been suggested that the inverse-square law can be seen as a

universal law of human mobility. Using k/d2 where k is constant (typically 100) and d is

the distance might be a more meaningful representation since it accounts for a faster decay

of trust with increased location (which [40] suggests a universal law of human behaviour).

Table 3.2: Online social networks of needs - Common characteristics

Example Common Attributes Contributes to
childcare.co.uk,

doctify.com,
carehome.co.uk,

rover.com

Location, Availability, Last Login, Last
Update, ...

Opportunity

Qualifications, Documents Provided,
Number of Reviews, Rating, ...

Ability and Compe-
tence

Profile completeness, Time to respond,
Tenure, Number of jobs...

Intent and Persistence

Category 1:Health and Care

checkatrade.com,
trustatrader.com,
ratedpeople.com

Location, Skills, Last Login, Last Update, ... Opportunity
Qualifications, Description, Number of
Reviews, Rating, ...

Ability and Compe-
tence

Profile completeness, Time to respond,
Tenure, Number of jobs...

Intent and Persistence

Category 2: Property Care
cottages.com,
airbnb.com,
vrbo.com,

getaround.com

Location, Skills, Last Login, Last Update, ... Opportunity
Qualifications, Description, Number of
Reviews, Rating, ...

Ability and Compe-
tence

Profile completeness, Time to respond,
Tenure, Number of jobs...

Intent and Persistence

Category 3: Property sharing

The intersection between the three sets of attributes, respectively (Opportunity), (Ability

and Competence), (Intent and Persistence) is not empty. In fact, the same attribute can

contribute to multiple components. For example, Numbero fJobs contributes both to

”Ability And Competence” and ”Intent and Persistence” at different subjectivity coef-

ficients. An equivalent representation would be the union of the three sets of attributes.

This doesn’t invalidate equation (3.2) since the contribution coefficients will be 0 where

there are attributes not contributing to composing components of degrees of trust (hence
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contributing 0 to the sum and not affecting the product). We can define T as the set

of attributes contributing to any of the trust components (i.e. Opportunity, ”Ability and

Competence” or ”Intent and Persistence”) where T =O∪AC∪IP, and rewrite 3.2 in the

extended form as 3.3

DoTx,y,τ =
n

∑
i=1

αi,x,yTiy·
n

∑
i=1

βi,x,yTiy·
n

∑
i=1

γi,x,yTiy (3.3)

The degrees of trust can take values from 0 (no information) to 1 (decision to trust).

Analysing further the formula, how it behaves and the trust value association, we see the

following cases arising:

• The degree of trust is 0: It only takes one of the factors of the degrees of trust to

be 0 for the DoT to be 0. This means that all attributes need to be 0 since each of

the components is the sum of its attributes which in turn are all non-negative values

≥ 0, On the other hand, this situation is expected. If an agent doesn’t have any

information on another agent’s ability to do the job, they are unlikely to proceed

and trust each other.

• The degree of trust is 1: For the degree of trust to be 1, it will take all the

normalised components to be 1. In turn, this means that for each component, the

sum of the normalised composing attributes, adjusted with the belief components,

should sum up to 1. This is also expected since in reality, absolute trust is a rare

and unlikely event. Even more so, in the scenarios which we are considering here.

The process of trust is rather a process of finding the agent who can be trusted best.

• Low degree of trust values: Once normalised, the three components of the degree

of trust values are between 0 and 1. The multiplication yields DoT values that are

rather close to 0 than to 1. In fact, the calculation in Chapter 7 shows a maximum

DoT value 0.5 and a higher distribution for values closer to 0. The calculated DoT

values can further be normalised between 0 and 1 for better representation.

We can use feedback on delegation to build a subset of data points where there had been

a decision to trust, hence DoTxyτ≈18. Since 0≤DoTxyτ≤1, where DoTxyτ≈1, we can
8Whilst, as discussed in Chapter 3, the cooperation threshold is usually less than 1. You can delegate
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Figure 3.2: Degrees of Trust, Data-Points with high trust

assume that each component is equal to 1. That is ∑
n
i=1αi,x,yTi=1, ∑

n
i=1βi,x,yTi=1, and

∑
n
i=1γi,x,yTi=1 of the product.

Whilst it might seem a strong assumption for each component to be equal to 1, it doesn’t

invalidate Equation (3.3) since the trust data points are an expression of maximisation

of DoTxyτ which in turn means the maximisation of each composing component.

Example 3.2.1. Assume we have the data of several trust exchanges that happened

on childcare.co.uk. A number of service providers y ∈ Y have been given a child-

care job, and a review was provided after the fact. Let the list of job providers

be X = {Alice(A), Bob(B), Charlie(C), ...} and the list of service providers be

Y = {Eve(EE), Mallory(MA), Trent(TT), ...}. Let A be the set of attributes:

T = {Location,LastU pdate,NumberOfReviews,Tenure, ...}. Furthermore, two ad-

ditional attributes represent the time of the exchange and the rating as an expression of

whether agent x’s trust in agent y was matched. Let the data observed be:

S ={(EE, A,{W19, 2020-08, 22, 18, 80}, 2021-01, 5),

(TT, A,{E1, 2020-09, 20, 16, 60}, 2020-12, 4),

(TT, A,{AB12, 2020-09, 20, 16, 60}, 2020-12, 4),

without having complete trust in the trustee; we can assume this value is close or equal to 1.
9The first part of a UK postcode indicating the local region of the exchange
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Figure 3.3: Factorisation Machines and the Feature Vector from Degrees of Trust

(TT, A,{BR6, 2020-09, 20, 16, 60}, 2020-12, 4)}

The problem layout, with the Trustor evaluating many Trustees’ attributes, to decide on

whether to engage or not in a trustworthy activity, with sparse data-points10 in terms of

expressions of trust, preferences and previous collaborations 3.2 lends itself to the use of

factorisation machines [41]. The problem statement can be worded as ”given a set of at-

tributes for agent Y, a set of previous expressions of trust for agent X, what is the likelihood

of X trusting Y for the situation τ (i.e. achieving goal θ by performing action α)”

Following Example 3.2.1, the input feature vector for a factorisation machine can be

written as in Figure 3.3. The feature vector, for each row, represents the Trustor’s direct

relation to the Trustee (i.e. where there has been a direct interaction, wi in the factorisation

model) or indirectly because the Trustee has had interactions with agents with common

trust traits. The feature vector includes the three components of degrees of trust that will

reinforce or weaken the links based on the subjectivity of the Trustor. These are modelled

by 〈vi,v j〉 in the factorisation machine model 3.4

ˆy(x) :=w0+
n

∑
i=1

wixi+
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1
〈vi,v j〉xix j (3.4)

The input target vector is DoTxyτ calculated by 3.3 after the trust event has happened

10As we will see in the following chapters, the expressions of trust data points are very sparse in
comparison to the number of agents and attributes.
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and where feedback has been given, hence taking into account the feedback of the

Trustor on the Trustee after the event. The degree of trust, which takes values between

0≤DoTxyτ ≤ 1, is normalised between 0 and 10. Running the factorisation machine

model will return an estimated DoTxyτ in the form of ˆy(x) on all remaining space on 3.2.

The degree of trust calculation is a local, centralised and scalar trust calculation in

reference to 2.5 and hybrid trust evaluation in reference to 2.3. The second part of the

calculation is placing it in a graph, looking at the effects on the graph, and comparing it

with different trust metrics. In the next section, we look at the graph theory and propose

a set of experiments.

3.3 Social Networks Analysis and Experimentation
Social Networks Analysis [42]11 methods are typically used when dealing with social

structures and data from online social networks. Trust data and social interactions are a

good fit for network representation, and this is often the case, as discussed in 2.3 and 2.4.

Most trust metrics rely heavily on network centrality measures 12.

An ”Online Social Network of Needs” is a social network we can represent in a directed

(potentially bipartite) graph form, with agents as nodes and interactions as links. The links

are directed from the Trustor to the Trustee to represent that Agentx (the Trustor) trusted

Agenty (the Trustee) and provided feedback for the performance of action α. Sometimes,

the Trustee replies to the feedback given, and the bidirectional links represent this. The

attributes described in Table 3.2 can be represented as node and link attributes. We have

multiple sources for each category in Table 3.1, and providers are likely offering their

services in various OSNNs. Whilst there would be challenges in entity reconciliation

among different data sources, we can build separate graphs for each source. This repre-

sentation, as shown in Figure 3.4, has the characteristics of a multiplex graph. We can use

the multiplex graph theory to analyse emerging structures from the different trust scores.

Some measures from graph theory and graph properties also provide meaningful trust

information. For example:

11Social Network Analysis is the process of investigating social structures through the use of network
and graph theory. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social network analysis

12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centrality
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Figure 3.4: Multilayer network representation of Online Social Networks of Needs

• graph density (given by D = L(G)/N(N − 1), where L(G) is the number of

links in the graph and N is the number of nodes) can further confirm the sparsity

assumed in the previous section

• degree centrality, defined as the number of links from each node (given by

d(i)=∑( j)mi j where mi j=1 if there is a link from i to j, 0 otherwise) can be used

as a trust metrics 13 since it indicates the number of times an agent has been trusted

• closeness centrality, defined as the sum of the shortest distance between the node

and all other nodes (given by c(i)=1/∑i, j,i6= jd(i, j), where d(i, j) is the length of

the shortest path between node i and node j) might give indications of the impact

of location on trust.

• betweenness centrality, defined as the number of shortest paths that pass through

the node (give by c(i)=∑i6= j 6=t
σ jt(i)
σ jt

, where σ jt is the number of shortest paths

between nodes j and t and σ jt(i) is the number of shortest paths between nodes

13Centrality metrics are often used as trust metrics as discussed by Di Meo et al. [43]
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j and t that pass through the node i), gives indications on trust communities and

their preferred trust choices.

• eigenvector centrality [44], often called ”Prestige centrality”, the eigenvector

centrality 14 is calculated on the adjacency matrix representing the graph. With

Pagerank being a special case of eigenvector centrality for directed graphs,

Eigenvector centrality is often used as a trust metric that is a function of the

trustworthiness of its neighbours.

In addition to centrality measures, the information available allows for other social

network analysis measures to be calculated and provided helpful insight into the network

and how these influence trust formation. Some of these are

• Homophily, the measure of actors creating connections with their similar, can help

evaluate how this impacts trust formation

• Multiplexity, the measure of creating ties in more than one area, can help confirm

the expectation that trust can translate into continued collaboration

• Mutuality and Reciprocity, the measure to what degree actors reciprocate relations,

a measure that can help evaluate the asymmetric characteristics of trust

• Network closure, a measure of transitivity, can validate the expectation of transi-

tivity and decay of trust.

• Propinquity, the measure of the tendency of actors to have more connection

with geographically close others, something we expect to be a strong underlying

property (by definition) in OSNNs

• Clustering Coefficient, the measure of the likelihood that two associates of a node

are associates

Other graph centrality metrics can be used, and scalar metrics (such as the degree of trust

DoTx,y,τ are projected in the proposed graph and compared for performance.

14https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigenvector centrality
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3.3.1 Multiplex networks on OSNNs

The social graph for OSNNs, as proposed in the previous section, has the individuals par-

ticipating in the trust interactions as nodes and their expressions of trust and interactions

as links. Other aspects of the graph, such as the locations where services are offered and

the locations of the trustee or the types of services provided versus services required, are

essential aspects that affect the number of links and their strength.

For a sound and comprehensive analysis, a fixed set of elements are represented by nodes

and several types of relationships are represented by layers (essentially standard networks)

of the multiplex.

Multiplex networks and multidimensional networks are a special type of multilayer

network, which in turn are networks with multiple kinds of relations 15. Unlike with

multidimensional networks, in multiplex networks, only one link of a given type exists

between two nodes. For example, when building a network of care providers, since there

can only be one link between the provider and the receiver of care, we will represent

reviews as nodes to account for the fact that, in reality, the receiver of care can repeatedly

use the same care provider and leave multiple reviews. Since the reviews are unique,

links will also be unique.

We expect this representation to provide a better narrative on the emerging patterns of

trust where location, service types and other links play crucial roles. The multiplex graph

in Figure 3.5 shows the different representations with nodes connected across plains,

representing the fact that the same nodes will form further links. Additionally, each plane

has also multiple graphs, indicating multiple sources of data as shown in Figure 3.4

Graph representations of social networks are generally considered part of complex network

theory, and multilayered networks (sometimes called multidimensional network theory or

multiplex graph theory) are part of it. The aspects of building the multilayered networks

discussed here and shown in Figure 3.5 are somehow familiar in literature [45–47].

Some measures seen in the previous section are expanded to the multilayered networks

and provide expanded details over the graph at hand (with the considerations over multi-

dimensions). For example, in the multilayered graph, now represented as G=(V,E,D),

15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multidimensional network
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Figure 3.5: Multiplex graph for OSNNs

all the centrality measures provide additional information across all layers. However, they

need to be calculated, taking into account the multiplexity.

3.4 Conclusions

We defined a category of social networks called Online Social Networks of Needs

(OSNNs) that express and retain some fundamental traits of interpersonal and social trust.

In OSNNs, interactions are between individuals, explicit and often happening physically in

person (interactions between individuals are happening at the same time and place). Facets

of trust are expressed explicitly via feedback, and trust is fundamental to being successful.

Based on this definition, we have proposed six categories of OSNNs depending on the

strength of trust required and represented in their interactions. These categories are:

(i) Health and Care, (ii) Property Care (iii) Property Sharing (iv) Tutoring (v) Online Gigs

and (vi) Skill Sharing.

Each category is characterised by a common set of attributes that contribute by a coef-
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ficient α to either ”Opportunity”, ”Ability and Competence”, or ”Intent and Persistence”.

We expanded on Castelfranchi’s proposed degrees of trust 2.1.2 and proposed the Equa-

tion 3.3 for the quantification of trust based on this common set of attributes found in

OSNNs.

We discussed the opportunity to use factorisation machines for predicting the likelihood

of agent X trusting an agent Y for a situation τ based on their previous trust experiences

with other agents and similar stations.

We proposed using complex networks, graph theory and multiplex networks to analyse

the patterns of trust building on OSNNs and apply some well-known methods for social

network analysis.





Chapter 4

Methodology

In previous chapters, we have laid down the context of this research, the research questions

and challenges, and the theoretical framework for addressing them. Apart from the

profound knowledge of the research topic, we are faced with a breadth of challenges in

various disciplines to be able to make a meaningful contribution. Among others, we are

faced with the challenge of identifying a number of sources that fall under the definition

of OSNNs 3.1.1, classifying them according to the proposed classification scheme in

Table 3.1 and identifying attributes (explicit, from metadata or derived) that contributed

to degrees of trust 3.3.

Having identified numerous such sources, we are faced with the challenge of efficient

data retrieval from heterogeneous and diverse sources. An important part of this re-

search is focused on data cleaning and transformation before setting on qualitatively and

quantitatively analysing the data.

In this chapter, we set to describe the research methods and tools used to achieve these

goals, ethical and privacy considerations, and the reproducibility of the research.
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4.1 Research Methods
In the following sections, we describe a combination of a variety of research methods

needed to complete the research described in this report.

4.1.1 Observations and qualitative research

We set on this journey following the observation that a particular category of trust,

interpersonal and social trust, can be found represented in a particular category of online

social networks that we have defined and called online social networks of needs. The

name comes from the fact that these have the characteristics of an online social network,

but most exchanges are around particular needs.

(a) Identifying sources

In searching for sources, we limited our search to sources that bring together individuals

and service providers in the United Kingdom. Whilst this helps limit the scope and focus

of this research, we don’t see this as a limitation, and the same methods can be applied

to sources from other countries. Different categorisations have been proposed [48–51],

generally applied to the sharing economy with the perspective of enabling platforms, value

creation, services and non-service exchanges. The categorisation proposed in Table 3.1 is

based on needs that are generally exchangeable peer-to-peer, with a common underlying

trust need for the exchange to happen. Using Table 3.1, a number of search keywords are

proposed in each category 1. We used the following heuristic to search for data sources:

i. For each category, use the keywords to search on conventional web search engines

ii. For each result verify that they have the characteristics according to definition 3.1.1

and services are offered in the United Kingdom

iii. Add the conforming sources to their belonging category

iv. Stop when each category has at least 10 sources or when the web search doesn’t

have any more qualifying sources.

(b) Classifying sources

The source classification is somehow natural due to the keywords used in the web search

1The full table of keywords is detailed in Chapter 6
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categorisation. However, a further verification step was performed to check all sources

manually towards the categories they were placed in. We used the following simple

algorithm to validate data sources were placed in the correct category:

i. For each category and each data source navigate to the corresponding web URL,

ii. Perform a search for services and in the list of results verifies that the services offered

belong to the corresponding category. Correct the placement when deemed incorrect,

iii. Stop when all categories and sources have been verified

(c) Identifying attributes

In the previous chapter, we discussed the degrees of trust 2.1.2 as proposed by Castel-

franchi et al. We proposed Equation 3.3 as a mathematical representation of trust

composed of attributes and their contribution to the three components of trust: i. oppor-

tunity, ii. ability and competence, iii. intent and persistence. Each of the data sources has

different types of attributes that we can group into two categories:

i. explicit: these are attributes that are expressed in explicit forms, for example

location or review score that are usually expressed in the form of a postcode or

numeric form.

ii. derived: these are attributes that are derived from other information. For example,

the last time someone logged in or the sentiment score of the text in the reviews

received is meaningful information to the degrees of trust.

Another consideration, whilst identifying attributes, is their availability among numerous

data sources. In these terms, attributes can be classified into three groups:

i. global: these are attributes that are found among all (or almost all) of the data

sources. Location and review score are among global attributes.

ii. local: these are attributes that are found among all (or almost all) of the data

sources in a specific category, but not in the data sources in the other categories.

For example, availability is an attribute commonly found in the Health and Care

category but less so in the Property Care category.
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iii. unique: these are attributes that are relevant but unique to specific data sources in

the category. For example, Minimal age, referring to the minimum age of the renter,

is an attribute we find in peer-to-peer care hiring services (such as getaround.com)

but not in other sources in the same category.

4.1.2 Non-empirical research in software engineering

Having compiled a large list of data sources (i.e. social networks that conform to the

definition of OSNNs) in the various categories, and having identified numerous attributes,

we are presented with another challenge: how to efficiently, reliably and repeatedly collect

information from the data sources?

To address this challenge, we relied on non-empirical research in software engineering.

The method followed, generally known as vision-strategy-execution-metrics [52] (shortly

VSEM), is described in the following steps:

i. Vision and Mission: A vision and mission statement to guide the overall research

towards the goals we are trying to achieve. Whilst we will expand the full details

of the vision and mission in the next chapter, a relevant short statement can be:

Create a system that allows academics to collect large amounts of data from social

networks without the need for coding skills ...

ii. Strategy: Following the guidance from the vision and mission statement, we

created a list of design questions and a strategy for addressing them. For example,

to address the ”without need for coding skills” aspect of the mission, we asked

the following design question: ”how can we support a web query language in

our system?” to which the subsequent strategy decision is associated: A modular

system able to support multiple, configurable, existing or new web query engines.

iii. Execution: Having set several goals, design questions and strategies to address

them, we set on the route of execution and software building. We use some known

software engineering methods, building on top of state-of-the-art and well-known

software frameworks and tools.

iv. Metrics: We created several metrics to validate that the built software can achieve
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the goals set. To validate the metrics, we use some case studies, one specifically

designed to validate the metrics set.

4.1.3 Data collection and Case studies

Having built a system able to reliably collect information from social networks, specially

designed for OSNNs, we set on building and running multiple data collection campaigns.

Each data collection campaign requires the following steps:

i. Entity Discovery Each data source has different ways of identifying Trustors,

Trustees, and acts of trust. We wrote discovery web queries to identify a holistic

view of all entities in each of the data sources.

ii. Attributes data extraction Each entity representing Trustor, Trustees, or their

relations has information scattered among one or more web pages. We wrote the

web queries to extract the information for the attributes identified by the methods

described in the previous section.

iii. Running data collection campaigns For each data source, we run at least one

data collection campaign. A data collection campaign is complete when all entities

have been discovered and attribute information has been collected for each entity.

Occasionally, we run continuous data collection campaigns amounting to hundreds

of completed campaigns for a single data source.

iv. Validation and data correctness Whilst most of the Validation and correctness

of the data was done when building the web queries, on completion of the data

collection campaigns, some further light-weighted validations were performed. The

process consisted of selecting random records and manually validating that the infor-

mation collected matched the information on the web pages it was collected from.

During this research, we used case studies on two different occasions. The case study

method used is described in the following steps:

• Case study definition and objectives

• Options and candidate selection
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• Data collection and analysis

• Results presentation and goals achievement

In conclusion, the case studies were used to describe in great depth the possibilities and

the limits of the data collection software and the details of creating and running a data

collection campaign. Since these two aspects are core to our research, the case studies

show some of the more nuanced decision-making processes and challenges we faced.

4.1.4 Data analysis, quantitative and empirical research

In the previous sections, we explained methods used to define and collect relevant data

and information. This section presents some methods used to make sense of these data

in the realm of trust definition, as discussed in the previous chapter.

We have collected a large amount of data and started by analysing some of the descrip-

tive statistics about the data collected during this research project. Having familiarised

ourselves with the structure (or semi-structure) of the data from each of the numerous

sources, we set on a process of extract-transform-load where data was cleansed of

invalid values, collated on more regular structures, normalised and ready to be processed

in the models of trusts discussed on the theoretical chapter.

As such, we used empirical methods to quantify the attribute belonging to parameters and

components in the degrees of trust Equation 3.3. For example, to quantify the belonging

parameters for ”distance2” to ”Opportunity”, ”Ability and Competence”, ”Intent and

Persistence” we started with an equal split of 1/3 for each and adjusted the parameters

every-time an expression of trust occurred by observing the data.

4.2 Research Reproducibility
During this research project, we took extra steps to ensure reproducibility. Since this

research project spans multiple disciplines, multiple tools and mechanisms were used

to achieve this goal.

• Open Source We designed and built a system for large-scale data collection. This

system is open source, easily verifiable, and executable for any new goals or to

2The distance between the Trustee and Trustor for the specific trust situation
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reproduce the results discussed in this report.

• Data Collection queries To reproduce the data resulting from the data collection

campaigns, two artefacts are necessary: the open-source system and the web

queries. The web queries are publicly published together with this report and can

be found in the appendix chapters. Re-running the data collection campaigns will

inevitably produce non-identical data sets since the web sources are very dynamic

and information changes hourly at the very least. Additionally, the web structure

also changes in time, affecting the web queries that need to be adjusted to new struc-

tures. To ensure that the campaigns are verifiable in a lasting manner, web archiving

services 3 can be used to verify the extraction results are the at points in time.

• Open Data All data used, resulting from the data collection campaigns, have

either been published in research data repositories4 or made publicly available and

described in the appendix.

• Open Data analysis All executable notebooks5 have been provided in the ap-

pendix, and links to executable, publicly available source codes have also been

published.

• Open graphs The data transformation scripts for building networks and graphs

from the semi-structured data, together with access to the graphs themselves 6, are

made publicly available and described in the appendix pages.

4.3 Privacy and ethical considerations
These pages often refer to the trust agents as ”Trustee” and ”Trustor” and the interactions

between them as an expression of trust. We are aware that each of them is an individual

interacting on the web, sharing information about themselves and interactions between

them. As such, we took extra steps to be respectful and mindful of the sensitivity of the

3For example https://web.archive.org/web/20200919231027/https://www.childcare.

co.uk/profile/57873
4For example https://researchdata.bbk.ac.uk/id/eprint/154/
5These are generally python Jupyter notebooks
6These are generally in a Neo4j graph database

https://web.archive.org/web/20200919231027/https://www.childcare.co.uk/profile/57873
https://web.archive.org/web/20200919231027/https://www.childcare.co.uk/profile/57873
https://researchdata.bbk.ac.uk/id/eprint/154/
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information we deal with. Additionally, some of the information is personal identifiable

information, governed by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), retained in

domestic law in the United Kingdom. To ensure we are compliant, the following methods

have been part of our research project:

• Public data Any data we have collected and analysed is publicly available data

that is accessible by anyone on the web, and that doesn’t require registration or

logging into private areas.

• Anonymisation and Pseudonymisation7 We have taken steps to anonymise

the information made public as part of this research by removing any personal

identifiable information where possible or pseudonymising it where it was crucial

to the research objectives.

• Encryption We have enabled encryption for all data stored at rest. On most

occasions, we used public cloud infrastructures that natively offer encryption at

rest and generally a more mature level of data protection.

4.4 Conclusions
This chapter describes how we applied some of the consolidated research methods to

achieve our research objectives. Various research methods are necessary, from observa-

tions to non-empirical software engineering, case studies and data analysis. We described

how we paid particular attention to the reproducibility and privacy of the data.

7Both terms have specific definitions under GDPR. For reference https://www.

privacy-regulation.eu/en/recital-26-GDPR.htm

https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/recital-26-GDPR.htm
https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/recital-26-GDPR.htm


Chapter 5

A distributed system

for interpersonal and social trust data

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a system architecture for collecting data from the web,

focusing on online social networks of needs (OSNNs) where interactions are mostly

face-to-face. Together with the architecture definition, we present an implementation of

such architecture. We will discuss a case study to see the performance and limits of the

proposed architecture and the system built.

5.2 Related Work
Whilst the architecture presented and implementation proposed in this paper are generally

applied computer science on data scraping, data collection and generally data science,

it has been built with online social networks of needs (OSNNs) in mind.

The WWW reached 1B registered websites in 2014 and is now approaching 2B 1

Most estimations of the internet size are usually based on the number of indexed pages

on the leading search engines. Counters are generally in the form of users, number of

pages, number of websites, number of tweets, etc.

In reality, it is a non-trivial problem to determine the memory size of the internet. The

situation becomes more challenging if we consider the deep web, which is usually

estimated to be much larger than the visible web.
1ca. 1.92B as of December 2021 according to https://www.internetlivestats.com/

https://www.internetlivestats.com/
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Nevertheless, the indeterministic characteristic of the memory size of the internet, the

number is bound to be large and ever-growing. The amount of data presents unprece-

dented opportunities for data mining and information extraction from the web. This has

proven to be true given the number of scientific papers and research based on data from

the web.

However, the web is unstructured. Previous tentatives to apply a machine-readable

structure [53] to the web have failed to become large-scale standards. As such, in the

modern days, data on the web are either made available by their owners in the form of

temporal datasets or extracted using crawlers and scraper that leverage existing APIs 2

or public web pages.

Large mainstream online social networks and often well-established social media sites

offer access to their data via APIs. Methods for leveraging API access for research

purposes can usually be found in literature [54–57].

Even though data mining via APIs is the easiest way to access structured data di-

rectly, it comes with challenges and issues. For example, Pfeffer et al. showed

how to tamper with twitter’s sample API [58]. Online social networks are mas-

sive, and APIs only allow for sampled or local3 data access. The locality is

determined by the point of view of a particular profile, group, tweet, or hash-

tag. Hence, even when APIs allow access to structured data, we often find in

literature alternative approaches. For example, to build a holistic view of the

data on Facebook [59], Provetti et al. crawled 12.5M profiles on Facebook

with a Breadth-First-Search crawler [60]. Of particular interest and related to

this work are the study of Personalised Multi-Agent Systems (such as Amazon,

eBay or Booking.com) and methods proposed for web scraping on such sys-

2Short for ”application programming interface”
3The reach of the starting node usually determines locality, for example, friends on Facebook, or a

sampled search of tweets with a certain hashtag
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tems [61].

Web Scraping is widely used in the business world and for scientific purposes. De S

Sirisuriya categorised the different techniques in the following groups [62]

1. Traditional copy and paste

2. Text grabbing and regular expression

3. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Programming

4. Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) Parsing

5. Document Object Model (DOM)Parsing

6. Web Scraping Software

7. Vertical aggregation platforms

8. Semantic annotation recognising

9. Computer vision webpage analysers

In a more recent state-of-the-art analysis on web-scraping, Sarr et al. apply a different

categorisation based on approach [63] with the following different approaches discussed.

1. Mimicry Approach

2. Weight Measurement Approach

3. Differential Approach

4. Machine Learning Approach

The considerations above need also be seen from another dimension. The web tends

to be divided into three categories based on its reachability. When we discuss the web,

we commonly refer to the ”Surface web” that tends to be reachable from traditional

mainstream web engines. However, an even bigger and more information qualitative [64]
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part of the web is the ”Deep Web”. The Deep Web is usually hidden behind passwords,

not linked to or many links deep that are difficult to reach with the traditional approaches

of web crawling. Dedicated methods are found in the literature that addresses Deep Web

data extraction. Of particular interest for our research is the work of Gottlob et al. [65] on

OXPath - an XPath extension for web crawling and scraping that is particularly successful

in extracting data from the deep web.

Another web section is the so-called ”Dark Web”, usually hidden behind private networks

and accessible via VPNs. The dark web is infamously known for the number of illegal

activities happening in its realm.

In conclusion, as discussed in other related works [63,66], we find a gap in both literature

and existing commercial or open solution that offer the combinations of the characteristics

discussed in this section. We will discuss the desired standard features and propose a

solution in the following sections.

5.3 A Modern System for Web Scraping
Whilst approaching the problem of data retrieval from OSNNs (3.1.1), we realised

that we needed a system that could harness data from APIs, Semantic web and the

non-trivial case of scraping not machine-readable data. Occasionally, there are good

reasons for scraping data even when an API is available [67]. Often, OSNNs are small

to medium businesses without the visibility and the resources of mainstream social

media4.

We focused our research on a sustainable architecture for web data collection campaigns

that could be used to harvest data from OSNNs. As such, we started by setting up the

following mission statement:

A system that is accessible, free and open source with a low learning curve,

able to utilise modern tools and cloud technologies for researchers and

institutions that need to harness the web for data at scale.
4This is usually the case for OSNNs that are locally focused or where the Trust demand is high. However,

some more global OSNNs, such as Airbnb, have API access and public datasets that can be used for research
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5.3.1 Architecture characteristics

We identified some architectural characteristics that should be satisfied for a long-term,

sustainable implementation that proves successful and fit the purpose.

• Queryable: We believe that an architecture that can reuse existing technologies for

querying web pages and extend it to harness data across pages and sites would be

appealing to a wider audience. It can have better chances of universal applicability,

sustainability and a lower learning curve. When looking at the different techniques

suggested by [62] (5.2), apart from the semantic web, all techniques are either not

repeatable (1, 6), require ad-hoc coding that mostly isn’t transferable (2,3,4,5,9)

or requires you to learn and use proprietary and costly platforms (6,7). Whilst

we want a system that can use the semantic web, this, on the other hand, is not

universal and often is not supported by OSNNs.

• Scalable: Online social networks and often the OSNNs are massive, with Face-

book estimated to have 2.5B active users [68] (i.e. 2.5B or more active profiles).

Hence, given enough resources, architecturally, the solution should be able to scale

horizontally to harness social networks the size of Facebook. Efficiency and cost

should be embedded in the architecture. Similarly, vertical scaling to both allow

for the use of commodity hardware and potentially use the full extent of available

resources, being mindful of resource starvation, should also be a characteristic.

• Distributed: Web Crawling architectures [69] are often described as a dual process

of discovery (breadth) and data extraction (depth) where architectural choices

are made around priorities (for example, breadth-first-search) and ordering of

discovered URLs. As the system scales up, it is understood that multiple agents

will run simultaneously. Distributed characteristics for synchronising, achieving

a common goal, avoiding effort duplication and conflict and finally, a distributed

storage to support storing of semi structured data are part of the fundamental

architectural characteristics of the system.

• Open Source and Extendable: As stated in the goals, the intention is to fill a

gap that has often been observed when approaching the issue of collecting data
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from the web. Often the tools are either not free and commercial, or they rarely

incorporate more modern technologies, scale and are extendable.

• User Centric: As discussed in [58] and [62], both APIs and different mechanisms

for data scraping might have downsides and be inaccurate in terms of the data as

seen by end users versus data retrieved. We believe in a WYSIWYG5 mechanism

where the data collection is as seen by the end-user and not what is presented to

a crawler agent, or what is provided via APIs.

• Security, Privacy, and Policy Compliant: The agents participating in OSNNs are,

by definition, individuals requesting or offering services. We believe in a system

that considers each subject’s data security and privacy a core characteristic. Data

encryption, aggregations, and anonymisation mechanisms must be at the core of the

designed system. Furthermore, access to (public facing) web pages needs to comply

with the usage policy of the individual websites6. We understand that a more prag-

matic approach must be taken when dealing with individual policies and the full ex-

tent of privacy and security. Part of the compliance cannot be incorporated in the sys-

tem design and must be considered by the specific implementation and system use.

5.3.2 Architectural design

In the following sections, we are going to describe the architectural design from different

perspectives, aiming to exhaustively explain its goal and the means of achieving it.

5.3.2.1 Tenant View

We envision the resulting system being used by different groups of people that collaborate

on the same projects. We call these tenants and diagram 5.1 shows how the usage of the

system flows from the tenant prospective where:

1. Tenants have one or more users collaborating

5Whilst WYSIWYG (i.e. the acronym ”what you see is what you get”) is often applied to web
development IDEs, in this context is a good description of the meaning ”user-centric” being close to ”as
seen by the end user”

6These cannot be more restrictive than the legislation on the country where such web pages are being
consumed
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Figure 5.1: Tenant View

2. Tenants create projects and for each project define one or more crawling queries

and one (and only one) scraping query. Queries can be generated at run-time and

retrieved as part of an API integration

3. The system will schedule projects for execution and will execute asynchronously

the crawling queries. Results will be ordered and input to the scraping query ex-

ecution. Structured and semi-structured results will be stored in persistent storage.

4. Data is made available to the tenant and its users for data analysis

5.3.2.2 System Components view

From the system components’ perspective, our system is not much different from other

web data collection systems. These are often composed of a crawler (often called ”web

spider” or ”data discovery component”), and a scraper (often called ”data extractor

component”) [67,70]

However, the characteristics described in Section 5.3.1 are inherently embedded in the

component design 5.2. Some of these are:

1. Crawling and Scraping is query-based. A crawler or an extractor instance is

launched against crawling or extraction queries.
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2. Each running instance of the scheduler has distributed characteristics and will

ensure that queries are run once, that there is agreement on the order of URLs

to scrap and there is a locking and unlocking mechanism on URLs when the

extraction is in execution, completed or timed-out.

3. The document storage must support storing semi-structured data and advanced data

queries. This will be the basis for data mining and analysis on large documents

that will be distributed across multiple physical servers.

4. There is provisioning for API Integration. This will be the basis for extended query

techniques when dynamic queries are generated on demand or queries are generated

by Machine Learning techniques that analyse the structure of the target pages.

5. The system is containerised and instances can be launched and added when

demand grows. Each instance is self-synchronising.

6. Container orchestration is considered part of the system and crucial to deliver

horizontal scalability and public cloud provisioning

In conclusion, the architecture presented in this section is optimised for scraping OSNNs

based on some observed functional and structural commonalities that these types of

networks have. OSNNs typically have:

1. web search that is based on location and often a service category

2. search results page that presents providers in a list and some key metadata such

as price, distance, rating, sex, gender etc.

3. profile pages with full descriptive details

4. feedback, rating, and recommendation pages.

As such, we will call the proposed architecture ”OSNNs Scraping Architecture” or briefly

”OSNNs-ScrA”.

5.3.3 An open implementation of data retrieval distributed system

Whilst pursuing the implementation of OSNNs-ScrA, we faced some non-trivial chal-

lenges to achieve what was set out in the architecture blueprint.
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Figure 5.2: Component View

5.3.3.1 The queryable web

The concept of ”queryable” is often tightly coupled with structure. Due to the success

of the ”Structured Query Language” [71], efforts to make the web queryable often took

the form of SQL extensions [72].

However, that doesn’t overcome the problem of ”structure”. The web is unstructured,

with patterns emerging between sites of similar categories. The Semantic Web [73]

and the query languages build on The Semantic web standard, such as RDF [74],

are viable solutions to queryability and structure on the web. On the other hand,

the Semantic Web has not been adopted as a standard at speed it was initially ex-

pected [75]. Much of the web is not structured according to the Semantic Web
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standard.

Other approaches are derived from the markup nature of the web and the output as seen

by the end users. Web users visually consume browser interpretation of HTML content

incorporating other media, styling and JavaScript. Regular expressions, Document Object

Model and HTML Parsing, are methods [62] that use the markup nature for searching,

parsing and extracting content from web pages. In a comparison work [76] between

Document Object Model (DOM), Regular Expressions (RegEx) and XPath [77], RegEx

and XPath have similar performances in memory usage and speed of extraction and,

unlike DOM, can be used as queries, be external, decoupled and instrumental to the web

scraping implementation.

Between the two, XPath is a query language working well with markup constructs whilst

Regular Expressions can easily grow in complexity [78] as you have to manage the

flexibility and different styles of writing HTML (with multiple spaces, double quotes,

single quotes, no quotes, in one line, in multi-lines, with inner data, without inner data).

The superiority of OXPath to Regular Expressions (and DOM, to the extent that DOM

is an unsuitable choice) translates into OXPath as the preferred choice on our core web

extraction engine.

• OXPath - XPath Queryability

The efficiency of building an XPath-based query engine for extracting data from the web

has already been shown with OXPath [79]. OXPath is open source, and we will use the

command line interface7 as one of our query engines for our implantation.

Research on OXPath and its implementation has been carried out at Oxford University at

the beginning of the last century. The OXPath implementation is also used commercially

and quoting from the open-source GitHub repository8

Meltwater uses OXPath to extract millions of documents from 100’000s of

sources daily.

7https://sourceforge.net/projects/oxpath/files/oxpath-cli/1.0.1/
8https://github.com/oxpath/oxpath
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OXPath has fundamental characteristics that make it a preferred choice to other similar

web scraping tools. These have been discussed largely in [65]. (a) The OXPath Language

construct is a superset of XPath. XPath is an established query language for markup

constructs such as XML or HTML. (b) OXPath supports ”Kleene Star” navigation and

follows up actions with additional constructs for termination conditions. (c) Extraction

markers are embedded in the definition and transparent to the overall construct. (d) Sup-

port for actions and user interaction simulation, and (e) Full support of the XPath node

navigation functions.

Whilst the OXPath implementation 9 has today shown its limitations (for example, it

being tightly coupled to a specific browser version), it also provides further opportunities

for improving on scalability, sustainability and performance. OXPath is used in automatic

full-site extraction [80], redundancy driven data extraction [81] and browserless web data

extraction [82].

A second alternative engine that was implemented as part of this research project was

used for some of the web data extraction campaigns. On some occasions, we found

alternative features that might be needed which are not part of the scope of OXPath.

• Data Retrieval Web Engine - JSON Queryability

During our research and building OXPath queries, we found ourselves in the following

situations where OXPath wasn’t the best choice.

(a) Simpler request - The navigability of the resulting query didn’t require actions

and user interaction or browser rendering, but rather simpler requests and link

follows would fulfil the need

(b) Pre-Actions and Batch Requests - The need to perform pre-actions (such as

logging in) and then retain user cookies for a batch of links provided in input.

(c) Support for Modern Browser - The latest OXPath CLI was built in 2017. It has

embedded gecko drivers10, selenium and Firefox versions that are, at the time

of writing, over five years old. More modern web technologies sometimes have

9https://github.com/oxpath/oxpath
10https://github.com/mozilla/geckodriver
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unexpected or unsupported behaviour. (see ”case-study” A Case Study - 4chan

data collection)

(d) Closer to output format - OXPath was built with XML in mind, and its primary

output is XML format. We have seen in the last decade a shift in web technologies

from mainly XML-based (SOAP, Web Services, XHTML) to JSON-based (REST

APIs, JSON+LD, GraphQL). In our architectural blueprint, by design, JSON is

our primary output. There might be a need for a query definition that is closer to

the output. Additionally, JSON has been successfully used as API query definition,

for example, for API queryability in GraphQL [83]

With this in mind, we build an open-source python package that supports JSON queries,

uses the latest gecko driver, browsers and Selenium, supports pre-actions and batch

requests and, lastly, can either use Selenium of simpler requests where support for user

actions and browser rendering is not needed. The package, called Data Retrieval Web

Engine, can be installed as a python package ‘pip install dr-web-engine‘11 or its source

code can be cloned from GitHub: https://github.com/ylliprifti/dr-web-engine

The following example query (file name google-example.json):

Listing 5.1: google-example.json

1 {

2 "_doc":"https://www.google.com/search?q=Donald+Duck",

3 "links":[{

4 "_base_path": "//div[@id='search'][1]//div[@class='g']",

5 "_follow": "//a[@id='pnnext'][1]/@href",

6 "link": "//div[@class='rc']/div[@class='r']/a/@href",

7 "title": "//h3/text()"

8 }]

9 }

For comparison, the above query, is equivalent to the following OXPath Query:

11Latest version on the pip repository https://pypi.org/project/dr-web-engine/

https://pypi.org/project/dr-web-engine/
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Listing 5.2: OXPath equivalent query

1 doc("https://www.google.com/search?q=Donald+Duck")

2 /(//a[@id='pnnext'][1]/ {click /})*

3 //div[@id='search'][1]//div[@class='g']:<links> [

4 .//div[@class='rc']/div[@class='r']/a/@href:<link=string(.)>

5 [? //h3/text():<title=string(.)> ]

6 ]

It can be executed using the following command line:

1

2 # installation

3 python3 -m pip install dr-web-engine

4

5 # query execution

6 python3 -m web_engine.runner -q google-example.json

And it will produce the following output:

Listing 5.3: google-example output

1

2 {"links": [{"link": ["https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Duck"],

3 "title": ["Donald Duck - Wikipedia"]},

4 {"link": ["https://cosleyzoo.org/white-pekin-duck/"],

5 "title": ["White Pekin Duck - Cosley Zoo"]},

6 {"link": ["https://www.cheatsheet

.com/entertainment/donald-duck-turned-85-years-old.html/"],

7 "title": ["Donald

Duck Turned 85-Years-Old and Disney Fans Are Quacking ..."]},

8 {"link": ["https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daisy_Duck"],

9 "title": ["Daisy Duck - Wikipedia"]},

10 {"link": ["https://www.headstuff.org/culture

/history/disney-studios-war-story-donald-duck-became-sgt/"],
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11 "title": ["Disney Studios

At War - the story of how Donald Duck became a Sgt ..."]}

12

13 ...

5.3.3.2 The storage engine

The storage engine is another core component of the OSNNs-ScrA implementation,

where different options are available, each with its benefits and pitfalls. The following

are some of the characteristics derived from the architecture blueprint that helped in the

storage engine selection.

• Scalable, Distributed and available in the Public Cloud

• An advanced and mature NoSQL query engine

• Open Source

• JSON12 Document-based for supporting semi-structured data

It is understood the world of NoSQL databases is very dynamic and ever-

changing. However, the choice of an Open-Source Document DB reduced

the selection to two main candidates: MongoDB and CouchDB. Existing lit-

erature [84, 85] comparing the two points to MongoDB having better perfor-

mance.

We decided to support MongoDB Clusters for data storage that was external to the

containerised solution but a dependency on it. We understand MongoDB (or any other

storage choice) will become tightly coupled with the rest of the implementation, especially

as specific CRUD queries are tailored for the selected store. Special care was taken in

this implementation so that SOLID principles were followed, and a different interface

implementation is always possible.

12JavaScript Object Notation (JSON is an open standard file format and data interchange format that
uses human-readable text to store and transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs and array
data types (or any other serialisable value). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
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Figure 5.3: Technology Stack

5.3.3.3 Technology stack

We describe the technology stack in Figure 5.3 following a top-down approach (i.e. from

the cluster management into the running instances of our scraping implementation) going

through an on-premises deployment on Birkbeck, University of London - Department

of Computer Science infrastructure.

• Kubernetes Clusters

We envision a system that spins up multiple instances of scraping or crawling based on

different projects and queries. Each instance will have specific needs for resource, speed,

and repetition13. To facilitate container orchestration and the spinning up or down running

instances, we distribution was implemented to support the deployment of one or many

Kubernetes [86] clusters supporting the scraping of one or more projects, potentially

using cost-efficient commodity hardware [87]. In the case study, which is explained

in detail in the appendix, we deployed three very different Kubernetes clusters for the

13Some highly-dynamic and ephemeral sites have short-lived content. To acquire a ”workable’ view,
there needs to be crawling and scraping at high speed
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distributed execution of a single data retrieval project.

Docker [86] is a mature open-source containerisation tool that works well with Kubernetes

and is widely used in the public cloud. We used a docker containerised environment

running Ubuntu 18.04. OXPath uses the Selenium Web Driver14 which in turn uses

Firefox15 and both are incorporated into OXPath build. The X-Video Frame Buffer

(Xvfb) is used for silent runs that do not produce visible visual content. A snippet of the

Dockerfile used to create the containers has been included in 5.3.3.3

Listing 5.4: Dockerfile code sniped

1 ## START INTERMEDIATE

2 FROM ubuntu:18.04 as intermediate

3 LABEL stage=intermediate

4

5 # Take an SSH key as a build argument.

6 ARG SSH_PRIVATE_KEY

7

8 # Add bitbucket to our list of known hosts for ssh.

9 RUN mkdir -p /root/.ssh/ && \

10 echo "$SSH_PRIVATE_KEY" > /root/.ssh/id_rsa && \

11 chmod -R 600 /root/.ssh/ && \

12 ssh-keyscan -t rsa bitbucket.org >> ~/.ssh/known_hosts

13

14 ## Get runnable

15 RUN chown -R dcs-service:dcs-service /home/dcs-service

16 RUN git clone --single-branch --branch develop \

17 git@bitbucket.org:yprifti/data-gather.git \

18 /home/dcs-service/Dev/data-gather --depth=1

19

20 ## START MAIN

21 FROM ubuntu:18.04

22

14https://www.selenium.dev/
15The browser can be overridden, and an alternative browser path can be provided
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23 ##use /bin/bash as shell to allow use of 'source'

24 SHELL ["/bin/bash", "--login", "-c"]

25

26 ## ... sections of Dockerfile have been intentionally omitted ...

27

28 RUN chmod +x /home/dcs-service/Dev/data-gather/runner

29 ENV PATH="/home/dcs-service/Dev/data-gather/:${PATH}"

30

31 #ARG RUNNER

32 WORKDIR /home/dcs-service/Dev/data-gather

33 ENTRYPOINT ["runner"]

34

35 CMD ["cc"] #Override by k8s deployment configuration

5.3.3.4 Code and Integration

We have introduced several modern components together with several novel ar-

chitectural aims. Our efforts are ultimately achieved by the core implementation

(i.e. the python implementation of the system) that integrates all components and

builds the end-to-end user flow from a query into a semi-structured database in Mon-

goDB.

• Project Configuration module - The lights and bulbs

In OSNNs-ScrA, a project configuration is defined by its folder and file structures.

Multiple methods can be used to hook the folder structure into the running instances. In

our implementation, the project folder is mounted as a docker volume into the running

instances.

We will use the following hypothetical example to illustrate how a project is defined by

its folder structure and files. A project called ”BBK-TrustATrader” will collect two sets

of data (collections) called ”Trader-Review” and ”Trader-By-Location”, each respectively

having their queries for crawling and extracting data will be represented by the following
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folder structure:

BBK-TrustATrader

Trader-Review

config.json

find-traders.discovery

find-providers.discovery

review.extract

trader.archive

Trader-By-Location

api.discovery

trader.extract

The project configuration for the above project will be loaded in an entity and be injected

across the core of the implementation to indicate the following special meanings:

• Project:

A project is a hierarchical structure that can have one or more data collection campaigns

in it. For each project, a new MongoDB Database will be created.

• Collections:

A collection represents a data collection campaign and each collection have its own set

of queries. A collection is the runnable entity out of each data collected. Each collection

can override some of the system configurations in a file called config.json. For example,

a new MongoDB collection will be created for each collection defined in the project and

the MongoDB server can either be defined in the system config.json or overridden in

each project collection.

• Queries:

There are two types of required queries that each collection needs to define. These are

1. Discovery Queries - OXPath queries that will be used to crawl and discover new

URLs and added to the extraction queue and 2. The Extraction Query - one OXPath
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query that defines how data will be extracted from each URL discovered. Optionally, an

3. Archiving query can be provided for projects that takes multiple snapshots of the same

page. The archiving query is an OXPath query that looks on a page for an indication that it

has been archived and can be removed by the extraction queue. Furthermore, each of the

queries can be provided dynamically via an API hook. Whenever the query files start with

an ”api.” prefix, it indicates that rather than the OXPath query, the file contains the config-

uration on how to call an external API for retrieving an OXPath query. The following is an

example of an API configuration file and the OXPath query returned. Each API call gener-

ates a different query, as in this case, the API execution iterates through a list of postcodes.

Listing 5.5: api.discovery

1 {

2 "endpoint": "https://

extractor-api.azurewebsites.net/trader-discovery?round=round1",

3 "callback": {

4 "endpoint

": "https://extractor-api.azurewebsites.net/trader-discovery",

5 "method": "POST"

6 }

7 }

and the resulting JSON as returned by the API call is shown in the following listing. The

OXPath content have been intentionally omitted.

Listing 5.6: api.discovery API call return

1 {

2 "payload":{

3 "postcode":"OX13",

4 "trade":"Air Conditioning Specialists - Automotive",

5 "round":"round1",

6 "update_time":"20200501222948"

7 },
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8 "oxpath":"... omitted ..."

9 }

An example of a discovery query is shown in the following OXPath query:

Listing 5.7: OXPath discovery query

1 doc("https://www.trustatrader

.com/search?trade_name=Electrician&location_str=BR5")

2 //ul[@class="profile-cards__list

"]//a[@class="profile-card__heading-link"]:<links>[

3 .:<link=qualify-url(@href)>

4 ]

• Query Manager - Working with OXPath queries

As seen in the previous section, the OXPath queries incorporated in the project configura-

tion are the template queries that will be used for data collection. However, these are not

used directly during execution. This is because further transformation might be needed.

These are highlighted in the architecture blueprint by the ”next query” action. The next

query action, depending on the type of query, might inject the next URL into the query

or need to call another API endpoint to get the next discovery query to run. Once a query

has been prepared and is ready for execution, this is saved in a temporary folder and its

physical path is returned for execution. This process is managed by the OXPath query

manager module. A code snippet that shows how the query manager generates the next

extraction query for execution and returns its physical temporary path is included in the

appendix. In an attempt to keep the code snippets relevant to the section context, we have

omitted the implementation of private methods.

One essential item injected in the query manager methods is the URL. The URL keeps

its meaning as the resource identifier, hence any new URL discovered is added to the

queue, or its attributes are updated if existing. The queue is processed by the distributed

locker module to get the next URL for data extraction (i.e. scraping).

• Distributed Locker - Coordinating the effort
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The OSNNs-ScrA is expected to run multiple discoveries and extraction16 in-

stances across a number of nodes in a Kubernetes cluster, each running multi-

ple nodes. For example, in the case study, we show a Kubernetes cluster of 6

nodes and each node with 16 GB of Ram we scaled each container to run 30 ex-

traction instances and each node to run 10 pods (one container per pod). That

means 1800 running extraction instances, each processing the URL queue, run-

ning the OXPath query against the next URL, storing data and moving to the next

URL.

Each instance of the core system also runs an instance of the Distributed Locker - a

distributed module that coordinates the queuing and de-queuing efforts so that the queue

is prioritised, and each instance gets the next item, without duplicating the effort. The

queue is persisted in the MongoDB store, which in turn is a distributed NoSQL database.

The Distributed Locker interface is as follows:

Listing 5.8: DistributedLocker Interface

1 from interface import Interface

2

3 class IDistributedLocker(Interface):

4

5 def next(self, batch_size: int = 1) -> str:

6 pass

7

8 def next_archive(self) -> str:

9 pass

10

11 def current_campaign(self) -> int:

12 pass

13

14 def move_next_campaign(self):

15 pass

16Other types of instances may also exist and will follow the same patterns
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Each running instance will call the distributed locker for the next item to process.

Additionally, once the query has been run, the locker needs to update its state after

the result has been stored. Hence, the locker instance is passed to the storage mod-

ule.

There are two types of queues: i. the extraction queue and ii. the archiving

queue. The archiving queue is optional and only used when an archiving query

is provided for continues campaigns. These are long-running campaigns with-

out a termination condition. As time passes by, some URLs might become ob-

solete, archived or deleted. The archiving query is used to identify these URLs,

and the next archive method is used to get the next item from the archiving

queue.

A snippet of the interface implementation is provided in the appendix.

All the flow comes together in the following steps:

next run store
update

queue

Listing 5.9: Running the core

1 locker = DistributedLocker(project_store, collection_name)

2

3 url = locker.next(batch_size)

4

5 extraction_result =

runner.extraction_runner(url, collection_name, project_config, False)

6

7 project_store

.extractor_store(url, extraction_result, collection_name, locker)

• OXPath Runner and DRWeb Runner - Running the queries
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The ”Runner” is ultimately the module that will reach the web at the next URL in the

queue, retrieve the content, extract and structure the data into and make it available to

other modules for further elaboration and storage. However, these can be done in multiple

different ways and each will fundamentally change the behaviour of the system. The

runner interface, included in the code section below, is composed of three methods. Each

method is tasked with the execution of the corresponding query.

Listing 5.10: Runner Interface

1 from py.core

.entity.ProjectConfiguration import ProjectConfiguration as Entity

2 from interface import Interface

3

4

5 class Runner(Interface):

6

7 def discovery_runner(self, project_configuration

: Entity.ProjectConfiguration, collection_name: str):

8 pass

9

10 def extraction_runner(self, url: str, collection_name: str,

11 project_configuration

: Entity.ProjectConfiguration, clear: bool = True):

12 pass

13

14 def archive_runner(self, url, collection_name

: str, project_configuration: Entity.ProjectConfiguration):

15 pass

We have made available two Runner implementations: (a) we have made use of OX-

Path [65] and its CLI17 and (b) we have made use of the python module: Data Retrieval

Web Engine18

17Command Line Interface
18https://pypi.org/project/dr-web-engine/
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If the OXPath query in the code snipped 5.7 was saved in the file at location ”/temp/temp-

trader.discovery” and the OXPath CLI runtime (footnote 7) was available at location

”/temp/oxpath-cli.jar” the following would be a valid OXPath execution command:

1 java -jar /temp/oxpath

-cli.jar -q /temp/temp-trader.discovery -f JSON -mval -jsonarr -xvfb

and the following JSON is the output of the execution:

Listing 5.11: JSON output of the OXPath query execution

1 {

2 "links": [

3 {

4 "link": [

5 "https://www.

trustatrader.com/traders/aa-electrical-services-electricians-bromley"

6 ]

7 },

8 {

9 "link": [

10 "https://www.trustatrader.

com/traders/taylor-made-electrical-services-ltd-electricians-bromley"

11 ]

12 },

13 ...

14 ,

15 {

16 "link": [

17 "https

://www.trustatrader.com/traders/alpha-ohmega-electricians-greenwich"

18 ]

19 }

20 ]

21 }
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We have already shown in 5.3.3.1 a similar execution using the Data Retrieval Web

Engine module.

In the core implementation of OSNNs-ScrA, the OXPath execution command line is

generated and executed at runtime by the Runner Interface Implementation. For example,

the code snipped below shows the implementation of the extraction runner that generates

the OXPath command line and executes and captures the output.

The result is a JSON (footnote 12) payload

return {"output": output, "error": error} that contains the JSON output of

the OXPath execution of the query or, in case of the execution terminated with an error,

an empty output and the error message. The resulting JSON output is processed further

in two ways: i. search for special attributes and ii. storage and queue update.

Similarly, we have kept the same form of CLI integration for the Data Retrieval web

Engine, even though, given this is a python module, a more elegant way was possible.

• Conventions and Metadata

The output result of the OXPath query execution is a JSON (footnote 12) payload that rep-

resents the semi-structured data extracted from the web page identified by the processed

URL. The JSON structure of the data is defined by the OXPath query. There are some

conventions in regard to how the queries should be written. This is mainly to simplify

the complexity of the task by using convention over configuration19. The conventions

ultimately facilitate the post-processing and the evaluation of special attributes that are

part of the output.

• Conventions

In previous sections, we have already seen some of the conventions. For example, the

query file naming conventions help identify the query types by their file name extensions

(*.discovery, *.extract or *.archive) or by their prefix to identify API hooks (api.*). In

this section, we will discuss some of the query conventions. These are conventions

that require the OXPath queries to incorporate some special attributes in the JSON

output.

19https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convention_over_configuration

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convention_over_configuration
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Figure 5.4: Discovery query output structure

Discovery queries conventions: The discovery queries are required to be written

so that it generates JSON with the structure in listing 5.11. This is shown in

the OXPath query in the code snipped 5.7. The output structure, represented

by diagram 5.4, is an array of links, each containing one single link. The ar-

ray will be post-processed and each link (i.e. URL) will be added to the scraping

queue.

Archive query conventions: The archive query, an example shown in the listing 5.12, is

used to identify URLs that are not valid anymore, either because they have been deleted

or archived. The result is expected to have the structure in diagram 5.5.

Listing 5.12: OXPath archive query

1 doc("https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/218832673")

2 /.:<attributes>

3 [? //div[@class='closed']:<archived=string(.)> ]

4 [? //div[@class='boxbar']:<deleted=string(.)> ]

If either of the fields has a value, the URL will be removed from the queue and not

selected anymore for extraction.

• Metadata and post-processing

Query conventions are mostly translated into a predefined structure in the output semi-

structured data that are stored in our MongoDB cluster. Before the metadata is stored,

it goes into a normalisation process. In the example in Figure 5.5, the attribute ”archived”
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Figure 5.5: Discovery query output structure

can or cannot be present and when present can have different values. However, by

convention, if present, whatever its value, it means the page is archived. During the

post-processing, the metadata is always transformed in the following JSON structure:

{"attributes": {"archived": false, "deleted": false } }

The attributes ”archived” and ”deleted” are always present and boolean, but their values

depend on the output of the archive query execution.

• MongoDB Cluster, NoSQL, and Storage

The storage system is external and central to the rest of the OSNNs-ScrA system,

as shown in diagram 5.3. Whilst this has some downsides in terms of storage la-

tency and decoupled system management, it immensely simplifies the synchroni-

sation, locking and queuing algorithm among the distributed running scraping in-

stances.

The additional system latency, due to the centralised and external storage, is

highly negligible at a low scale. In fact, a scraping system is rarely a low-

latency system. When low latency is required, the network latency, download

of the remote web content, data extraction and structuring are by far slower than

storage, when controlling for common parameters such as network and mem-

ory.

The decoupled system management (i.e. when scaling the system up or down
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- you have to separately scale your scraping instances and additionally scale

your storage cluster as the two are independent in our architecture) does con-

tribute negatively to the system maintenance and administration. However,

as we will see in the next section, the benefits overcome the additional bur-

den.

• Storage at high scale. As the system scales up horizontally and writes take longer to

propagate in the distributed storage system, we expect that the queuing, locking, and

synchronisation would be negatively impacted. We dealt with this issue in the storage

configuration. We used MongoDB in our implementation, configured to guarantee

consistency but not availability. This configuration addressed issues with false positive

URL locks in the queue (i.e. URLs that are currently being processed but not yet complete)

and false negatives (i.e. URLs returned as free to process though already returned

to another instance and the lock is being propagated) allowing for URL processing

concurrency (i.e. when reading inconsistent data the queue might return the same URL

to multiple instances resulting in wasted processing power). To deal with the sacrificed

availability (i.e. as the storage system reaches consistency, it might not be available;

hence, read/write operations might fail), we introduced a retrial mechanism in the core

implementation such that each read/write was retried in a non-time linear fashion for

a certain number of times before giving up. The implementation is shown in the code

snipped A.5 in the appendix.

The Fibonacci and the ”Power non-linear delay” methods have been included, to-

gether with a linear method and NO RETRY option that will just exit after the first

call.

• NoSQL and coupling. The API for storage operations offered by MongoDB is highly

specific and specialised for MongoDB. The storage operations are highly coupled with

the selected storage system. The use of interfaces, abstraction, and dependency injection

helps to some degree decouple the core system from the storage. However, there are a

number of assumptions that need to be incorporated in the interface definitions that are
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part of the architecture blueprint. We have assumed that we will be dealing with a NoSQL

distributed Document DB storage system and that the concepts of Database, Collection,

Aggregation and CRUD operations are similar to the way they are defined and used in

MongoDB. This is true for most of the DocumentDB databases we evaluated. The inter-

face that incorporates our assumptions is shown in the code listing A.6 in the appendix.

The concrete implementation will translate into the corresponding MongoDB client

operations but also incorporate the Delay Retry calls as shown in the code snipped 5.13

Algorithm 1 Next URL algorithm
Initialize MongoQueueQuery
URLQueue←run(MongoQueueQuery)
URLQueue gets URLs that are not deleted nor archived ordered ascending by last
extraction (i.e. last time selected) and limited to 1 item
if length(URLQueue)=0 then

Return and Exit
else

URLQueue[0]←mark()
return URLQueue[0]

end if

Listing 5.13: Storage operations implementation snipped

1

2 def run_aggr(self, pipeline: list):

3 # self.col.aggregate(pipeline)

4

return self.delay_retry.retry([self.col.aggregate], [[pipeline]])

A number of NoSQL queries are integrated into the concrete implementations of the

storage operations and other modules that interact with the central storage system. For

example, our implementation of the distributed locker is represented by the pseudocode 1.

As seen by the algorithm, the goal is reached by the result of the query itself. Once

a URL has been selected, it gets marked with the current date-time, and it will go

to the bottom of the queue. The MongoDB aggregation query is shown in the code

snipped 5.14
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Listing 5.14: MongoDB Queue Operations

1 db.getCollection("childcare.co.uk").aggregate([

2 {"$match": {"$and": [{"$or": [{"attributes.deleted

":{"$exists": false}}, {"attributes.deleted": {"$eq": false}}]},

3 {"$or": [{"attributes.archived

": {"$exists": false}}, {"attributes.archived": {"$eq": false}} ]}]}}

4 ,{"$project": {"_id": 1, "url": 1, "last_extraction": 1}}

5 ,{"$sort": {"last_extraction": 1}}

6 ,{"$limit": 1}

7 ])

In the next chapter, we will discuss a case study to show how the system’s deployment

addresses a challenging data retrieval task.

5.4 Conclusions
We set on a task to solve the problem of data retrieval, having in mind simplicity and web

queryability, understanding that any such system needs to take into account the size and

scale of the task.

We designed and implemented a system that is composed of three key components:

1. Web query engines that make the system support web queries in input to achieve

the data retrieval task. Queries can be written using the OXPath query language

(an extension of XPath) or using JSON construct as input to the dr-web-engine

query engine.

2. A set of modern software, such as Kubernetes, Docker, and Helm, programmat-

ically combined to achieve the goal of distribution and large-scale system. You can

use commodity hardware to scale the system up. Whether adding nodes to existing

clusters or additional new clusters, the new computational power can join the data

retrieval query execution and pick up the tasks in sync with the existing nodes.

3. Natively distributed database system to store the semi-structured output of the
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execution that can naturally scale as the data size grows. Our implementation

supports MongoDB clusters.

In conclusion, as discussed extensively in the next chapter, we can run large-scale data

collection campaigns based on web queries.





Chapter 6

Data

collection campaigns and case study

6.1 Introduction

In our journey to expand on the work of trust models in online social networks, focused on

interpersonal and social trust, in Chapter 5, we expanded on addressing the data problem.

Having defined the social networks of needs 3.1.1 and categorised them by the level of

trust needed for an exchange to take place (i.e. cooperation threshold), we expanded upon

proposing a distributed architecture for data retrieval, universally applicable to all social

networks of needs in these categories. We concluded Chapter 5 detailing the achievement

of such implementation.

In this chapter, we expand in detail on a case study of data retrieval running on such a

system. The case study proposed is of particular interest for two fundamental reasons:

• presents a challenging task in dealing with fast-paced ephemeral data and provides

a benchmark for the performance of the system and,

• the selected source presents a view of the opposite spectrum of interpersonal

social trust: an environment of complete anonymity, ephemerality, and mistrust.

A breeding ground for conspiracy theories, racism, and misogyny to thrive.
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6.2 A Case Study - 4chan data collection
We have selected 4chan to use for our data collection campaign. In particular, the political

board /pol from 4chan.org 1 as a particularly challenging source for data retrieval.

4chan is an anonymous and ephemeral, topic-based opinion-sharing and discussion board.

4chan is associated with the birth of the hacker group Anonymous 2 and has often been

discussed in the literature associated with controversial topics such as conspiracy theories,

racism, and antisemitism. The ephemeral and anonymous characteristics of 4chan make

for two strong reasons for its selection as the source of our case study:

i.) Data Retrieval: Threads and posts on 4chan are short-lived, and usually, there

is a very short window for scraping the threads and posts. Most of the studies on

4chan in the literature use the 4chan API3 for data retrieval during these short-lived

windows [88–90]. We believe, whilst demonstrating the effectiveness and efficacy

of the system discussed in this chapter, we can also:

• Provide an alternative dataset by using a different source (i.e. direct scraping

from the web pages)

• Validate the information presented by the 4chan API and provide a more

granular view than the API offers

• Provide a three-way comparison between the data as seen on the web pages,

the 4chan API and the internet archiving service 4pleb 4. If 4pleb proved to

be a reliable source of 4chan data, it would defy the ephemerality of 4chan

threads and posts.

ii.) Complete Distrust Whilst information shared on 4chan is orthogonal to the trust

discussed in this report and the definition of OSNNs 3.1.1, they surely represent

strong characteristics of an environment of complete distrust.

1https://boards.4chan.com/pol
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymous_(hacker_group)
3https://api.4chan.org/boards.json
4https://archive.4plebs.org/pol

https://boards.4chan.com/pol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymous_(hacker_group)
https://api.4chan.org/boards.json
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol
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To summarise the scale of the task, we list some relevant characteristics that need to be

taken into account when running the data collection campaign.

• Board structure

Each discussion board, including /pol, is organised into a live board and an archive board.

The live board includes threads (i.e. discussions) and posts (i.e. replies) that are open

for discussion and new replies. The speed of the upcoming new replies also determines

the longevity of each thread. Once no new replies are posted, a thread is moved to the

archive board and the space is freed for a new discussion in the fixed-length live board.

• Short-lived threads and pots

In general, based on our observations and the literature [91], threads on 4chan /pol board

can be short-lived and disappear from the live board within seconds. We have also noticed

that short-lived threads, often, are deleted altogether and don’t go to the archive board.

Most of the datasets in the literature, that scrap the 4chan API every 5 minutes, have no

visibility of these threads or any posts that might appear on them.

Figure 6.1: Screenshot from 4chan /pol board on 5th of January 2022

6.2.1 Data retrieval method

In this section, we are going to describe the method for retrieving data from

4chan. Among others, we are going to describe the web queries, the computa-

tional power and deployment method, scale and running instances, storage con-

figuration and last but not least, how data can be accessed for further analy-
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sis.

• OXPath Web Queries:

To retrieve threads and posts from 4chan, we are going to write two queries: i.) The

Discovery query: the query that allows for monitoring of the live board page and

discovers new threads as they are posted on the board ii.) The Extraction query:

the query that, given a thread and its URL, will retrieve all information from the

thread, including the thread data and metadata and all replies (i.e. posts) on the

thread.

The discovery query scans the web page in the live board page, http://boards.4chan.

org/pol/catalog looking for all URLs under the HTML element div with style class

”thread”. The query is shown in the following code sniped 6.1:

Listing 6.1: OXPath discovery query - 4chan.discovery

1 doc("http://boards.4chan.org/pol/catalog")

2 //div[@class="thread"]:<links>[

3 ./a:<link=qualify-url(@href)>

4 ]

To test the query and systematically build the more complex extraction query, the publicly

available container published as a result of this research project can be used. To download

and run a local copy of the container, we run the following docker and OXPath commands:

1 docker pull ylliprifti/yp-phd-pub:pub-build

2 docker run -it --rm -v /temp/projects:/home

/dcs-service/Dev/data-gather/projects ylliprifti/yp-phd-pub:pub-build

3

4 java -jar bin/oxpath-cli.jar -q projects

/4chan/live-4chan/4chan.discovery -f JSON -mval -jsonarr -xvfb

The commands (which require a local installation of Docker5) in turn are going to perform

5https://docker.com

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/catalog
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/catalog
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the following actions:

1. Download the docker image from the docker repository6

2. Run the docker image locally, mount the project folder into the container and

launch a /bin/bash console

3. Run OXPath and test the query

Snipped from the extraction query7, that is substantially longer than the discov-

ery query are shown in Appendix A. All code for this case study can be ac-

cessed in the GitHub public repository, accessible at the following URL: https:

//github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project

• The storage system:

We plan to continuously capture data from 4chan and store multiple versions

of the same thread as it evolves from initial submission and grows with multi-

ple posts (i.e. replies) until it is archived with its final version before finally

it is deleted. We estimated storage growth on the order of 10GB/month. We

intend to monitor the live threads no less than every 10 seconds. With about

100 running discovery instances every minute, each performing 200 reads and

writes into the storage (i.e. the maximum number of live threads in the /pol

board). At each discovery, every thread will either be inserted in the queue if it

doesn’t exist, or the timestamp of the last discovery on the live thread will be up-

dated.

Very early in our research, we made the informed choice of fixing in 5 min-

utes the period of our cyclic extraction. Every 5 minutes, at least 200 instances

of the extraction queries must be completed. Whilst most of the threads can

be extracted in seconds, some threads can have thousands of posts, and the ex-

6The docker image is 1.5 GB in size and the first download might take a long time depending on
the internet speed.

7A direct link to the query on the public repository for this project can be found here: https://

github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/chan/live-4chan/4chan.extract

https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/chan/live-4chan/4chan.extract
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/chan/live-4chan/4chan.extract
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traction query can take up to one hour to extract the data. To achieve the tar-

get of extracting data from threads every 5 minutes, we need to introduce re-

dundancy so that extraction instances can pick a thread at least every 5 min-

utes. We empirically observed that running 500 extraction instances every 5

minutes guarantees the 5-minute time frame. This results in 100 extraction in-

stances running every minute. Each instance runs a ”read” for selecting the next

thread to extract and a large write for writing the data back to the storage sys-

tem.

The storage requirements are determined by the frequencies and volumes discussed above:

we need the system needed to support about 500 read/writes per second, can grow by

10GB/month and is capable of supporting extended data analysis. Unable to make use of

the cloud version of MongoDB due to cost and budget 8, we created an on-premise cluster

made of 5 nodes configured as 1 arbiter node, 1 primary node and 3 secondary nodes as

shown in the replica set members configuration file: https://github.com/yprift01/

4chan-data-project/blob/main/mongodb/rs_members_config.json.

The cluster connection used for the project configured on config.json is shown in the

following code snipped 6.2:

Listing 6.2: MongoDB Configuration

1 "mongo": {

2 "connection

": "mongodb+srv://<user>:<password>@rs.prifti.us/?readPreference

=secondary&serverSelectionTimeoutMS=5000&connectTimeoutMS

=10000&authSource=admin&authMechanism=SCRAM-SHA-256",

3 "config_db": "config",

4 "data_core_db": "data-core" }

The folder structure and the OXPath web queries determine how the results are stored

and the output structure. In our case, the folders structure ”chan/live-4chan” means

a new MongoDB database named ”chan” was created containing a collection named
8https://www.mongodb.com/pricing

https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/mongodb/rs_members_config.json
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/mongodb/rs_members_config.json
https://www.mongodb.com/pricing
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”live-4chan” where all data are stored.

• Computation power and Kubernetes clusters:

To support the workload of the 4chan data retrieval project, we make use of five hetero-

geneous Kubernetes clusters made of 14 worker nodes in total with the characteristics

shown in the following table:

Parameter Value Description

Control Plane nodes 5
There are five Kubernetes clusters with one control

plane9 node each that also serves as a worker node

Worker Nodes 14
There are 14 worker nodes, each of them running data

discovery or extraction instances

Compute 38 GHz
There are about 38 Gigahertz of computing power among

all nodes of all clusters

RAM 225 GB
There are about 225Gigabyte of RAM available among

all nodes of all clusters

Disk Memory 1.2 TB

There are about 1.2 Terabytes of disk memory available

among all nodes. This storage is only used as temporary

storage and is separate from the permanent MongoDB

storage.

A visualisation of the clusters, nodes and computational power is shown in the following

image 6.2:

• Execution and results: Once we have tested the discovery and execution query, we are

ready to deploy it into our Kubernetes cluster and start the data collection campaign. We

used Helm Charts to create templates for data extraction campaign deployment [92]. The

helm values for our deployment are published in the following YAML file 10.

We scheduled the discovery query to run 15 instances every 10 minutes on each cluster,

totalling 75 instances over 10 minutes and averaging a complete discovery of live threads

10https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/helm/values.yaml

https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/helm/values.yaml
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/helm/values.yaml
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Figure 6.2: Kubernetes deployment

every 8 seconds, discovering about 200 URLs being published in the live board at each

time. The high frequency is justified by the dynamicity of the live board, as elaborated in

the next section.

We scheduled the extraction query to run 100 extraction instances every 10 min-

utes with a parallelism of 10 instances on each cluster, totalling 500 extractions over 10

minutes and averaging under one extraction per second. This high frequency of running

extraction queries allows for multiple snapshots of the life of the thread and its evolution.

Whilst no parallelism is needed on the discovery instances; each extraction instance will

pick up unique threads; hence parallelism brings an advantage. More than 90% of the

extraction queries would complete within 5 minutes. However, a small percentage would

take more than one hour to complete the extraction. These are the threads that have many

interactions (number of posts) and remain on the live board, sometimes for days.
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Figure 6.3: 4chan running view

6.2.2 Data analysis

We have been running different versions of the 4chan data campaigns for long periods

of time, amounting to about three years of data, with some sporadic gaps in between. In

parallel, we have been gathering the same information about the archived threads from

the 4chan public API11 and the 4chan archiving service: https://4plebs.org12.

For this case study, we will limit to analysing results for a period of 6 months, from 1st of

May 2021 to 30th of October 2021. This time-period was selected to optimise the amount

of data available based on the number of discovery instances run over time. Figure B.2

shows the hourly number of instances over a period of about one year and a half from

July 2020 to December 2021. The following table shows an overview of the content of

the dataset:

11https://github.com/4chan/4chan-API
12https://4plebs.tech/foolfuuka/
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Dataset Properties
Property Value Description
Period 1st of May - 30th of October A total of 183 days
Nr. of
threads

751,103 Unique 4chan threads discovered over
the 6-month period

Nr. of posts 5,552,066 Total number of posts extracted over
the 6-month period

Discovery
Instances

300,226 Total number of discovery instances
completed successfully13. See the
distribution of the running instances
over time in Figure B.2.

Data struc-
ture

See Figure B.1 Data structure of the dataset

Analysis Reference14: Jupyter Notebook

Table 6.1: Data campaign output for the six months May to October 2021

The 4chan data campaign and the resulting data have the following notable features:

1. Multiple snapshots: The discovery instances run with high frequency and

timestamp the threads every time they are found in the live board. The data

extraction instances will extract data for threads as long as they are on the live

board. This gives us a high precision of the threads to make it to the live board and

an evolutionary view of their ports. We can look for anomalies in both the thread

timeline (threads being removed from the live board) and the posts’ timeline (posts

and replies being deleted).

2. Multiple sources: Whilst running our 4chan data campaigns by, we also collected

data from the 4chan API and 4plebs.org API. The 4chan API only provides thread

data for as long as it is in one of the boards (live or archived), meaning you can

only collect the information during the short lifetime of the thread. 4plebs.org is

an internet archiving website for 4chan threads, though, to our knowledge, it has

not been previously used or validated to provide an accurate view of 4chan.

3. Live view: The high velocity of the discovery and extraction on the live board

gives us a ”quasi-live” view of the data for analysis of what is going on in the

world right now as viewed from the 4chan web community world view.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of newly discovered threads by the time of the day and day of the week

Over the six months, we can immediately see a higher activity between 12:00 and 22:00

UTC. These coincide with the working hours of the US East Coast (8:00 to 18:00 EST).

The day-of-the-week distribution of newly found threads suggests Saturday at 15:00 UTC

as the day with higher activity, followed by Wednesday at 10:00 UTC. On the opposite

spectrum, consistently, 6:00 to 7:00 UTC is the period with the lowest activity across all

days of the week, as shown in Figure 6.5.

About 70% of the threads have a short life and never get any replies (i.e. posts). The

thread’s life is directly related to the number of posts a thread receives, as shown by the

logical regression in Figure 6.7. There are three natural data segments in the dataset.

• threads with 300 to 400 posts for which the linear regression or a mild negative

quadratic regression would provide a model

• threads with up to 20 posts for which negative-coefficient linear regression

intuitively works

• a scattered set of points with values ranging from 0 to 200 post as time unfolds. For

these, we show, in yellow on Figure 6.7, the linear regression line but non-linear

square fitting could also be attempted.
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Of the remaining 30% of threads that got any traction, the most common life length

of the thread is about one to two hours. Within 12 hours, over 99% of the threads that

got any activity would have been archived, as shown in the cumulative distribution in

Figure 6.6

Figure 6.5: New thread activity comparison by the time of the day and day of the week

The statistical data above confirms what is largely known in the literature and discussed

in papers such as [88,93,94]. On the other hand, the high frequency of the data collected

and the multi-source allows us to look at some novel aspects of the /pol board 4chan.org

and particularly /pol board.

Of the 751,103 threads discovered during the six months from 1st of May to 30th of

October 2021, we have extracted data from the 4chan API and 4plebs API for 407,936

threads. The discrepancy is connected with the ephemerality of the 4chan API service,

where threads are pruned after their time in the archive expires. Whilst we cannot draw

any conclusions on the completeness of the number of threads exposed via the 4chan

API, we can view and compare the completeness of the thread data between what is seen

on the website and what is exposed from the 4chan API. Additionally, we can validate

the completeness of the archiving service, 4plebs.

Figure B.2 shows the distribution of the number of discovery instances run over time. The

number of matching threads we have collected data from all three sources (OSNNs-ScrA
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Figure 6.6: Cumulative Distribution - number of threads by the length of life

extraction, 4chan API crawler and 4plebs API crawler) is 103,322, amounting to about

14% of the total discovered threads during the 6 months in question.

Of the 407, 936 threads also crawled from APIs during the period in question,

406, 820 threads have been found in the 4pleb archiving API. This is equiva-

lent to 99.726% match, with less than 0.3% potentially 15 missing threads on

4pleb.

Of the 1, 116 records that were not found on 4pleb, for 625 of them, we

don’t have any thread data (i.e. unable to find them via the 4chan API or

via the OSNNs-ScrA extractor). We randomly manually tested 10% of these

threads and for all of them, the 4pleb API returns 16 ”thread not found”. We

believe these to be threads that have been deleted and removed at a faster

pace for the 4pleb crawler to have collected any data on them. Of the re-

maining 491 records where we have thread data from either 4chan API or

OSNNs-ScrA extractor (or both), when we manually and randomly tested

about 10%, we found that most of them were now visible and accessible

15These can be false positives related to 4pleb API throttling or unreadability of extremely long threads
16Missing thread example see the following link: https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/

thread/?board=pol&num=345390508

https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/thread/?board=pol&num=345390508
https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/thread/?board=pol&num=345390508
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via the 4pleb API, and on the few occasions where we got an error, the

error would read as follows 17: ”Threads this large can’t be opened reli-

ably. Please use the chunk API instead.”. In fact, most of them were big

threads with hundreds of posts. We believe these to be missing due to a

time gap between the time a thread is archived on 4chan and the time it takes

to show on the 4pleb API for big threads. However, the number of miss-

ing threads on the 4pleb API is neglectable. These are either missing be-

cause they had no activity and were purged too fast from 4chan, or they

took longer to be reflected on the 4pleb API but are otherwise now retriev-

able.

Figure 6.7: Logical Regression - Thread live time vs number of posts

We performed a three-way comparison of the thread data from 4chan API, 4plebs API

and OSNNs-ScrA (i.e. threads as seen by end users on the browser). The columns and

17For example see the following thread: https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/thread/

?board=pol&num=333614093

https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/thread/?board=pol&num=333614093
https://archive.4plebs.org/_/api/chan/thread/?board=pol&num=333614093
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methods compared are as shown in Table 6.2

Three-way thread data comparison
Property Type Comparison Method
Thread Number Number Key match across all three

datasets
Author name String Direct comparison
Author country String Direct comparison
Subject & Com-
ment

String Levenshtein Distance [95]

Thread date Date Time Direct comparison
Number of replies Number Comparison with a relative

tolerance of 1% and absolute
tolerance of 1 18

Table 6.2: Properties for the three-way comparison

The comparison results only show relevant differences in the number of replies compared

to data scraped via OSNNs-ScrA (using the OXPath engine). This is to be expected

due to the way the extractor is scheduled. Unlike the extractor from the 4chan API and

4pleb API that is extracting data once the thread has been archived (i.e. its final form),

the OSNNs-ScrA is circulating through the live threads taking snapshots until they are

achieved or deleted.

The results are shown in Table 6.3.

4Chan API vs
OXPath Extraction

4Chan API vs
4Plebs API

OXPath Extraction
vs 4Plebs API

Author Name
(d/m)

0 / 102862 0 / 102862 0 / 102862

Country Flag (d/m) 185 / 102677 252 / 102677 67 / 102677
Lev Distance (d/m) 506 / 102356 50 / 102812 470 / 102392
Nr Replies (d/m) 19530 / 83332 776 / 102086 18758 / 84104
Thread Date (d/m) 0 / 102862 0 / 102862 0 / 102862

Table 6.3: Three-way comparison results (d/m differences/matches)

As seen in Figure B.2, there are occasional extractor gaps, translating into the

missing final form of the thread. The gap in the number of replies is only be-

cause, on these occasions, data are being compared with an incomplete view of the

thread.
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Figure 6.8: Three-way comparison results projection

Another phenomenon likely to impact the difference in the number of replies is the

work of janitors that prune posts and threads from the site [93]. Due to the ephemeral

characteristics of 4chan.org, it isn’t easy to get a sense of moderation of threads or posts

on 4chan. This is because 1. most of the data available shows the final state of the thread

(i.e. once it is archived) and 2. when hitting a missing thread, it’s never clear if it is

missing due to moderation or data being purged after expiry.

We have noticed that deleted threads and posts can also return to the live board at their

last status after a certain amount of time. These could be the effect of janitors sending

threads and posts for review and these not meeting the criteria for being removed.

There is one question we can look to answer with the data available: What threads and

posts are being removed from the janitors?
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There are no indications on the 4chan APIs if a post or thread has been pruned. The API

thread documentation 19 and the API catalogue document 20 have no information about

pruned threads or posts.

However, indirectly we can deduct that threads extracted using OSNNs-ScrA and oth-

erwise cannot be found on 4Pleb, or posts that cannot be found on 4Pleb or data extracted

from the 4Chan API, are very likely threads and posts that have been pruned.

We looked at the final state 21 of all threads and posts found by direct extraction using

OSNNs-ScrA and OXPath engine and compared these data with what was extracted from

4Pleb API to see for significant discrepancies.

We compared 4, 534, 554 posts collected using OSNNs-ScrA and OXPath engine

with the 5, 381, 417 posts found in the 4Pleb API and found 26, 457 posts are

missing from the 4Pleb API, amounting to 0.5% of the total posts found over

the period of 6 months in question. This is the first indication of the weight of

the moderation on 4chan. The archiving service 4Pleb and its API offer an in-

sight into the deleted threads and posts by marking them as ”deleted: 1” in

the resulting dataset. These are different from the missing posts found by our

analysis since 4Pleb has no visibility of these posts that existed at some point in

4Chan.

Using topic modelling described in algorithm 2, we analysed the topics and the text

sentiment in the deleted posts. In Figure 6.9, we show the topic distribution (i.e. inter-

topic distance map of the latent dirichlet allocation model [98]), and in Figure 6.10 the

sentiment distribution along the negative and positive axis. The sentiment distribution has

negative mean: -0.458, positive mean: 0.398, negative median: -0.477, positive median:

0.402, negative standard deviation: 0.188 and positive standard deviation: 0.167 22.

Further, we build a system for live monitoring the heartbeat (i.e. topics and sentiment and

19https://github.com/4chan/4chan-API/blob/master/pages/Threads.md
20https://a.4cdn.org/po/catalog.json
21By final state in this context, we mean the state of the thread and all its posts at the moment of the

last extraction. Whilst this is likely to be closer to the archived state and higher match with the other APIs,
intermediate states might still contain additional posts that have later been deleted.

22We are filtering out neutral data points close to 0±0.001
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Algorithm 2 Using Natural Language Toolkit [96] and gensim [97] for topic modelling
4chan
Require: doccorp=deletedpost text

Ensure: num topics=20 . Analyse top 20 topics

sentences←sent tokenize(doccorp)

tokens sentences←word tokenize(sentences)

POS tokens← pos tag(tokens sentences) .
Part Of Speech tokens for each token in token sentences

tokens←remove stopwords(lemmatize(POS tokens))

while token∈tokens do . Use gensim for large corpora
to create bigrams and trigrams and map the document into the bag of words corpus

bigram model←Phrases(tokens)

trigram model←Phrases(bigram model[tokens])

tokens= list(trigram model[bigram model[tokens]])

dictionary LDA←gensim corpora Dictionary(tokens) .
Prepare dictionary for LDA [98] modelling using gensim

corpus←dictionary LDA.doc2bow(tokens) . Map tokens to bag of words

end while
lda model←gensim models LdaModel(corpus,numtopics,dictionary LDA) .
Create gensim LDA model
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Figure 6.9: Deleted Posts Topics

Figure 6.10: Deleted posts sentiment

how they change over time) of the 4chan live board and the transition to the current board

from t−x where x is the number of times the entire live board had its threads archived.

For example, the live board, t0, is composed of the 200 threads that are currently live,

and t−1 is the board composed of the last 200 threads that were archived, as illustrated

in Figure 6.11.

Figures B.3 B.4 show how the topic distribution transitions from one set affinity to

another as the live board is generated. The sentiment distribution shows a higher affinity

towards extreme negative sentiments. In comparison, somehow expectantly, due to the

distribution over time, the inter-topics distance map of the deleted posts is different from

the live boards, with topics being more widespread. Unexpectedly, though, the overall

sentiment of deleted posts, though with a higher tendency towards the negative sentiment,
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Figure 6.11: The observed distribution of 4chan Live Board and archived boards transitions

is less balanced towards the extreme negatives than the sentiment on the live boards. The

extremity of the language used is unlikely to determine the deletion and removal of posts.

At this point, we wanted to understand whether the transition from one board to an-

other translated into any significant shifts in the sentiment distribution. We run a

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test between the sentiment distribution of each board compared

to the sentiment distribution of all the other boards as illustrated in Figure 6.12. For

example, the scattered values under Lot0 are the compound values of the result of the KS

test between sentiment distribution of t0 and t−1, t−2 and so forth.

This graph is an indication of wether we have sentiment affinity or if we have a substantial

change in the sentiment distribution, so much so that this is now a different distribution.

We can see from image 6.12 that some lots (for example, Lot 0, 6 and 9) are central with

the most affinity to the sentiment of the topics discussed in the other lots, whilst some

others (for example, lots 1 and 2 and 7) offers the most significant transition with very

few lot distribution affinity and mostly very different from the others.

6.2.3 Case study limits and conclusions

4chan makes, of its ephemeral characteristics, its core feature for its audience. Anonymity

and ephemerality are the fundamentals over which each thread, post, and exchange

happens on 4chan. There are no ways to guarantee that any data retrieval algorithm can
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Figure 6.12: Kolmogorov-Smirnov sentiment analysis distribution comparison

capture 100% of the data. In our three-way comparison, we could undoubtedly find

threads using the OSNNs-ScrA system and the OXPath query engine, which we couldn’t

find on the data retrieved from the 4chan API or the 4plebs API. Whilst no conclusion

could be made for the data missing from the 4chan API since these could be due to

ephemerality, we could hypothesise that these data were never made available via 4chan

API. Hence 4plebs archiving service has missing threads.

Whilst the three-way comparison is not symmetric 23, because of the ephemerality of

threads and posts, we can derive some conclusions when comparing the data we have

captured from all three sources. The comparison, ≈ 100K threads extracted from all

three sources over a total of ≈ 700K threads discovered in the 6-month period, offers

a statistically relevant sample for comparison. The results provide a novel perspective

(i.e. to the best of our knowledge, this is the first of such analysis in literature) with some

important conclusions:

23Any thread found via the 4chan API scraping and not found in the other sources is a clear indication
of missing data capture, the same is not true when looking at the opposite case. Missing data from
the scraping of the 4chan API offers no indication if the data was never there or was deleted due to its
ephemerality and hence not scraped in time.
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1. The 4chan archiving service, 4pleb.org, offers a holistic and reliable view of the

threads and posts of 4chan. This defies the ephemerality characteristic altogether

since threads, posts, and images are stored forever by 4pleb.org.

2. We saw clear signs of deleted posts at a rate of 0.5% of the total posts, we couldn’t

see any affinity in the topics of the posts deleted and the sentiment of the deleted

posts is not as extreme as the topics of the threads in general posted in the live board.

3. Topics of threads on the live board tend to be clustered by inter-topic distance and a

board transition (once all live threads are archived and new threads are live), which

translates into a new clustering of inter-topic affinity.

4. The sentiment of the live threads tends to be biased toward the extreme negatives.

This remains valid as the board transition into new threads.

5. Whilst the bias towards the negatives characterises the live board, the sentiment

distribution changes and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicate the tendency for a

major transition in sentiment distribution.

6.3 Data collection campaigns and datasets
Regarding Table 3.1 and 3.2, we ran several data collection campaigns and produced an

even more significant number of datasets made available to the research community. This

section explores the collection campaigns, each dataset built and their data structures.

6.3.1 High trust datasets

We run four data collection campaigns in the high trust demand online social networks

of needs. Specifically, the four data collection campaigns were focused on four different

high-trust areas:

1. Childcare: childcare.co.uk

2. Elderly and nursing care: carehome.co.uk

3. Health and medical care: doctify.com/uk, and

4. Pet care: rover.com/uk
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Whilst the campaigns are generally very similar to the case study in terms of query

creation and data collection execution; there are differences due to the way these platforms

work. The discovery queries start by performing a search that has its main input, the

geographical location in the UK. The discovery queries are dynamically generated via

API integration. UK location information is dynamically baked into the queries. In most

cases, geolocation information is passed as UK postcodes, by city names, longitude,

and latitude can also be input parameters 24. Additionally, the search results have useful

aggregated information we capture during discovery. For example, for the pet care source,

the API integration is simple, and the configuration for the integration is a single JSON

line of code:{ ”endpoint”: ”https://extractor-api.azurewebsites.net/rover-discovery 25”}.

The endpoint, in turn, generates the OXPath shown in the code snipped A.7. The resulting

OXPath will perform a web search and capture all deep links from the resulting page,

together with a payload of aggregated information shown in the search result. The search

result is shown in Figure B.5, and the structure of collected data as a result of executing

the discovery queries is shown in Figure 6.13

Figure 6.13: Rover.com discovery collection data structure visualisation

We ran the High Trust data collection campaigns for one month, performing multiple

scans for each platform. The number of service providers, reviews, and size of the data

for the last collection for each campaign is shown in Table 6.4.

24For example, the discovery queries for doctify.com take city name, longitude and latitude as input
parameters

25This is a pay-as-you-go azure cloud web service, and resources might run out. Alternatively,
commodity servers were used as a backup and reachable under http://srv-us.prifti.us/rover-discovery

http://srv-us.prifti.us/rover-discovery
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Dataset Service Providers Reviews Storage Size
Childcare 85 883 23 468 305MB
Carehome 17 488 79 677 550MB

Doctify 8 985 132 247 685MB
Rover 2 139 53 691 315MB

Table 6.4: High Trust dataset characteristics

6.3.2 Medium trust datasets

We run four data collection campaigns in the medium trust demand online social networks

of needs. Specifically, the four data collection campaigns were focused on two different

Categories of trust demand, Property Care and Property Sharing:

1. Property Care: checkatrade.com, trustatrader.com

2. Property sharing: getaround.com, airbnb.com

Whilst we collected information about the property networks, we failed to complete the

task for the networks in the property sharing category. This was due to technical limi-

tations where the query engines need further work to support more modern technologies.

6.4 Conclusions
In this section, we describe in detail our data campaigns. We started with a challenging

case study to prove the universal applicability and some advantages of the system

designed and implemented in the previous chapter. Thanks to the granularity of the data

extracted from 4chan, we could prove the following important hypothesises:

• we could verify most of the behaviours expected and discussed by previous

research on 4chan.org. This is an important confirmation of the 4chan.org API

since the data source for our study is different.

• 4chan ephemerality if not sustained and web archiving services retain a full cover

of the activity on 4chan.org/pol

• we can track moderation in 4chan, generally not visible via the 4chan.org API.

We studied the topics of the deleted threads and projected the sentiment over six
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months. We compared the sentiment of the deleted threads to the rolling live board

and found that the sentiment trend of the deleted threads is different from the

sentiment distribution in the live board.

• thanks to the live extractor, we can monitor the topics and sentiment of the live

board and see how it transitions from one state to another to indicate a change in

dominating topic or sentiment.





Chapter 7

Trust evaluation

and trust models emerging from data

Following the trust literature discussion in Section 2.2, in the previous chapters, we

discussed, implemented and applied a new system for trust information collection. In the

literature review, Figure 2.3 highlights the importance of network theory in social network

analysis and trust models. Out of 18 trust models reviewed, over 65% use graph-based

evaluations. Network Centrality measures are at the core of social network analysis and

often the basis for trust metrics [99]. Google’s PageRank, Trust Centrality [99], and

EigenTrust are all trust metrics derived from network centrality measures.

We now have social trust data from multiple sources and can follow the theoretical

concepts discussed in Chapter 3. More specifically, in this chapter, we are going to:

• use data from childcare.co.uk to build graphs and run social network analysis

discussed in Cection 3.3.

• use data from high trust datasets, discussed in Cection 6.3.1, and create multiplex

networks discussed in Cection 3.3.1

• calculate the value of the trust (Equation 3.3) for agents that have received reviews,

use factorisation machines to predict trust for agents without reviews and evaluate

its predictive power over time

• discuss the trust relations between different online social networks of needs, the

total trust and its variations over time
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The first part of this chapter is focused on analysing existing trust models, measures and

values emerging from trust expressions in the form of reviews. As discussed in Chapter 3,

it is common in the literature to analyse reviews and derive trust metrics. There are

well-known limits to this approach since reviews and recommendations are known to

suffer from positive bias of opinions [100]. In Section 7.3, we further discuss the low

number of reviews and the negative correlation between trust demand and the number

of reviews. We have defined and tested a novel approach to trust that is attribute-based,

does not rely on reviews and is more comprehensive in the network evaluation. In the

later sections of this chapter, we compare the results between our attribute-based trust

models and models derived by analysing the network characteristics of the reviews.

7.1 Network analysis for the online social network of

needs
When landing on the homepage of childcare.co.uk, you get presented with the following

sentence:

Childcare.co.uk is an award-winning online social networking platform

for parents, childcare providers and private tutors with over 2.5 million

members. Start your childcare search or childcare job search today.1

Apart from efficiently describing the utility of the social network, this sentence also

highlights the nodes and relations of the graph we built. In fact, we have: • providers,

• parents and • jobs as nodes and • awards job and • receives service as links. The jobs

are represented by the reviews received by the service providers, and they link parents

to providers. 2 In fact, this is a common pattern among all OSNNs. Figure 7.1 shows

a visual representation of nodes and links in childcare.co.uk. 3

We build the graph using a distributed graph database, specifically Neo4j [101]. The result

1As of 25th of November 2022
2We will be using review instead of job and [leaves review, receives review] instead of [awards job,

receives service] going forward.
3The Jupyter notebook for the creation of the graph can be found here: Childcare Network Creation

Notebook. The Jupyter notebook includes read-only access to source data but requires a new Neo4j server.
Neo4j offers a free tier for its cloud-native Distributed Graph Database that can be used to replicate the
research in this chapter.

https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/colab/CreateChildcareGraph.ipynb
https://github.com/yprift01/4chan-data-project/blob/main/colab/CreateChildcareGraph.ipynb
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Figure 7.1: Childcare.co.uk network

is a disconnected directed bipartite multi-graph made of 80,325 provider nodes, 22,885

nodes representing parents, 24,087 nodes representing reviews, 2,512 nodes representing

UK locations, 9 region nodes, 3 country nodes, and a total of 196,220 links. The graph is

directed because there is clear direction from parents leaving reviews to providers receiving

reviews. The graph is bipartite because you can separate parents and provider nodes from

review nodes. Furthermore, there are no cycles since only parents can initiate and leave

a review, and providers can only receive reviews once they have delivered their services.

1 match (p:parent) - [lr:leaves_review] - (r:review

) - [rr:receives_review] - (pr:provider) return p, lr, r, rr, pr

Most of the providers haven’t received any reviews. There are 80,325 active providers

in the network, but only 7,143 (i.e. 8.9%) have received a review. There are 24,087

reviews in the network.

The chart in Figure 7.2 shows the frequency and cumulative distribution of the number

of reviews received by each provider. About 95% of the providers that have received

reviews have received less than 10 of them. Relations in high trust-demanding networks

are harder to form and supposedly long-lasting. The graph density is only 3.29×10−5

and average degree of 1.78. 4

4The graph density is slightly higher, 4.13×10−5, when you include locations, regions and respective
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Figure 7.2: Childcare provider received reviews distribution

A visual representation (Figure 7.3) of a random walk of 3000 provider nodes and their

review and parent links shows a highly clustered and disconnected graph. Unsurprisingly,

the graph is provider-centric and shows characteristics of an egocentric network. Providers

create loyalties for long-term relations, and parents will only work with a few trusted

providers. The code sniped in 7.1 shows the Neo4j cypher query used to generate the

graph in Figure 7.3.

We can expand the network analysis to include the locations where the services are pro-

vided and where job exchanges (i.e., reviews) have happened. Locations are represented

by the outcode of a UK postcode 5, their links into region nodes, districts, and countries.

Whilst the network of parents and reviews is disconnected (i.e. not enough parents leave

reviews to distinct providers to form a connected network), the location-centric graph

is connected since most providers offer services in multiple locations. In fact, the results

of community detection [102], on the two different views of the graph, show the different

natures of the two. There are 6403 communities detected in a provider-centric network

but only 456 in a network that additionally features links to locations.

The betweenness centrality on the connected network that includes the locations, is

greatly dominated by the geolocation structure and association of postcode locations

and regions, featured in the new graph. The eigenvector centrality, instead, weights the

links
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postcodes in the United Kingdom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postcodes_in_the_United_Kingdom
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Figure 7.3: Random graph view of 3000 parents, reviews, and provider nodes on childcare.co.uk

in-links and weight of the connected nodes. The providers with the highest page rank

are the ones that are connected to reviews from parents that have worked with other

providers and connected to locations where many providers with high page rank offer

their services. 6 The two figures in 7.5 show the differences between the two centrality

measures. Betweenness centrality is, in general, dominated by locations, however, there

is a direct correlation between providers with the highest betweenness centrality and

providers with the largest numbers of reviews received.

The same is not true for the providers with the highest page rank. In Ta-

ble 6.2, we show the top 10 providers with the highest betweenness and

page rank scores. Interestingly, none of the providers with the highest be-

tweenness centrality features in the list of the providers with the highest page

rank centrality. The top 3 providers with the highest closeness centrality fea-

ture in the top 10 providers with the highest page-rank centrality. This pat-

tern didn’t change when we ran the same calculation on other UK regions or

6Page rank and eigenvector centrality are being used interchangeably
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Figure 7.4: Eigenvector Centrality

when running on the full network rather than using sampling. The between-

ness centrality is more closely associated with a higher number of reviews,

whilst the page-rank centrality seems not to feature any of the providers with

the highest number of reviews. The closeness centrality values are at an or-

der of 10 higher than the other two centrality measures, as shown in Fig-

ure 7.5

Another pattern emerging from the regional networks is that the eccentricity mea-

sure is always 8. This number is a network representation artefact, which is

the total number of links between the two most distant nodes (by definition).
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(a) Betweeness Centrality (b) Closeness Centrality

Figure 7.5: Centrality measures for a sample of 5K nodes from the childcare network in London

In fact, 8 is the number of links in the following path: parent →1 review →2

provider →3 location →4 region →5 location →6 provider →7 review →8 par-

ent. These characteristics can be seen in the Figure 7.1 Section (b). Unlike

the other centrality measures, closeness centrality has a much smaller standard

deviation from the mean. The normalised standard deviation of the closeness

centrality values is 0.00132. By comparison, the standard normal deviation for

the betweenness centrality and page rank centrality are larger by a factor of 8.

These values are 0.009613 for page rank and 0.00974 for betweenness central-

ity.

The childcare network is disconnected in its triad of nodes, parents, reviews, and providers.

It is, however, connected by locations where services are provided, and this allows us

to derive some conclusions from the centrality measures. Yet, most of the providers

that haven’t received any reviews are left out of these calculations. A trust measure that

weights the features of the individual providers would provide bigger insight into the

trustworthiness of each provider.

7.2 Multiplex care network
In this section, we analyse holistically the care network of careers, jobs, and providers

segmented by locations. In the previous chapter, we described the data retrieval from four
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Betweenness Centrality Eigenvector Centrality Closeness Centrality
Prov Cent R L Prov Cent R L Prov Cent R L

73286 .0.016 41 1 2449523 0.011 3 4 1093188 0.194 14 2
109854 0.016 44 1 848517 0.009 10 3 1252990 0.194 2 2
70763 0.014 38 1 340251 0.009 2 3 1095304 0.194 1 2
1073016 0.011 28 1 2313178 0.009 2 4 970779 0.194 1 2
14005 0.010 25 1 2255913 0.008 1 3 837197 0.193 18 2
212922 0.009 22 1 1402304 0.008 4 3 109854 0.193 44 1
339021 0.008 21 1 214141 0.008 8 3 1904057 0.193 11 2
105020 0.007 18 1 1983931 0.008 5 3 130340 0.193 9 2
300229 0.007 18 1 1093188 0.006 14 2 468559 0.193 9 1
123798 0.007 16 2 1252990 0.006 2 2 2623136 0.193 9 2

Table 7.1: Top 10 providers by centrality measures. R: number of reviews received and L:
number of locations where they provide their services.

different high-trust demanding networks. These were: childcare.co.uk, carehome.co.uk,

doctify.com and rover.com 7 8

The chart in Figure 7.6 shows the composition of the multiplex network in terms of its

nodes and links. The network can be represented by:

G=(V,Etype)

Where: V ={ parent, carehome carerer, petowner, provider, carehome provider,

docti f y provider, review, carehome review, docti f y review, rover reivew, location,

district, region, country} and

E type ={ parentleaves reviewreview, reviewreceives reviewprovider,

petwonerleaves reviewrover review, rover reivewreceives reviewrover provider,

carehome providerprovides inlocation, . . .}

Each subgraph of the multiplex network represents the care network defined by its

source. In each dimension, the care network nodes are specific to that level. For

example, a petcare provider node is called rover provider whilst a healthcare provider

7Some of these networks offer their services in different countries. Our data retrieval campaigns were
focussed on the network in UK.

8Whilst three of the four networks in question focus on the individuals providing services, care-
home.co.uk takes a slightly different approach, and most of its providers are Care Homes. However, the
trust relations, reviews, and feedback are focused on the individuals providing the service rather than the
Care Home entity.
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is called docti f y provider. Each layer denotes a different type of care, and generally,

there wouldn’t be any shared providers because a scenario of a provider offering pet

care services on rover.com and offering healthcare services on doctify.com are highly

uncommon in real life.

Figure 7.6: A detailed view of the care network

It is not uncommon, however, that providers offer their services on multiple
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platforms. Whilst there is an opportunity to compute trust based on aggre-

gated data from multiple platforms, entity resolution presents another challenge

since there are no direct links between providers on multiple platforms. We

analysed two networks from the “Home Care” group of Online Social Net-

work of Needs. More specifically, we looked into the providers of trusta-

trade.com and checkatrader.com. Most providers are sole traders that trade with

their trade name. The trader name is unique across all platforms, making it

slightly easier and more predictable to match them throughout the different plat-

forms.

(a) Betweeness Centrality for the
Multiplex care network

(b) Eigenvector Centrality for the
Multiplex care network

Figure 7.7: Centrality measures of multiplex care network of 5K nodes in top 10 UK locations
with the highest households

By comparison, most providers on childcare.co.uk or rover.com can choose a

screen name that can be their name, their full name or anything else. These

characteristics make it impossible to match these providers by name on other plat-

forms.

There are 4,731 unique providers (i.e. based on their trade name) on trustatrader.com,

and there are 23, 759 unique providers on checkatrade.com. There are only 68

traders that can be matched by their name on both platforms. This number can

be slightly higher because of name variations (for example: using or not using
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Provider Name CheckATrade URL TrustATrader URL
t carey’s landscaping TCareysLandscaping t-careys-landscaping-

blockpaving-driveways-st-
albans

g j smith roofing GJSmithRoofing g-j-smith-roofing-fascias-
soffits-guttering-watford

hale electrics ltd HaleElectricsLtd hale-electrics-ltd-electrical-
inspection-testing-bromley

fab moves FabManandVan fab-man-and-van-removals-
three-rivers

oakenshield construction
ltd

OakenshieldConstruction oakenshield-construction-
ltd-extension-specialists-
wisbech

t l contractors limited TLContractors t-l-contractors-limited-
blockpaving-driveways-
flintshire

zion driveways & patios ZionDrivewaysAndPatios zion-driveways-patios-
blockpaving-driveways-
bury

l.t.d maintenance LTDMaintenance l-t-d-maintenance-double-
glazing-suppliers-sutton

nat handyman services uk NatHandymanServicesUK nat-handyman-services-uk-
dartford

hammer and halo ltd HammerAndHalo hammer-and-halo-ltd-
handyman-wandsworth

Table 7.2: Ten matching providers on two different platforms

“Ltd” in their name); however, this is very low for what would be expected from

the two biggest platforms for home care traders in the UK. Table 7.2 shows ten

matching providers on both platforms and the links to their pages on the different

platforms 9 10.

Another obvious extra dimension link in the care network is the location that is

shared among all providers. We looked at the combined reviews and providers

in the top 10 locations 11 with the highest number of households in the UK and

build the multiplex network initially limiting the view to only 5000 nodes as

9Base URL path for checkatrade.com is ”https://www.checkatrade.com/trades/”
10Base URL path for trustatrader.com is ”https://www.trustatrader.com/traders/”
11Whilst the query selects nodes from the top 10 locations with most households in the UK, on some

of the levels, the limit of 5000 nodes is reached before all 10 locations can contribute to the graph.
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Figure 7.8: Multiplex care network simplified view of 5000 nodes from the top 10 locations
with the highest households in the UK

shown in Figure 7.6. The projection shows that pet care and healthcare have a

more dense coverage per location than child care and elderly care. Yet, there

are more childcare providers in the network than any other providers. This

highlights the differences in the radius where the services are offered for each

type of care. Healthcare services have the most outreach, and childcare the

least.

Table 7.3 shows the extradimensional links between locations. There are 1,065 childcare

providers providing services in the top 10 locations with most households in the UK,
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2,910 care homes, 4,941 petcarers, and more than 5,104 healthcare service providers. The

high number of healthcare providers per location is generally explained by the patterns

of the service provided. The healthcare providers are, in general, general practitioners

or specialised doctors that associate themselves with multiple medical centres that in

turn offer their services in multiple locations. For example, some doctors are associated

with clinics in London, Brighton, and Leicester and these clinics offer their services to

a vast radius in these locations. This means that when we search by postcode, the same

doctors will appear as available in numerous postcodes in all these locations. By contrast,

childcare providers only offer their services within a few miles of where they live.

Level out Level in Node type Node detail
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location N1
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location BN2
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location BN3
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location BN1
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location LE2
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location E17
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location NG5
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location CR0
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location LE3
childcare.co.uk carehome.co.uk location LE4
carehome.co.uk rover.com location BN2
carehome.co.uk rover.com location BN3
carehome.co.uk rover.com location BN1
carehome.co.uk rover.com location LE3
carehome.co.uk rover.com location LE2
carehome.co.uk rover.com location E17
carehome.co.uk rover.com location NG5
carehome.co.uk rover.com location CR0
carehome.co.uk rover.com location N1
carehome.co.uk rover.com location LE4

rover.com doctify.com location CR0

Table 7.3: Extradimensional links

Figure 7.6 shows different perspectives of the same network and highlights similarities,

differences, and extradimensional links.

We computed the betweenness and page-rank centrality measures on the multiplex

network. These show different patterns compared with the centrality measures seen on
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Figure 7.9: Different perspectives of the Multiplex care network of 2000 nodes from the top
3 locations with the highest households in London

chaldicare.co.uk. Figure 7.7 shows the multiplex centrality measures and the various

patterns appearing in the multiplex. At the very least, these networks and the more central

node patterns look entirely different. Whilst it isn’t easy to be conclusive in terms of what

the different patterns, shapes, linking behaviours, and density of the multiplex network

translate into, something that can be conclusively stated about the analysis so far: we have

analysed providers where a link existed between reviews received and Trustee (i.e. a parent

or a petowner or other types of someone requesting a service). However, these analyses
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have excluded all the provider candidates that might not have received any reviews. We

need a model based on potential and can evaluate trust independently of existing links.

7.3 An attribute-based trust model
Most of the trust measures in the literature, and those analysed in the previous section, are

based on networks, centrality measures and an evaluation of probability and likelihood

based on previous experiences expressed as reviews and recommendations. However,

trust is much more than subjective probability [103]. Quoting Castelfranchi:

...trust is about somebody: it mainly consists of beliefs, evaluations, and

expectations about the other actor, his capabilities, self-confidence, willing-

ness, persistence, morality (and in general motivations), goals and beliefs,

etc. Trust in somebody basically is (or better at least includes and is based

on) a rich and complex theory of him and of his mind. Conversely, distrust

or mistrust is not simply a pessimistic esteem of probability: it is diffidence,

suspect, negative evaluations relative to somebody

Equation 3.3 represents the degrees of trust evaluated from its non-reductionist compo-

nents: opportunity, ability and willingness (or in the extended form: ”opportunity”, ”ability

and competence”, ”intent and persistence”). In this section, we evaluate trust scores for

childcare providers. We intentionally do not use reviews in the calculation because reviews

represent an expression of trust 3.2 and are a way to validate the results. The number of

reviews received is used as the independent variable to validate the results. We expect a

positive correlation between the computed value of Attribute-Based Trust (aka CF-Trust)

and the number of reviews received. Further, when using a non-linear solver to calibrate

the belief parameters, we use the number of reviews received as the (solver) objective.

Trust is situational and subjective. In fact, in 3.3, we write DoTx,y,τ to indicate the

representation of the degree of trust for the cognitive agent x (or the Trustor, or in our

case parents) toward the cognitive agent y (or the Trustee, or in our case provider) for the

situation τ (in our case the care service). We are computing the degree of trust for care

providers as (hypothetically) perceived by parents looking for care services. The reviews

in the platform are seen as an expression of trust for a situation and are subjective since
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both a parent and a provider are involved. Our computation is objective since we aim to

generalise the perceived trust for all parents. The parameters αi,x,y, βi,x,y and γi,x,y are the

subjectivity parameters. Each parent would have different beliefs, hence different values

of how much, for example, the number of qualifications (i.e. βquali f ications,x,y) contributes

in the evaluation of the ability and competence a provider has to offer their services,

or when evaluating its willingness and persistence (i.e. γquali f ications,x,y). The value of

”number of qualifications” for provider y is the Tquali f ications,y in Equation 3.2

Starting from a position of no knowledge, we can only decide whether an attribute

contributes to the value of opportunity, ability, and willingness based on common sense.

Whilst this decision can be subjective, it doesn’t undermine the trust evaluation since we

calibrate the parameters as the next step of this evaluation. Table 7.4 shows the attribute

contributions to the degrees of trust calculation.

Attribute Derived Attribute Opportunity Ability Willingness
About Me Length - - X

Positive Sentiment - X X
Profile Image Happy Emotion - X X

Age - - -
Gender - - -
Race - - -

My Qualifications Length - X X
My Local Schools Yes/No X - X

Availability Timetable Yes Count X - X
Last Updated Timetable Days Ago X - X

My Documents Length - X X
Rating Count - - -

Rating - - -

Table 7.4: Attribute contributions

Attributes are retrieved from the provider pages as exposed in the childcare platform.

Derived attributes are used in the calculations. We have intentionally left out Rating

Count and Rating, since these will be used for model validation. Positive Sentiment is

derived from analysing the sentiment of the About Me text and using the positive score.

We used Vader 12, a NLTK [96] wrapper, for sentiment analysis.

We used DeepFace [104] to analyse the profile image and derived several attributes
12https://www.nltk.org/ modules/nltk/sentiment/vader.html
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including Happy Emotion, Age, Gender, Race etc. We are only using Happy Emotion for

trust evaluation purposes; however, the other attributes can be useful for trust segmentation

and biases analysis.

We have intentionally included attributes that positively contribute to trust. The degree

of trust is a number between [0,1]. The calculation can be expanded to include negative

trust in a range between [−1,1]. Other attributes, such as Anger Emotion can be included

with a negative contribution. Missing values from some attributes or out-of-range values

can also have a negative contribution rather than 0.

Each attribute is normalised as follows:

Ni=


Vi

Max(Vi)×Max(i) 0<=Max(Vi)<=1

log(Vi)
log(Max(Vi))×Max(i) Max(Vi)>1

(7.1)

where:

Ni is the normalised value between 0 and 1 for the i-th attribute,

Vi is the value of the i-th attribute,

Max(Vi) is the highest value for Vi among all providers for the i-th attribute, and

Max(i) is the number number of attributes. log is used on values greater than one to limit

the impact of out-of-range values.

Equation 7.1 encapsulates attribute value normalisation Vi ÷ Max(Vi) and coef-

ficient normalisation 1 ÷ Max(i), since the coefficients are equal among all at-

tributes.

The python code for the degrees of trust calculation is shown in the code sniped in 7.1

Listing 7.1: Degrees of Trust Calculation

1 def opportunity(item) -> float:

2 return (get_local_schools(item, NR_OPP)

3 + get_my_timetable_avail(item, NR_OPP)

4 + get_about_me(item, NR_OPP))

5

6 def ability(item) -> float:
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7 return (get_my_qualifications(item, NR_ABB)

8 + get_about_me(item, NR_ABB)

9 + get_my_docs(item, NR_ABB)

10 + get_image_score(item, NR_ABB))

11

12 def willingness(item) -> float:

13 return (get_my_timetable_avail(item, NR_WILL)

14 + get_about_me(item, NR_WILL)

15 + get_timetable_last_update(item, NR_WILL)

16 + get_my_docs(item, NR_WILL)

17 + get_image_score(item, NR_WILL))

18

19 def cf_trust(provider):

20 return ( ability(provider)

21 * willingness(provider)

22 * opportunity(provider))

23

24 cf_ratings = [cf_trust(provider['l']) for provider in provider_list]

The inner functions are the normalisation calculations for each of the trust components.

For example, get about me normalisation function is shown in 7.2 where get pos return

the positive sentiment of the about me text, MAX ABOUT ME is the maximum value

the positive sentiment has in all the population, and contr is the number of attributes for

the current contribution 13.

Listing 7.2: Normalisation function on about me text sentiment

1 def get_about_me(item, contr) -> float:

2 return (get_pos(item['about_me']))/(MAX_ABOUT_ME * contr)

The left columns of Table 7.5 show the top 10 providers with the highest Castelfranchi

Trust (column ”CF”) and the corresponding aggregated rating and number of reviews.

13The Jupyter Notebook with the complete calculations of the Castelfranchi De-
grees of Trust model applied to the childcare network can be found here: http://srv-
us.prifti.us:28888/lab/tree/CastelfranchiTrustCalculation.ipynb

http://srv-us.prifti.us:28888/lab/tree/CastelfranchiTrustCalculation.ipynb
http://srv-us.prifti.us:28888/lab/tree/CastelfranchiTrustCalculation.ipynb
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Prov CF R C Prov CF R C Prov Rand R C

143427 0.436 5 3 2273546 0.049 5 53 3087320 1 0 0
2049616 0.411 5 7 20688 0.032 5 46 3215773 1 0 0
234392 0.405 0 0 109854 0.064 4 44 3092006 1 0 0
2875684 0.402 5 2 2354656 0.179 5 41 3222468 1 0 0
2152564 0.395 4 19 1141164 0.085 4 41 1472774 1 0 0
189455 0.372 5 18 73286 0.152 4 41 1193106 1 0 0
2739757 0.370 0 0 103071 0.047 4 39 1321398 1 0 0
682981 0.369 0 0 70763 0.077 4 38 3303579 1 0 0
3223827 0.367 5 4 1862858 0.301 4 37 2228202 1 0 0
2302155 0.364 0 0 3146887 0.286 5 37 3359468 1 0 0

Table 7.5: Top 10 providers with the highest CF-Trust and the number of reviews received. Prov:
Childcare Provider, CF: Castelfranchi Trust Score, Rand: Random Trust Score, R:
Rating, C: Review Count

The middle columns show the top 10 providers with the highest number of reviews, their

ratings and the corresponding Castelfranchi Trust. The four columns on the right show

the top 10 providers with the highest random trust (i.e. a random number between 0 and

1 assigned to each provider ) and their corresponding rating and review count.

The probability distribution functions for the three measures, CF Trust, Number of

reviews and Rating, are shown in Figure 7.10.

Along with calculating the CF Trust, we generate a random number (referred to as

’Random Trust’), which is assigned uniformly at random by using random.uniform 14

from the NumPy package in Python. It generates random numbers between [0, 1) with

a probability density function of p(x)= 1
b−a . We compare CF Trust to random trust as

a performance baseline measure between the calculated trust and randomly generated

numbers. As a first result, we can easily see CF Trust performs better than random.

All numbers in Table 7.5 are rounded to 3 decimal points. There are over 80K childcare

providers in the network, and the 10 with the highest random trust score all have a score

with five 9s after the decimal point; hence, all are rounded to 1. However, it is interesting

that they have not received any reviews (i.e., they have not been trusted by parents yet

to provide childcare services). The fact that by a random selection, there is a higher

probability of selecting childcare providers that parents have not yet trusted is supported

14Please see: https://numpy.org/doc/stable/reference/random/generated/numpy.random.uniform.html
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by the fact that there are 73182 providers that have not yet received any reviews, and

only 7143 providers have received reviews. Less than 10% of the childcare providers in

the network have received any reviews. The number of reviews received is an important

measure, independent of the rating the parent leaves afterwards. In definition 3.1.1, we

treat the rating as an adjustment of status after the decision to trust and collaborate.

(a) PDF CF Trust (b) PDF CF Trust of providers with reviews

(c) PDF Rating Count

Figure 7.10: Probability distribution functions for CF Trust, Rating and Number of reviews
received

The CF-Trust 15 calculation is independent of the number of ratings received or the

rating values. These were intentionally not included in the degree of trust calculation.

This differs from the centrality measures that mainly depend on the number of reviews

received since reviews are the incoming links of the care providers’ network. The CF

Trust performs substantially better than a random measure (i.e. random trust). For

example, the top 100 higher CF-Trust rated provider account for 330 reviews received

15We use the denotation ”CF-Trust” (as in Castelfranchi Trust) to indicate the calculated value of a
mathematical representation of Castelfranchi’s Degrees of Trust
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(i.e. they have been trusted 330 times), whilst the 100 higher rated providers with random

trust account only for about 23 reviews. CF-Trust performs as well as Page Rank. The

number of reviews received (i.e. the number of times providers have been trusted) for

the highest-ranked providers is comparable between CF-Trust and Page Rank. Yet, the

CF-Trust measure is independent of the number of ratings, whilst the number of ratings

received is embedded and positively influences the page rank calculation.

Figure 7.11: CDF comparison of Random Trust, CF-Trust and reviews received

More importantly, the centrality measures do not offer any information about providers

that have not received any reviews since the network for calculating the centrality measure

focuses on the triad parent→1 review→2 provider. On the other hand, CF Trust depends

solely on provider attributes, and every provider participates in the trust scoring. There

are four providers in the top 10 highest CF-Trust providers that have not received any

reviews.

We have trust data represented by the number of reviews each provider has received (the

more reviews a provider receives, the more times they have been trusted with care work).

We also have computed CF-Trust, attributed-based trust calculations that are independent

of the reviews received. We want to validate if attribute-based trust is a good predictor of
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reviews received (potentially a good predictor for a trusted provider). KS was introduced

as a test for underlying exponential distributions. To validate this correlation, we start by

comparing the distribution properties of PDF and CDF. The CDF in Figure 7.11 shows

the cumulative distribution of values between CF-Trust and the Number of Reviews

received. About 90% of providers have not received any reviews, whilst about 90% of

providers have a CF-Trust value of 0.4 or less. About 99% of providers have 30 or fewer

reviews and have a CF-Trust value of 0.6 or less.

As the next step, we compute Spearman’s correlation coefficient to see if the two

distributions are similar and correlated.

Figure 7.12: Scatter Plot CF-Trust vs Number of reviews received

Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the two distributions ”Number of Reviews

Received” and ”CF-Trust” is 0.238 with a P-value of 0. These results indicate that the

two distributions are positively correlated with high confidence (the P-value is very small).

In Figure 7.12, results along the x=y diagonal are the highly-correlated results indicating

providers that perform similarly with both CF-Trust and the number of reviews received.

Points on the lower right-hand side are the providers where CF-Trust calculation indicated

low trust yet have received many reviews and are highly trusted in the platform. These

providers indicate an opportunity to improve and better calibrate the belief parameters.

Results in the scatterplot where the number of reviews received is 0 but the CF-Trust

is between [0,1), by far the majority of providers, indicate results where, even though

we have a lack of information when trying to rank them based on number of reviews
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received, we can assign trust values based on attribute-based trust computation.

We have an opportunity to calibrate the belief parameters αi,x,y, βi,x,y and γi,x,y based on

observations.

We used ordinary least squared 16 optimisation for linear regression in python [105] to

search and optimise the parameters.

We used 10% providers sample from the entire network to run the optimisation search.

We used 50% of providers with ratings from the 10% sample to create our training set.

We normalised the rating count between 0 and 1 and set Y
n×1

as the optimisation target. For

each provider in the training set, we created an array of 13 parameters that participate in

the Castelfranchi Trust calculation. These were used as the training matrix of dimension

X
n×13

, where n is the number of sampled providers with ratings.

After each iteration, the belief parameters (i.e. αi,x,y, βi,x,y and γi,x,y) are de-

rived from the OLS model and used in the calculation of CF Trust. Within

only ten iterations run over a 10% sample, we can visually see the convergence

and get a new set of belief parameters that perform better than the belief pa-

rameters result of the normalisation process. Whilst the convergence is embed-

ded in the training model via the target array Y
n×1

; the rating distribution pattern

isn’t.

Observing Figure 7.13, we notice some interesting facts about the belief calibration:

• In round 1 the CF Trust looks the closest to the observed expressed trust on the

childcare.co.uk platform

• The belief coefficients are not bound; however, the best performing results show

coefficients within [−1,1]

• R2 shows the model only explains about 6% of variability. Independently, the

adjusted belief parameters yield results that converge closer to observations.

• We started from a position of no knowledge with normalised belief coefficients

and now have a set of coefficients that improve the CF Trust match observations.

16https://www.statsmodels.org/dev/examples/notebooks/generated/ols.html
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Figure 7.13: CDF Convergence over ten iterations of belief calibration

The linear regression used is bound to have strong limits in optimising the coefficients

in a non-linear distribution. For better results for coefficient optimisation, we used

non-linear optimisation methods. More specifically, differential evolution 17 and its

python implementation in python 18

We ran two different experiments:

• Progressive optimisation with different sample size

• Random walk with the same sample size

The purpose of the first experiment is to evaluate how the parameter optimisation

progresses as we run multiple experiments with increased sample size, where each stage

uses the output parameters from the previous step. The results are presented in Table 7.6

The results show that the first optimisation, even with a minimal sample size, improves the

outcome about ten times. The total drift of the CF Trust, calculated using random belief

parameters in input, is ten times bigger than the total drift when using the differential

17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential evolution
18https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.differential evolution.html
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Table 7.6: Rolling Parameter Optimisation with different sample size

Experiment 1 2 3 4 5
Execution Time (Minutes) 10 18 13 36 41

Sample Rate (%) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Sample Size (Number of Records) 14 28 42 57 71

Objective Function Value 0.936 2.893 6.010 6.802 7.748
Total drift with input parameters 45.03 12.62 18.87 24.44 30.109

Total drift with optimised parameters 5.55 12.62 18.87 24.44 30.109

evolution optimised parameters. After that, however, all successive executions that use

the parameters optimised in the previous step do not improve the total drift further. This is

despite the increased sample size, which results in a significant increase in execution time.

Table 7.7: Random walk parameter optimisation

Experiment 1 2 3 4 5
Execution Time (Minutes) 10 11 11 11 11

Sample Rate (%) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Sample Size (Number of Records) 14 14 14 14 14

Objective Function Value 1.144 0.472 0.847 0.534 1.051
Total drift with input parameters 77.94 79.70 53.36 63.07 37.49

Total drift with optimised parameters 6.612 5.845 5.93 6.512 5.831

In the second experiment, we ran the optimisation five times with a sample size rate

of 0.2%, starting from a random starting position (i.e. using random belief parameters).

We compared the results shown in Table 7.7. In all five experiments, across both

methods, even though both the parameters and the sample data were different, the resulting

optimised belief parameters converge to the the same values. These results were confirmed

over hundreds of executions of the experiments. Whilst the optimisation method does

not guarantee the parameters are a global minima of the drift, there is high confidence

they represent a solid solution. The resulting belief parameters are shown in Table 7.8

Looking at the table above, we notice that, in general, the chosen attributes have little

influence on the Opportunity belief. Providers that have uploaded personal documents are

likely to be judged as having higher opportunities to do the job by a factor of 19%. The

other parameters influence the opportunity belief close to 0. On the other hand, providers

with a positive sentiment on their about me section are likely to be judged high on their

ability by a factor of 24% (i.e. the about me sentiment contributes 24% to the overall
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Table 7.8: Optimised Belief Parameters

Opportunity Belief Ability Belief Willingness Belief
About Me Sentiment -3.47e-06 0.2411 -0.0083

Profile Picture Happiness Score -1.01e-07 0.0103 -0.0031
Services Local Schools -1.23e-07 0.0292 0.0009

Has Qualifications 7.16e-06 -0.2678 -0.0118
High Timetable Availability -2.31e-06 0.0185 0.0218

Recent Updates Timetable Availability 9.61e-07 0.0024 0.0024
Has Uploaded Personal Documents 0.1906 -0.0358 -0.0358

judgment of ability in the trust evaluation).

The belief parameters are shown in table 7.8 are the result of observation based on

how the attributes contributed to trust for providers that the community has already

trusted. Whilst we only have less than 10% of providers having received any feedback

on the platform, we can now calculate the CF Trust values for all providers. Figure 7.14

plots Trust Observations and CF Trust calculated with random parameters and CF Trust

calculated with the optimised parameters.

Figure 7.14: Comparison of CF Trust with random and optimised parameters

Whilst regression models and non-linear optimisation help calibrate belief coefficients,

we use factorisation machines to look at similarities among attributes and determine if

trust patterns can emerge for providers with similarities.
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Households Region TrustCapital TrustCapital/Household

3521483 London 6158.859684 174.893921
3934639 South East 1402.256877 35.638768
2652878 East of England 625.644869 23.583628
2383082 South West 531.846623 22.317596
3103743 North West 639.411579 20.601306
2530062 West Midlands 419.348362 16.574628
2361567 Yorkshire and The Humber 382.643381 16.202944
1142240 North East 167.124897 14.631329
2185457 East Midlands 252.483454 11.552890
598514 South East Wales 66.912271 11.179734
693329 Northern Ireland 66.088602 9.532070
315757 South West Wales 12.123391 3.839469
290634 North Wales 5.647836 1.943281

Table 7.9: Social Capital score per 100k households

7.4 Degrees of Trust predictability
In the previous section, we used the mathematical representation of Castelfranchi’s

Degrees of Trust to calculate its values across the childcare service provider network. We

also used the existing knowledge about expressed trust on the network to calibrate the

belief parameters. Finally, we used the best-performing belief parameters closely related

to the number of received reviews on the network to recalculate and eventually normalise

CF Trust scores between 0 and 1. This section explores whether the CF-Trust scores are

good predictive scores for future jobs.

In Table 7.9, we can see the ranking of social capital observed for every 100k households

grouped by region. An interesting observation in this table is that the ranking closely

matches the GDP per person for each region. In fact, according to gov.uk 19 the top 8

regions by GDP pro capita yield are: 1. London - 55,974 2. South East - 34,516 3. East

of England - 29,176 4. North West - 28,257 5. South West - 28,012 6. West Midlands

- 26,281 7. East Midlands - 25,956 8. Yorkshire and The Humber - 25,696

The strong correlation is confirmed by the Pearson Correlation Coefficient [106]

comparing the two arrays of CF-Trust and GDP per person ordered by UK Regions.

19ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/bulletins/regionaleconomicactivitybygrossdomesticproductuk/1998to2020
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The results show a correlation value of 0.98 and a P-Value close to 0 20. The small

P-Value is an indication we should reject the null hypothesis that the correlation

is due to random noise. This is an important independent quantification and val-

idation of the social science concepts discussed by [15] about Social Capital, its

effect on economic welfare, and how trust is a composing component of Social Capi-

tal.

One of the characteristics of the high trust demand social networks of needs is their

sparsity in reviews. The childcare network claims to be trusted by millions of parents,

and there are over a hundred thousand service providers, yet we only found about 24k

reviews on the platform.

Given these factors, we use factorisation machines, known to perform well in sparse

conditions, to run an experiment on CF-Trust predictability. Unlike common uses of

factorisation machines, where every pair user/product is considered possible, our FM

model has to overcome the fact that a parent requesting childcare in Brighton will not

select a provider in Manchester, however high its trust score might be.

Adjacent locations, however, share providers (i.e. it is common for providers to offer their

services in more than one adjacent location).

There are 603 childcare service providers in W11 and 653 providers in W12 in west Lon-

don. Of these, 114 offer their services in both locations. We build a factorisation machine

model that uses data from one location (for example, W11) to train the model. Parents have

a relationship with providers they have left a review, and the provider CF-Trust score is

used as the training target. We used pyFM 21 library, a python wrapper that uses polylearn

from scikit-learn.org [107] [108] 22, to build and run the childcare FM [41] model.

We created around 300 random bigrams of postcodes in London and used the first

postcode to train the factorisation machine model and the second one to test the model.

We used the review information as a feature. More specifically, each review indicates

a relation, the review overall score is a feature together with the review body sentiment

20More specifically, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient calculation results are: PearsonRRe-
sult(statistic=0.9806843322334651, pvalue=1.1014217085859774e-07)

21https://github.com/coreylynch/pyFM
22https://contrib.scikit-learn.org/polylearn/index.html
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Figure 7.15: MSE distribution for FM Predictions

Table 7.10: Data for building the factorisation matrix

parent provider review review positivity ts Y-Train

Nina-1657134 1422990 4.0 0.171 0.321622 0.373482
Chantell-2093653 1422990 5.0 0.341 0.385405 0.373482
Miss Fig-107663 1422990 5.0 0.193 0.385946 0.373482
Siobhan-3195215 1949846 5.0 0.535 0.893514 0.015453
Tracy-3428907 1949846 5.0 0.423 0.991081 0.015453
Nne28-3428971 1949846 5.0 0.347 0.991081 0.015453
Jozza-3187611 3187213 5.0 0.252 0.869730 0.042095
Joline-3325786 3187213 5.0 0.228 0.939459 0.042095
claudia-2403994 77247 5.0 0.354 0.622432 0.047503
Jenny-2008565 1935388 5.0 0.184 0.535405 0.041760

positivity score. The review date is the time dimension.

Table 7.10 shows 10 records of reviews from parents to providers in the childcare network,

the respective overall review score, the positivity sentiment of the body of the review, the

normalised timestamp and the target CF-Trust used for training the model. Figure 7.16

shows 10 records of the resulting factorisation matrix.

We captured the results as mean squared error deviation from the actual value of CF

Trust in the test set. Figure 7.15 shows the distribution of MSE, with the vast majority
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Figure 7.16: Factorisation Matrix

Table 7.11: MSE of FM Predictions for the top 10 postcodes with the highest combined
households

TR TE TR P TE P MP MSE CF H

CR0 N7 103 719 0 0.029065 0.126612 82733
IG8 CR0 113 103 0 0.031152 0.119070 76139
W11 N1 653 745 1 0.014055 0.131662 56586
E17 W11 341 653 0 0.015022 0.100584 54047
E14 IG11 372 107 0 0.001329 0.054233 52607
N1 W7 745 258 0 0.023297 0.107300 52197
NW1 E1 448 570 2 0.026743 0.116833 51460
SE9 NW3 131 415 0 0.015527 0.115321 49097
WD23 E17 53 341 0 0.007352 0.083552 48749
SW19 SM6 284 156 0 0.036302 0.090174 47852

of values falling between 0 and 0.1. In addition, Figure 7.15 also shows how big in %

MSE is compared to the Mean value of CF Trust for the test data. The results indicate

that most predictions predicted a CF Trust value that deviates no more than 20% of its

actual calculated value.

In the following tables we show the MSE of FM prediction ordered by number of

combined households in the training and testing postcodes,

For each table, the column names have the following meaning:

• TR: Postcode for the training data

• TE: Postcode for the testing data

• TR P: Number of providers in the training postcode
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Table 7.12: MSE of FM Predictions for the top 10 postcodes with the highest matching providers

TR TE TR P TE P MP MSE CF H

EC4P EC1R 519 554 470 0.002242 0.099345 2426
EC4N EC3P 317 345 215 0.000653 0.198210 11
EC4Y WC1V 292 377 200 0.007716 0.129610 280
W1G WC1E 291 373 187 0.002419 0.067704 2365
WC1X EC2P 568 340 185 0.069202 0.188852 3308
WC2B W1W 265 309 124 0.000888 0.049380 2876
WC1A EC1V 314 576 93 0.017892 0.140215 6604
W1S WC2A 188 315 67 0.002773 0.086158 298
W1H SW1Y 280 220 32 0.004620 0.047597 3676
NW1W EC2Y 478 395 5 0.064173 0.170527 1840

Table 7.13: MSE of FM Predictions for the results with the 5 highest and 5 lowest MSE

TR TE TR P TE P MP MSE CF H

EN1 HA8 198 158 0 0.145398 0.344660 40272
SE17 N6 613 215 0 0.132707 0.316327 22129
HA5 IG6 74 74 0 0.124925 0.292546 28195
SW1Y TW9 220 205 1 0.123200 0.248717 10280
SW11 CR3 571 45 0 0.115857 0.386293 43040

...
EC4N EC3P 317 345 215 0.000653 0.198210 11
WC2B W1W 265 309 124 0.000888 0.049380 2876
RM1 W1B 89 241 1 0.001015 0.041394 8901
HA0 W1A 193 295 0 0.001311 0.049380 14985
E14 IG11 372 107 0 0.001329 0.054233 52607

• TE P: Number of providers in the testing postcode

• MP: Matching providers offering services in both training and testing postcodes

• MSE: Mean Squared Error of FM predictions compared with the calculated

Castelfranchi Degree of Trust Score

• CF: Mean value of calculated Castelfranchi Degree of Trust for all providers in

the test postcode

• H: Total number of households in the combined postcodes
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Prediction seems to be best (i.e. lowest MSE) for postcodes that have some providers

providing in both postcodes, whilst the highest MSE values are observed in postcodes

without any matching providers.

One of the best performing prediction is observed when the model is trained with

data from WC2B and tested on W1W with MSE to observed CF-Trust score ratio

of only 0.0009 . There are 265 providers in the training set and 309 providers

in the testing set with 124 matching providers (i.e. providers offering services in

both locations). There are a combined 2876 households in these two postcodes.

One of the next best predictions with similar MSE performance, is trained with

providers in east London (Poplar and Canary Wharf, E14) and tested on postcode

IG11 (Barking) with a combined 52607 households and no providers offering services

in both locations. There is a distance of 12 miles (ca. 19 km) between the two loca-

tions.

The top 5 worst performing predictions, with MSE values between 0.145398 and

0.115857 and MSE to CF-Trust score ratio between 0.422 and 0.300, are seen when

training and testing postcodes that do not have any providers offering services in both

postcodes (i.e. there is only one provider shared among all 5 tuples) and in general with

a high number of Households per location.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we run a social network analysis for four high-trust-demanding social

networks of needs. We found that these networks composed of triads caretaker, review,

provider are disconnected networks with a high number of communities detected and

centred around providers. The network becomes connected when location nodes are

inserted. Closeness centrality has the lowest variability with a standard deviation of

0.0132, backed by a consistent eccentricity measure of 8 hops: parent→1 review→2

provider →3 location →4 region →5 location →6 provider →7 review →8 parent.

Betweenness centrality scores high for providers with high number of reviews received.

Eigenvector centrality instead scores higher in providers that have received reviews and
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provide their services in multiple locations.

The multiplex care network seen in Figure 3.5 highlights differences between the different

care networks. Doctify is denser by location, and most providers offer their services

in numerous locations, whilst by contrast in childcare networks, providers only offer

services in a few adjacent locations. The centrality measures patterns also look different

for the multiplex network, highlighting the heterogeneity of the network.

Existing measures, however, are centred on relations and received reviews. We used

Equation 3.2 to calculate a trust measure based on Castelfranchi’s Degrees of Trust. Its

main components are: Opportunity, Ability and Competence, Intent and Persistence.

Such measure does not need prior knowledge on existing reviews. This overcomes the

discrepancy observed where the care network tends to have a low review ratio, and most

providers have not received any reviews.

Yet, the existing reviews are an indicator of expressed trust and a good validator for such

measure. DoT performs substantially better than random trust. We used ordinary least

squares regression to calibrate belief coefficients and derive a better performing trust

measures, when compared to the observed expression of trust (i.e. reviews received).

We used factorisation machined to evaluate the predictability of the CF Trust and in

general found that the model and measure is a great predictor with consistent low mean

squared error values.





Chapter 8

Conclusions,

limitations, and future work

A non-reductionist model of trust composed of one’s beliefs about other agents’ oppor-

tunity, ability and competence, intent and persistence to achieve a certain goal τ, can be

represented mathematically by Equation 3.3

DoTx,y,τ =
n

∑
i=1

αi,x,yTiy·
n

∑
i=1

βi,x,yTiy·
n

∑
i=1

γi,x,yTiy (8.1)

In the high trust demanding care social network of needs ( 3.1.1), where τ is the action

of taking care, we showed that such calculation yields trust prediction results that perform

substantially better than random and the results are comparable with other centrality

measures.

Unlike other centrality measures, however, the DoT trust score (Degree of Trust or other

times referred to as CF-Trust - an abbreviation for Castelfranchi Trust) is only based on

provider (i.e. Trustee) features. It does not presume previous knowledge or experience of

trust exchange. In the care network, an earlier decision to trust is expressed in caretakers

(i.e. Trustors) leaving reviews to providers. Hence, unlike other centrality measures,

the CF-Trust score scores all providers in the network, regardless of whether these have

previous reviews.

This is an important outcome for high trust demanding networks where reviews are rare

and sparse. In the childcare network composed of over 100thousands 1 of providers and

1We only have observed about 80k providers; however, these are dynamic, and accounts are closed
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millions of parents, only 24k reviews are found. We consistently saw the number of

reviews and interactions decrease when the demand for trust presumably increased.

In Equation 3.3 the coefficients αi,x,y, βi,x,y and γi,x,y are the belief parameters. That is,

they represent the agent’s x belief of how much the i-th attribute of the agent y contributes

to the overall trust, in its non-reductionist part: opportunity, ability and competence, intent

and persistence.

While we initiated these parameters with normalised values, using non-linear differential

evolution and the expressions of trust on the childcare network, we were able to derive

better-performing belief parameters. On the childcare network, empirical evidence indi-

cates that parents believe providers serving local schools are more trustworthy, and the be-

lief coefficient contributes higher to the opportunity component of trust. The ability belief

coefficients (i.e. β ) for an image with a dominant happy feeling is higher than the willing-

ness belief (i.e. γ). The sentiment of the ’about me’ text consistently contributes negatively

to all three trust components but does so with less strength for the willingness component.

When used to re-calculate CF Trust, the calibrated belief parameters yield results that

match closer expressions of trust seen on the platform as the number of reviews received

by each Trustee.

According to previous research, social trust and social capital concepts are closely related.

The latter can be derived from the former, and social trust is a crucial component of social

capital. When aggregating the total CF-Trust calculated for each region in the UK and

calculating a per 100K household value, the ranking closely relates to the UK GDP per

head ranking 7.9.

The CF-Trust is a good predictor of trust in adjacent locations when used in factorisation

machines with consistently low mean squared error results. In an experiment with

bigrams on London postcodes, we found that among over 250 pairs where one location

is used for training the FM model and the other for testing, adjacent locations with

some providers offering services in both locations yield better predictions with lower

MSE.

during periods of inactivity.
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We retrieved data from several diverse locations that conformed to the characteristics

of online social networks of needs. We categorised these by the level of trust needed to

cooperate. We combined data from 4 high trust demanding networks (i.e. childcare.co.uk

for childcare, rover.com for pet care, doctify.com for health care and carehome.co.uk

for elderly care) and created a multiplex network. Each layer of the multiplex does

not have shared providers, but they share the locations; hence, the locations were the

extradimensional links. On other networks of needs, for example, the home care networks,

providers are shared and detectable across the different networks 7.2. The heterogeneity

of the selected care networks dictates the unlikelihood of shared providers (i.e. it is

unlikely a provider offering pet care services will also provide health care services). The

multiplex network analysis highlights some key differences even among networks where

the cooperation thresholds are similar.

There are significant differences in the distances healthcare providers offer their

services compared to childcare providers. There are differences in the number

of reviews received; the network density and multiplex centrality measures re-

sults look substantially different compared to the childcare network centrality mea-

sures.

Apart from data from the care network and the home care network (checkatrade.com and

trustatrader.com), we run a data collection campaign towards the infamous 4chan.org/pol

board. Whilst this is a non-OSSNs conforming network, it has characteristics (ephemer-

ality, anonymity, slang) that make for a challenging task for data retrieval. We collected

4chan data from three sources: the web, the 4chan API, and the 4plebs API (a web

archiving service for 4chan). The data and patterns observed conformed to previous

knowledge about 4chan. Frequency of publications, threads’ time to live, activity by time

of the day and day of the week and length of thread bump were observable and confirmed

in previous research. In a three-way data comparison, we showed that 4plebs API has

accurate and comprehensive copies of 4chan data. This partially defies the ephemerality

claim of 4chan. Whilst threads continue to disappear from 4chan, a copy is permanently

saved on 4pleb and is always retrievable.
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Further to testing our system for data retrieval, we showed that the high-frequency

retrieval of data from the web (as seen by end users) captured threads and posts that only

existed on the web and were not observed on the 4chan API or 4plebs API. We believe

these to be short-lived threads that were deleted/removed by 4chan janitors before being

observed by the polling services of 4plebs. Over six months, we found that about 0.5%

of threads and posts were deleted. Further, we found that the sentiment of the deleted

threads and posts was more moderate compared to what the sentiment of the content of

the live board looks like.

This work, among others, proved the worthiness of a query-based architecture, system

design and implementation for a distributed system capable of collecting large amounts

of data for extended periods. This system was consistently used across the work of this

research and was one of our early goals when looking to solve one of the dimensions and

challenges when working with trust: trust information collection: 2.4. The ability of user

queries to extract data is guaranteed by two query engines: OXPath and DR-Web-Engine.

OXPath, developed at Oxford, is an extension of XPath, and the query structure is similar

to XPath. It is implemented in Java and wraps around the Selenium web driver.

DR-Web-Engine (https://pypi.org/project/dr-web-engine/), developed as part of this

research, conforms to the OXPath design, is implemented in Python, and is a wrapper

of multiple underlying drivers (including Selenium web driver). However, unlike OXPath,

it has a JSON-like query structure, which is closely related to the output.

8.1 Limits and Future work

The distributed data retrieval system

During this research project, we identified many social networks of needs in each

category discussed in Chapter 3. The underlying query engines present two fun-

damental limits that sometimes make it difficult to have a wide spread of data

from different networks. OXPath uses a fixed version of Selenium with an em-

bedded fixed version of Firefox. Both these are now obsolete, and most social

networks use newer technologies and have stopped support for older browsers.

DR-Web-Engine was developed to overcome this issue; however, its implemen-
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tation does not yet support all OXPath keywords and needs further develop-

ment.

Another challenge to the system’s scalability and sustainability is its reliance on manual

analysis, attribute identification, search paths, form filling, and finally, the building of web

queries for data extraction. These activities are time-consuming and challenging to scale.

Furthermore, as web page structures are updated, the web queries need maintenance. A

possible approach to addressing this issue is adopting automatic full-site extraction (also

known as AFE) techniques. Whilst a complex problem, OXPath - our underlying query

engine, has been used in AFE systems where extraction queries have been generated

with up to 97% attribute accuracy discussed by Furche et al. [80]. Another AFE approach

uses search/results/record patterns. In our data extraction queries, we largely use this

pattern. Adopting redundancy-driven data extraction [81] for automatic query generation

can address the scalability and sustainability of the distributed system.

The system deployment and monitoring used the free tier of platform9.com services.

From November 2022, Platform9 withdrew its free tier. Whilst these services are not

strictly necessary to deploy and run the data retrieval projects, they offer observability,

monitoring and easy deployments. In future work, these services should be replaced with

alternative open-source services such as Rancher 2, Grafana 3 and Prometheus 4.

Whilst most system operations are achievable via CLI, the system usability would benefit

from a web interface for widespread adoption.

Data and datasets

We only collected data from 6 online social networks of needs. Four are in the high trust

category, and two are in the medium trust. While we have already published a few of the

datasets, and the rest are accessible via MongoDB and Neo4j on university servers, the

remainder of the datasets need to be cleansed and anonymised, prepared for publication,

and published via the university ePrint services. While we analysed the last copy of

2https://www.rancher.com/
3https://grafana.com/
4https://prometheus.io/
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the data, we ran the data campaigns for extended periods, with multiple copies offering

insight into how data evolves.

Data retrieval work should be extended to the remaining identified OSNNs or when new

ones are identified. In the future, a multiplex network comprised of all online social

networks of needs can confirm and give a higher confidence in some of the results seen

with social capital 7.9.

boards.4chan.org/pol analysis

Whilst there is high confidence in the validity of the three-way comparison

and that 4plebs offers holistic coverage of the 4chan threads, the results on the

deleted threads and posts present some further challenges. 4plebs API comes

with strong throttling limits. These are managed on the data retrieval code; how-

ever, false positive cases can happen where a thread is not returned because of

throttling rather than not being present on the archiving services. Even more

so, when retrieving threads from the 4chan API, there is only a limited win-

dow when a thread is available for retrieval before its deletion. The num-

ber of deleted threads and posts might contain errors. The communication on

4chan is picture and meme-driven. Only short sentences are used in thread ex-

changes, and previous work has identified that 4chan uses its slang [93]. These

characteristics make topic modelling and sentiment analysis challenging. Fu-

ture work should validate the sentiment analysis outcomes on 4chan deleted

threads.

Network Analysis of the care network

We analysed the childcare network in-depth and built a multiplex graph with the four

sources from the care network. In future work, the network analysis should be expanded

to all four sources of the care network. Comparing the social network analysis results

can provide further insights.
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Code

In our deployment the Kubernetes Cluster was composed of one master node

and six slave/worker nodes1 as shown in detail in table A.1. Kubernetes

is also available on all major public cloud providers2 with advanced web

interfaces management as well as CLI directly connected to the cloud in-

stance.

A typically project deployment is shown in figure A.1

1Due to the low workload on the master node, we added the master to the worker nodes
2Microsoft Cloud (Azure): https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/kubernetes-service/, Google

Cloud Platform (GCP) : https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine, Amazon Web Services (AWS):
https://aws.amazon.com/kubernetes/

Table A.1: Kubernetes Cluster

Kubernetes Cluster Nodes
Name Version OS Image Kernel-Version Container-Runtime
cspc537-lx v1.17.2 Ubuntu

18.04.4 LTS
4.15.0-88-generic docker://18.9.7

k8s-master v1.17.0 Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS

4.15.0-72-generic docker://19.3.5

k8s-slave v1.17.0 Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS

4.15.0-72-generic docker://18.9.7

k8s-slave2 v1.17.0 Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS

4.15.0-72-generic docker://18.9.7

k8s-slave3 v1.17.0 Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS

4.15.0-72-generic docker://18.9.7

k8s-slave4 v1.17.0 Ubuntu
18.04.3 LTS

4.15.0-72-generic docker://18.9.7
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Figure A.1: Kubernetes CronJob deployment of a Scraping Project

• Ubuntu Docker Containers

• Project Configuration Loader

The following python code is the implementation for loading the project configuraiton

into an in memory instance of the ProjectConfiguration entity.

Listing A.1: Python - Project Configuration Loader

1 from py.core.entity

.ProjectConfiguration import ProjectConfiguration, ProjectCollection

2 from py.core.interfaces

.IProjectConfigurationLoader import IProjectConfigurationLoader

3

4 from interface import implements

5

6 import os

7

8 EXTRACT_EXT = '.extract'

9 DISCOVERY_EXT = '.discovery'

10 ARCHIVE_EXT = '.archive'
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11

12

13 class

ProjectConfigurationLoader(implements(IProjectConfigurationLoader)):

14

15 def __init__(self, projects_directory: str):

16 self.projects_directory = projects_directory

17

18 def load_project_configuration

(self, project_name: str) -> ProjectConfiguration:

19 """

20

loads the project folder and file structure into ProjectConfiguration

21 :param project_name: name of the project to load

22 :return: an ProjectConfiguration

instance holding project collections and query pathss

23 """

24 project_directory = list(filter

(lambda x: x == project_name, os.listdir(self.projects_directory)))

25

26 if len(project_directory) == 0:

27 return None

28

29

project_configuration = ProjectConfiguration(project_directory[0])

30 full_project_path = "{}/{}

".format(self.projects_directory, project_configuration.project_name)

31 project_configuration.working_directory = full_project_path

32

33 extract_folders = [d for d in os.listdir(full_project_path)

34

if os.path.isdir("{}/{}".format(full_project_path, d))]
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35

36 for folder in extract_folders:

37 collection = ProjectCollection.ProjectCollection(folder)

38

all_files = os.listdir("{}/{}".format(full_project_path, folder))

39 extract_file

= list(filter(lambda x: x.endswith(EXTRACT_EXT), all_files))

40 discovery_files

= list(filter(lambda x: x.endswith(DISCOVERY_EXT), all_files))

41 archive_files

= list(filter(lambda x: x.endswith(ARCHIVE_EXT), all_files))

42

43 if len(extract_file) > 0:

44 collection.extractor = extract_file[0]

45

46 if len(discovery_files) > 0:

47 collection.discovery = discovery_files

48

49 if len(archive_files) > 0:

50 collection.archive = archive_files[0]

51

52 project_configuration.collections.append(collection)

53

54 return project_configuration

Code snipped from the query manager

Listing A.2: Python - OXpath Query Manager snippet

1

2 from py.core.interfaces.QueryManager import QueryManager

3 from interface import implements

4

5 class OxpathQueryManager(implements(QueryManager)):
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6

7 def __init__(self, project_configuration: ProjectConfiguration):

8 self.__project_configuration = project_configuration

9

10 def

get_extraction_query_path(self, url: str, collection: str) -> str:

11 """

12 Used to generate the next runnable OXPath

extraction query. Uses the project configuration and the OXPath

13 Extraction Query provided

. Clones the file and injects the current :param url provided.

14 :param url: The url to inject in the extraction query.

15 :param collection: The working project

data-collection where the current set of OXPath queries are found

16 :return:

The path to the updated Extraction query that is ready for execution

17 """

18 logging.info("==> :: OxpathQueryManager

.get_extraction_query_path :: -> Searching for collection: {} in "

19 "project configuration")

20

21 collection_item = [x for x in self.__project_configuration

.collections if x.collection_name == collection]

22 if collection_item is None or len(collection_item) != 1:

23 logging.warning("==> :: OxpathQueryManager

:: -> Collection not found in project configuration")

24 return None

25

26 extractor_folder = "{}/{}

".format(self.__project_configuration.working_directory, collection)

27

28 logging.info("==> :: OxpathQueryManager
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.get_extraction_query_path :: -> Extraction Folder: {0}"

29 .format(extractor_folder))

30

31 extractor_file

= "{}/{}".format(extractor_folder, collection_item[0].extractor)

32

33 logging.info("==> :: OxpathQueryManager

.get_extraction_query_path :: -> Extractor file: {0}"

34 .format(extractor_file))

35

36 temp_file = OxpathQueryManager

.__clone_file(extractor_folder, extractor_file, url)

37

38 return temp_file

Locker implementation

In addition to the continues campaigns, discrete campaigns can be run. In the discrete

case extraction campaign are identified by a number. It is expected that each URL in

the queue to be processed (i.e. selected by the extractor) once for the running campaign.

That means that independently of the queue sorting rules, lower priority URLs will jump

to the top of the queue once all other URLs have been processed for that campaign. Once

all URLs have been processed the campaign identified will move next by adding one

to the campaign identifier. These logic is reflected by two separate implementations of

the DistributedLocker interface even though most of the implementation is common and

incorporated in the AbstractDistributedLocker:

Listing A.3: Code snipped of DistributedLocker implementation

1

2 from py.core.interfaces.IDistributedLocker import IDistributedLocker

3 from interface import implements

4 logging = LoggingUtils.get_logger()

5

6 class DistributedLocker(AbstractDistributedLocker):
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7

8 def __init__(self, project_store

: ProjectMongoStore.ProjectMongoStore, collection_name: str):

9 super().__init__(project_store, collection_name)

10

11 def next(self, batch_size: int = 1):

12 return super().next(batch_size)

13

14 def next_archive(self):

15 return super().next_archive()

16

17 def current_campaign(self) -> int:

18 pass

19

20 def move_next_campaign(self, item_id) -> int:

21 pass

22

23

24 class AbstractDistributedLocker(implements(IDistributedLocker)):

25 def next(self, batch_size: int = 1) -> str:

26 if batch_size == 1:

27 return self.__next()

28

29 items = list()

30 for _ in range(0, batch_size):

31 items.append(self.__next())

32

33 return items

34

35 def __next(self):

36

match_query = {"$match": {"$and": [{"$or": [{"attributes.deleted":
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37

{"$exists": False}}, {"attributes.deleted": {"$eq": False}}]},

38

{"$or": [{"attributes.archived": {"$exists": False}},

39

{"attributes.archived": {"$eq": False}}

40 ]}]}}

41

42 project_query

= {"$project": {"_id": 1, "url": 1, "last_extraction": 1}}

43

44 sort_query = {"$sort": {"last_extraction": 1}}

45

46 limit_query = {"$limit": 1}

47

48 pipeline = [match_query, project_query, sort_query, limit_query]

49

50 next_item = list(self.__project_store.run_aggr(pipeline))

51

52 if next_item is None or len(next_item) == 0:

53 return None

54

55 selected_item_id = next_item[0]["_id"]

56

57 try:

58 nr_items_updated = self.__mark_next_item(selected_item_id)

59 if nr_items_updated > 0:

60 return next_item[0]['url']

61 return None

62 except Exception as e:

63 logging.error("Error: {}".format(e))

64 return None
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The following is code snipped from the implementation of the OXPath runner interface.

Listing A.4: Runner Interface

1

2

3 class OxpathRunner(implements(Runner)):

4 def __init__(self, config: OxpathConfig.OxpathRunnerConfigurator):

5 self.config = config

6 self.__scheduler = sched.scheduler(time.time, time.sleep)

7

8 def run_default(self):

9 print(self.config.oxpath_binary)

10 return sb.call(['java', '-jar', self.config.oxpath_binary])

11

12 def run_oxpath_raw(self, *oxpath_params: str):

13

14 logging.info('==> ::->:: Starting Oxpath Run ')

15

16 params_array = ['java', '-jar', self.config.oxpath_binary]

17 for item in oxpath_params:

18 params_array.append(item)

19

20

logging.info('==> ::->:: Callable pipeline: {}'.format(params_array))

21

22 callable_pipe =

sb.Popen(params_array, stdin=sb.PIPE, stdout=sb.PIPE, stderr=sb.PIPE)

23 try:

24 outs, errs = callable_pipe.communicate(timeout=3600)

25 return outs, errs

26 except sb.TimeoutExpired:

27

28
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logging.warning('==> ::->:: TIMEOUT Failed to complete pipeline ')

29

30 callable_pipe.kill()

31 return callable_pipe.communicate()

32

33 def extraction_runner(self, url: str, collection_name: str,

34 project_configuration

: ProjectConfig.ProjectConfiguration, clear: bool = True):

35

36 logging.info('==> :: Extraction Runner: {}, project

: {}'.format(collection_name, project_configuration.project_name))

37

38 query_manager

= QueryManager.OxpathQueryManager(project_configuration)

39

40 _query_path

= query_manager.get_extraction_query_path(url, collection_name)

41

42 logging.info('==> :: Query Path: {}'.format(_query_path))

43

44 output, error = self.run_oxpath_raw

('-q', _query_path, '-f', 'JSON', '-mval', '-jsonarr', video_buffer)

45

46 if clear:

47

logging.info('==> :: Clearing query: {}'.format(_query_path))

48 QueryManager.OxpathQueryManager.clear(_query_path)

49

50 logging.info('==> ::

Query Complete with output: {} and error: {}'.format(output, error))

51

52 return {"output": output, "error": error}
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Storage retry mechanism code snipped:

Listing A.5: Storage operations - dealing with availability

1 from enum import Enum

2 import time,sys

3 import py.core.utils.LoggingUtils as log_utils

4 logger = log_utils.LoggingUtils.get_logger()

5

6

7 class DelayMethod(Enum):

8 """

9 Enumeration to define Delay Methods

10 """

11 LINEAR = 1

12 FIBONACCI = 2

13 POWER_LAW = 3

14 NO_RETRY = 4

15

16

17 class DelayRetry(object):

18 def __init__(self, method: DelayMethod, MAX_RETRY: int):

19 self.retry_function = self.fibonacci

20 self.max = MAX_RETRY

21 self.nr_retries = 0

22 if method == DelayMethod.LINEAR:

23 self.retry_function = self.linear

24 elif method == DelayMethod.FIBONACCI:

25 self.retry_function == self.fibonacci

26 elif method == DelayMethod.POWER_LAW:

27 self.retry_function = self.power_law

28

29

30 def retry(self, func, args):
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31 """

32 retry - executes all [function references

] or [functions references by name] as string in the func array.

33 In case of exception will retry execution

for a number of times based on retry_function defined at object

34 instantiation.

35

36 This method is useful when dealing with unreliable

sources. For example when calling an API endpoint that can

37 become unavailable for short periods

of time, or when calling a distributed database that is not always

38 available

39

40 :param func: Function reference or function name

41 :param args: Array of parameters for each function in func

42 :return: the return of the last func called

43 """

44 self.nr_retries = 0

45 logger.info("Retry

call initiation: Functions: {}, Parameters: {}".format(func, args))

46 while True:

47 try:

48 for idx in range(0, len(func)):

49 if idx == 0:

50 temp_result = func[idx](*args[idx])

51 else:

52 # logger.info(*args[idx])

53 try:

54

method = temp_result.__getattribute__(func[idx])

55 if method is None:

56
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logger.error("Method was None on Index: {}".format(idx))

57 return None

58 except:

59

logger.error("Method not found on Index: {}".format(idx))

60 return None

61 temp_result = method(*args[idx])

62 return temp_result

63 except:

64 ex_type, ex_value, ex_traceback = sys.exc_info()

65 logger.warning("Exception Type: {}. Exception Value:

{}, Exception Traceback: {}".format(ex_type, ex_value, ex_traceback))

66 self.nr_retries += 1

67 time_to_sleep = self.next(self.nr_retries)

68 logger.warning

("Retry Tentative: Retries {}, Time to Sleep: {}, Functions: {},

Parameters: {}".format(self.nr_retries, time_to_sleep, func, args))

69 if time_to_sleep >= 0:

70 time.sleep(time_to_sleep)

71 else:

72 logger.warning("Retry end and return None")

73 return None

74

75 def next(self, current: int) -> int:

76 value = self.retry_function(current)

77 return value if value < self.max else -1

78

79 def no_retry(self, current: int):

80 return -1

81

82 def fibonacci(self, current: int) -> int:

83 if current == 0 or current == 1:
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84 return current

85 return self.fibonacci(current - 1) + self.fibonacci(current - 2)

86

87 def linear(self, current: int) -> int:

88 return current

89

90 def power_law(self, current: int) -> int:

91 if current <= 1:

92 return 1

93 return current * (current - 1)

94

95 def retries(self):

96 return self.nr_retries

97

98 def __enter__(self):

99 return self

100

101 def __exit__(self, exc_type, exc_val, exc_tb):

102 pass

Storage Interface

Listing A.6: Storage operations interface

1 from interface import Interface

2

3 class StorageConnector(Interface):

4

5 @property

6 def client(self):

7 pass

8

9 @property

10 def database(self):
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11 pass

12

13 @property

14 def collection(self):

15 pass

16

17 def get_db(self, db_name: str):

18 pass

19

20 def get_col(self, col_name: str):

21 pass

22

23 def run_aggr(self, pipeline: list):

24 pass

25

26 def run_find(self, query, projection=None, sort=None, limit=-1):

27 pass

28

29 def run_update(self, filter_qry, payload):

30 pass

31

32 def run_insert(self, payload):

33 pass

34

35 def run_update_one(self, filter_qry, payload):

36 pass

37

38 def run_insert_one(self, payload):

39 pass

40
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A.1 Data collection code snippets

Listing A.7: OXPath generated discovery query - rover.com

1 doc('https://www.rover.com/search/?...')

2

//input[@id="location-input-sidebar"]/{"N12"}/{pressenter /}

3 /(//a[@aria-label="Next page"]/{nextclick/})*

4 //div[contains(@class, 'SearchResultsWrapper__Results

')]//a[contains(@class, "NameRow__NameLink")]:<links>

5 [

6 .:<link=qualify-url(@href)>

7 :<discovery_payload> [

8 .[ ..//a[contains

(@class, "NameRow__NameLink")]:<name=normalize-space(.)> ]

9 [ ./../../..//span[contains

(@class, 'InfoColumn__Title')]:<bio=normalize-space(.)> ]

10 [ ./../../..//span[contains(

@class, 'InfoColumn__Location')]:<location=normalize-space(.)> ]

11 [? ./../../../..//div[contains(@class,

'PriceAndFavoriteColumn__Price-')]:<price=normalize-space(.)> ]

12 [? ./../../../..//img[contains(@class,

'ImageColumn__DesktopImage')]:<profile_img=qualify-url(@src)> ]

13 [? ./../../..//div[contains

(@class, 'InfoPills__ReviewsWrapper')]//span[contains(@class

, 'CalloutBadge__Badge')]:<nr_reviews=normalize-space(.)> ]

14

[? ./../../..//div[contains(@class, 'StarRating__SvgWrapper

')]:<rating=normalize-space(@aria-label)> ]

15 [? ./../

../..//div[contains(@class, 'HorizontalLayout__HorizontalWrapper
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')]/a[contains(@class, 'InfoPills__CalloutBadgeAnchor

')]//span[contains(@class, 'InfoPills__StyledCalloutBadge

')]:<repeat_pet_owner=normalize-space(.)> ]

16 ]

17 ]
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Additional images and illustrations
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Figure B.1: 4chan data structure

Figure B.2: Number of discovery instances by time
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Figure B.3: Live board and t−1,t−2,t−3 boards topic models

Figure B.4: Live board and t−1,t−2,t−3 boards sentiment
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Figure B.5: Rover.com search result example
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Code repositories

The main code repository for this research project can be found here: https://bitbucket.org/yprifti/data-

gather-open/

• Folder data-gather-open/jupyter contains the Python Jupyter notebooks

• Folder data-gather-open/integrations/api/app contains third-party API integrations

for complex discovery queries that depend on additional data and algorithms

• Folder data-gather-open/k8s/dcs-k8s/k8s-deployments contain the Kubernetes

cluster configurations, deployments, and helm charts for deploying and running

data collection campaigns

• Folder data-gather-open/mongo contain MongoDB queries for data exploration,

map-reduce and data cleansing

• Folder data-gather-open/projects contains data campaign web extraction OXPath

and DR-Web-Engine queries

• Folder data-gather-open/py contains the main python code for the OSNNs-ScrA

web data extraction distributed engine

• File data-gather-open/py/main.py contains the CLI for running data extraction

campaigns

As part of this project, a running docker container was created. The container is a single

running instance of the extraction engine. The repository for the docker container can

be found here: https://bitbucket.org/yprifti/data-gather-docker.

https://bitbucket.org/yprifti/data-gather-open/src/master/
https://bitbucket.org/yprifti/data-gather-open/src/master/
https://bitbucket.org/yprifti/data-gather-docker
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• There are three docker files in this repository. The File Dockerfile contains the

working copy. The file Dockerfile-Pub contains a slim version containing only

the runnable engine. The file Dockerfile-Dev contains a debuggable version of the

engine, able to lunch X-Server into the host machine; hence allowing to observe

the execution of the extraction query.

• The file builder offers a CLI for building the docker image.

• The file runner offers a CLI for running local instances of the container

• The files’ id rsa docker* contain the RSA public and private keys for access to

the code repository. These are used within the container to allow code access. All

instances will pull the latest version of the code before execution, allowing hot

rolling and propagation of code changes into the running distributed engine.

• A version of the public build container can be found on the Docker Image

Repository: https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/ylliprifti/yp-phd-pub

https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/ylliprifti/yp-phd-pub
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